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Abstract

Smart Pricing can be classified as Dynamic Pricing and bears resemblances to Con-

gestion Pricing. It is a pricing scheme that varies prices according to the current

users’ responses to rising load. Smart Pricing is a solution to the problem of under-

utilised network resources or to accommodate growing demand within existing network

resources. All three pricing schemes necessitates signalling, however, little is known

about the signalling requirements. This thesis makes original contributions in this very

area whereby it:

• analyses the current 3G mobile telecommunications systems network architecture

and shows how Smart Pricing can be implemented;

• proposes two models for implementing Smart Pricing in 3G mobile telecommu-

nications systems. In these models, a new network element so-called Dynamic

Pricing Engine is proposed to be added;

• calculates and reports required signalling requirements for Smart Pricing ; and

• extends the models to more advanced telecommunications systems.

The first model proposed is the Monte Carlo Simulation model in which operation

of Smart Pricing is simulated and the required signalling is calculated. Both small

and large Smart Pricing systems1 are investigated and eighteen simulation scenarios

are conducted. Highlights2 of our findings are as follows. When there are more users

in the system, the bidding signalling percentage on the uplink increases but decreases

on the downlink and on links between network elements. It is not how the level of

congestion is defined, it is the user behaviours that dictate the signalling requirements

for Smart Pricing.

The second model is the State Space Analysis model, in which the Markov Chain

technique is employed. Highlights3 of our findings are as follows. In the steady-state

1A Smart Pricing system is defined as a WCDMA UMTS system which adopts Smart Pricing.
2A complete set of the findings can be found in Section 3.9.
3A complete set of the findings can be found in Section 4.12.
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condition, the maximum average signalling loads for the uplink, downlink and links be-

tween network elements can be accommodated with existing signalling system capacity.

With respect to simulation time, this model is significantly faster than theMonte Carlo

Simulation model. It is recommended that the Dynamic Pricing Engine be collocated

with the Billing System.

Applicability of the proposed models to more advanced cellular telecommunications

systems, such as HSDPA, HSPA+ and LTE is also demonstrated. Then, estimated

average signalling loads4 are reported. Finally, the models are shown to be able to

be applied in other resource-constrained and non-cellular telecommunications systems,

particularly Cognitive Radio5.

4Summary of details can be found in Section 5.6.
5Summary of details can be found in Section 6.6.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Why this research?

Many mobile telecommunications networks are still in transition from Second Genera-

tion (2G) to Third Generation (3G) Systems. The move to 3G systems is being driven

by increasing numbers of subscribers and by the desire for more and better services. As

a result, required data rates are growing substantially. To accommodate these needs,

3G systems are designed to handle many more subscribers and to offer higher bit rates

(up to 384 kbits/s), variable bit rate for bandwidth on demand, error rates down to

10−6 and coexistence of 2G and 3G systems [1].

Parallel to the evolution of the mobile telecommunications networks, other commu-

nication technologies have also been developed. The size and data rate of the applica-

tions for these technologies rise with the advances in technology, making congestion a

potentially serious problem. At peak times, with subscribers congregating in a small

geographical area, concurrently using these advanced applications, a significant bur-

den is imposed on mobile network resources. Thus, the capacity in 3G systems can be

quickly exhausted and more network infrastructure investment will be needed. Smart

Pricing, which has prices varied according to users’ responses to congestion, is a possi-

ble response to the problem of congestion. The focus for this research is investigating

the signalling required to implement Smart Pricing in mobile telecommunications sys-

tems. Smart Pricing describes pricing schemes which help network operators effectively

utilize their available network resources, thus reducing the need for expanded network

infrastructure investment. In such pricing schemes, subscribers are charged dependent

on the level of network congestion. The price of calls varies in response to changes

in the willingness to supply and demand [2] and corresponds to economists’ notion of

efficient spot prices that combine shadow prices to allocate resources efficiently in the

presence of congestion externalities [3] [4].

Due to the nature of Smart Pricing, new prices will be generated frequently. These

price messages must be delivered to subscribers in each cell differently and appropri-
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

ately to match with different levels of traffic. Responses from subscribers are also

needed to indicate whether or not they accept the new price for their current call. The

subscribers might also have the option to initiate a request for an increase in Quality

of Service (QoS). In addition, signalling between network elements is also necessary for

purposes such as reporting congestion levels and updating relevant network elements

of new prices. Hence, for Smart Pricing to be deployed, three types of signalling are

required. They are: uplink, downlink and inter-network-elements signalling.

The primary aim of this thesis is to report the research undertaken into signalling

requirements for the implementation of Smart Pricing in mobile telecommunications

networks. The secondary aim is to extend the signalling models proposed for mobile

telecommunications networks to a wider range of systems.

1.1.1 Objectives

The objectives of this research are to:

1. identify the signalling requirements for Smart Pricing in mobile telecommunica-

tions systems, particularly Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)

for Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS);

2. estimate the signalling loads for Smart Pricing in WCDMA UMTS;

3. provide detailed analysis on how to use the proposed signalling models for im-

plementing Smart Pricing in more advanced mobile telecommunications systems;

and

4. propose an approach for implementing Smart Pricing in systems other than mo-

bile telecommunications systems.

1.1.2 Scope

This research will not consider the normal signalling requirements for call setup and

teardown in mobile telecommunications systems. This means that the signalling load

estimated from this research is incremental to the conventional signalling. This research

also does not explore the process of setting new prices. It is presumed simply that the

price messages are automatically yielded by the Tariff Setting System1 after the Tariff

Setting System receives the congestion information. This presumption also applies to

the non-cellular telecommunications and other resource-constrained systems that we

consider in this research, e.g. Cognitive Radio.

1See details in Section 2.4
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Hence, the scope of this project is to:

1. focus on the current signalling system for mobile telecommunications systems

and take into account the evolution of that signalling system;

2. take into consideration network elements of the system architecture of current

mobile telecommunications systems that have connection with the Smart Pricing;

3. consider the signalling requirements for Smart Pricing for one cell;

4. extend the proposed signalling models to more advanced mobile telecommuni-

cations systems in which technical specifications are set by the 3rd Generation

Partnership Project; and

5. extend the proposed Smart Pricing and signalling models to non-cellular telecom-

munications and other resource-constrained systems, particularly one that is cur-

rently drawing significant research interests, i.e. Cognitive Radio.

1.2 Literature review and gap statement

Literature survey has been undertaken with best effort and no work on Smart Pricing

has been found apart from the work in [2] by a research team of which the author is a

member. This is expected, as Smart Pricing is a new pricing scheme which the research

team proposed. Some detailed work on Smart Pricing has also been reported in [5],

but the focus of that work was on resource allocation.

A few similar works to Smart Pricing, i.e. Dynamic Pricing and Congestion Pricing

in mobile telecommunication systems, were found but there are a limited number of

such publications. This has been confirmed in [6], [7], [8] and [9]. In the works that

have been published, there is little consideration regarding the signalling requirements.

In the next two sections, we firstly look at how Dynamic and Congestion Pricing

are defined and secondly give a summary of the current works on these two types

of pricing schemes in mobile telecommunications systems, particularly the signalling

requirements aspect. From the summary, we then identify gaps, which allows us to

make original contributions, in the subsequent section.

1.2.1 Dynamic Pricing and Congestion Pricing

Dynamic Pricing describes pricing schemes that have different prices for calls depending

on the network situation. Congestion Pricing (also known as Congestion-dependent

Pricing) describes pricing schemes that take into account the congestion-dependent

component in setting prices of calls [10]. Congestion Pricing not only discourages

usage when the network is congested but also generates revenue for capacity expansion

[11]. Congestion Pricing is a category of Dynamic Pricing.

1.2. Literature review and gap statement 3
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A good summary of Dynamic Pricing schemes can be found in [5], whereby the au-

thor categorises Dynamic Pricing into three types. In auction-based pricing schemes,

prices are set based on users’ bids for network resources. In shadow pricing schemes,

prices are set to maximise the aggregate utility of all users. Lastly, in stochastic control

pricing schemes, prices are set based on network operator knowledge about the nature

of arrival and departure of the users. In contrast, in [12], the authors categorise Dy-

namic Pricing into only two types: non-differentiated and differentiated. The difference

between these two types is whether a Dynamic Pricing scheme offers different services,

each with a different level of QoS which is honoured even during congestion periods.

Thus, if based on [5], Smart Pricing falls into the mixed categories of the auction-

based and shadow Dynamic Pricing because prices are shadow prices and set based on

users’ bids. On the other hand, if based on [12], Smart Pricing falls into the category

of differentiated Dynamic Pricing because it guarantees best QoS for all calls when

network load is light. When congestion occurs, best QoS is guaranteed for highest

bidders, and for any other users QoSs are guaranteed to be greater than or equal to a

pre-agreed minimum QoS.

1.2.2 Current work on Dynamic Pricing in mobile telecom-

munications systems

In general, it is recognised in [13] that a flexible charging architecture is required to

accommodate Dynamic Pricing because other pricing schemes such as flat-rate and

one-off charge per service still exist and not every mobile telecommunications network

operator is willing to adopt Dynamic Pricing.

In [14], the authors propose a Congestion Pricing model for general communica-

tion networks. An important finding in this work is that static pricing can approach

optimality, which indicates that time-of-day pricing (a slow-price-variation Dynamic

Pricing scheme) is adequate if demand varies slowly. A large number of aspects are

considered in this work, which among others include: revenue maximization, welfare

maximization and ways to obtain an optimal Dynamic Pricing policy.

In [11], Congestion Pricing is also the focus. The authors outline the economic

theory of pricing a congestible resource, such as a communication network, whereby

many users can share but the quality of the resource degrades as the number of users

increase. Market power is taken in account in determining ways to set price in order

to maximise net social benefits in this work.

In [12], the focus changes to Dynamic Pricing. The authors propose a differen-

tiated Dynamic Pricing scheme in which users are classified into different QoS levels

based on QoS parameters. The objective of this work is to use Dynamic Pricing to
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maximise network operator revenue while assuring resource and QoS constraints are

met. In solving such an optimization problem, the Block-Depth-First Search algorithm

is utilised.

In [15], the authors propose a Dynamic Pricing scheme which is based on a linearly

increasing price vector. User demand and call duration are modelled as functions of

price and Markov technique is used to obtain an optimal pricing policy. Beside having

the spotlight on maximizing network revenue like the above works, the authors also

investigate blocking probability and cost per unit time for voice service.

In [8], the author tests the effectiveness of Dynamic Pricing when prices and network

load has a linear relationship. The author finds that a linear pricing function should

not be used when a target revenue is aimed to achieve. Control theory is used in the

test.

In [16], Dynamic Pricing is applied to the same mobile telecommunications system

considered in Smart Pricing, i.e. the WCDMA system. The authors attempt to use

Dynamic Pricing as a means to allocate the uplink radio capacity of a cell to voice

and data calls, each service with a different utility function. Different from any of the

above works, the focus of this work is not to maximise the network operator revenue

but to attain an optimal signal-to-interference ratio for data calls and transmit rate

for voice calls.

In [17], the focus is placed on auction system, which is an element of auction-based

Dynamic Pricing schemes. The auction system that the authors propose allows a user

to delegate an auction task to a mobile agent and controls the agent through its mobile

device. This auction system is similar to the one employed in Smart Pricing, which to a

certain extent is captured in Figure 6.1. The idea integrated into that figure is that the

Bidding Agent (a function of the Dynamic Pricing Adaptor in the user’s equipment)

participates in an auctioning process in the Auction Room (a function of the Dynamic

Pricing Engine) making pre-programmed decisions on behalf of the user. The user still

has the power to manually override those pre-programmed decisions if necessary.

In [18], the authors propose two real-time2 payment methods in a form of micropay-

ments. Additional computation cost for the methods compared with the conventional

method which is based on Charging Data Records is identified. The authors argue

that Dynamic Pricing can be accommodated by these real-time payment methods if a

pricing contract is established upon call connection.

Although various aspects of Dynamic Pricing are investigated in the above eight

works, no consideration is given on the signalling requirements. We are somewhat

surprised that such consideration is missing even in [18] and [17] when one would think

that it is vital for a payment method or an auction process to be proposed.

2In some works, such as [6] and [7], Dynamic Pricing is also named real-time pricing.
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In [19], it is said that there is no need for complex control mechanism for congestion

because Dynamic Pricing is auto-regulating. To a certain extent, this verifies the

finding of the work in [8]. In that work the authors propose a dynamic pricing scheme

for data services in General Packet Radio Service networks. A similarity between this

pricing scheme and Smart Pricing is that high prices will only apply when the network

load reaches a certain threshold. The difference is that with this pricing scheme, the

user has to stop transmitting if he/she is not willing to pay the high price in the event

of congestion, whereas with Smart Pricing the user will still be able to transmit, only

the bit rate is reduced. The only information about the signalling requirements in

this work is a mention that prices (when the system experiences congestion) will be

broadcasted to users.

In [20], the authors propose a Dynamic Pricing scheme which allows users to choose

between the conventional fixed price with acceptable QoS degradation and dynamic

prices with superior QoS. There are two queues and depending on which pricing option

a user chooses, he/she will be placed into the priority queue or the conventional queue.

This pricing scheme bears a resemblance to Smart Pricing because a user has the option

to pay a higher price to avoid QoS degradation or to accept the QoS degradation and

pay a low price. The fundamental difference however is that with this pricing scheme

such an option is provided before the user is admitted to the network, whereas after

with Smart Pricing. We argue that after is better because, whether the user accepts

the dynamic prices or not, the user’s call is still continuing, while before, the user will

have to experience waiting time. Moreover, there is no guarantee in this pricing scheme

on how long the user has to wait in the queue. Apart from mentioning that the pricing

block in its system diagram broadcasts prices to users, no detailed consideration is

given on the signalling requirements.

In [9], the authors propose to use Dynamic Pricing to select a Radio Access Tech-

nology (RAT) in heterogeneous networks. In a heterogeneous network, a number of

Radio Access Networks connect to the same core network. Such a network allows for a

Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM) to be utilised. The author finds that

the proposed RAT Dynamic Pricing selection algorithm could help avoid overload in a

RAT and balance loads between all involved RATs. Again, the only information about

the signalling requirements in this work is a mention of broadcasting price messages to

users.

In [6], the authors suggest that call prices are calculated based on the total number

of available channels in the circuit switched networks while on average packet delay

and throughput in packet switched networks. They then predict users’ reaction to

changes in price when Dynamic Pricing is applied on the Global System for Mobile

Communications (GSM) and UMTS. Load of the network is determined by measuring
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traffic intensity, however, there is no mention of how this load information is signalled

to the Billing System so that new prices can be set. There is also no discussion about

how users are signalled with the new prices. The authors state that bidding signalling

for Dynamic Pricing will overwhelm the signalling capacity of cellular networks but

provide no supporting evidence.

In [7], the authors suggest that call prices are set based on a set of target system

performance parameters, which are determined according to traffic intensity, revenue

and grade of service. The authors propose a Dynamic Pricing algorithm in a form of

a feedback loop and suggest that it be implemented in the Base Station Controller

(BSC). Call prices are said to be sent to Mobile Stations (MSs) using the Broadcast

Control Channel (BCCH). There is however no reasoning as to why the BSC is chosen

but not another network element, say in the Billing System. There is also no evidence

on why the BCCH is chosen. If, for example, a Dynamic Pricing scheme which is

based on users’ bidding is adopted then there is no need to send new prices to all users,

but only a subset of them. Using the BCCH to broadcast new prices could interfere

with users who are not participating in the bidding process. This, in turn, could affect

customer satisfaction level.

1.2.3 Gap statement

It can be seen from a summary of the literature on Dynamic Pricing in mobile telecom-

munications systems in the previous section that focus of the current works is mainly on

proposing different Dynamic Pricing schemes, auction systems and payment methods.

There are limited discussions about the signalling requirements apart from mentioning

that prices will be broadcasted using the BCCH. Many technical aspects required for

the implementation of Dynamic Pricing are missing. Those that were not considered,

inter alia, are:

1. modelling of the signalling requirements for Dynamic Pricing;

2. required signalling components and protocols;

3. required network resources for signalling; i.e. what are the estimated signalling

loads on the uplink, downlink and links between network elements;

4. the uplink path which subscribers would use to advise the network operator of

their preference for price and QoS; and

5. how a new price is displayed in the MSs.
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Without considering, at the very least, those aspects, the claim that Dynamic

Pricing helps to reduce the number of blocked calls, increases revenue and increases

capacity utilisation can just mean shifting of costs. Some critical questions that must

be answered are: how much network traffic needs to be sacrificed for signalling pur-

poses? Are there any changes that need to be made to the current system architecture?

Answers to these questions have a significant affect on the decision to bring or not to

bring Dynamic Pricing into practice. Furthermore, obtaining these answers beforehand

is of great importance for any network operator before committing any resource to im-

plement Dynamic Pricing. This research provides answers to all of those questions

and addresses all the technical aspects identified above. Results from this research

are not only specifically for Smart Pricing but also serve as a good estimate of the

signalling requirements for any other Dynamic Pricing schemes proposed for use in

mobile telecommunications systems.

It should be noted that Dynamic Pricing proposals for the Internet are not ap-

plicable to mobile telecommunications systems because of the fundamental differences

between the two system architectures, even considered in the context of an all-IP core

network. The business models and the placement and management of the charing

functions are different. Even the charging, accounting and billing terms have different

meanings. The Internet systems require direct agreements between a user and each

independent service provider, whereas mobile telecommunications systems rely on an

operator-centric business model [13].

1.3 Thesis layout and original contributions

In Chapter 1, reasons why this research is undertaken and results of the literature

review process are provided. Then, gaps for original contributions to be made are

identified.

In Chapter 2, background knowledge required for this research is summarised, the

Smart Pricing scheme is outlined and the current architecture of mobile telecommu-

nications systems is analysed. Then, the first contribution is made by showing how

Smart Pricing can be implemented.

In Chapter 3, the second contribution is made where the first model for implement-

ing Smart Pricing in 3G mobile telecommunications systems is proposed and required

signalling requirements are calculated. This model is called the Monte Carlo Simulation

(MCS) model. The model enables required signalling loads when the Smart Pricing

system is in its instantaneous conditions to be calculated. With the MCS model, a

new network element, the so-called Dynamic Pricing Engine (DPE), is proposed to be

added to the current mobile telecommunications network architecture. This network
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element is responsible for setting prices depending on the congestion level in a cell and

specifies the QoS required. The model is investigated thoroughly where three types of

systems, how having more types of user’s willingness to pay, or how having more users

in the system affecting the required signalling loads are examined. For each system,

a wide range of parameters are considered from the conditions under which a user is

admitted, to the level at which congestion is defined, and users’ behaviour when they

are already in the system. At the end of the chapter, findings from a large number of

simulation scenarios are reported and three recommendations are made.

In Chapter 4, the third contribution is made where the second model for implement-

ing Smart Pricing in 3G mobile telecommunications systems is proposed and required

signalling requirements are calculated. This model is called the State Space Analysis

(SSA) model. The model is developed using the State Space and Markov Chain anal-

ysis. The model enables signalling requirements when Smart Pricing system is in its

steady-state condition to be calculated. With the intention of comparing the MCS

model, most of the simulation scenarios conducted for the MCS model are replicated.

Preliminary results demonstrate consistency between the two models with much greater

computational efficiency, enabling us to analyse a further two aspects of the system.

Firstly, how adding more signalling components to an interaction impacting on the

overall signalling load is examined. Secondly, different options for locating the DPE

are examined. At the end of the chapter, findings are reported showing that the SSA

model not only has the same capability as the MCS model of informing the signalling

requirements but is also able to predict the long-term signalling requirements and give

substantial improvements. A further four recommendations are made.

In Chapter 5, the fourth contribution is made where the MCS and SSA models are

extended to accommodate more advanced telecommunications systems. Applicability

of Smart Pricing and the MCS and SSA models to the 3GPP Release 99 UMTS down-

link system and to more advanced 3GPP mobile telecommunications developments are

investigated. The systems considered are the High Speed Downlink Packet Access,

the High Speed Packet Access Evolution and the Long Term Evolution systems. The

intentions for this chapter are to provide mobile telecommunications network operators

with a complete solution for the implementation of Smart Pricing in the 3GPP Re-

lease 99 UMTS system and to show the effectiveness of the MCS and SSA models. To

show the applicability of Smart Pricing, the MCS and SSA models, the characteristics

of each system are summarised and the evolution of the capacity and architecture of

the systems is analysed. Techniques to calculate the maximum system capacity and

the sharing of that capacity by individual users are provided. Smart Pricing system

diagrams for the High Speed Downlink Packet Access, the High Speed Packet Access

Evolution and the Long Term Evolution system are constructed. Lastly, a technique
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to estimate the Smart Pricing maximum average signalling loads for all four systems

and use it to estimate the maximum average signalling loads is developed.

In Chapter 6, the fifth contribution is made where the MCS and the SSA mod-

els are extended to accommodate non-cellular telecommunications and other resource-

constrained systems. The systems considered are the electricity, Asynchronous Transfer

Mode, water and Cognitive Radio system. Among the four system, Cognitive Radio

is the one that is given a particular focus. Cognitive Radio is a relatively new con-

cept and currently attracts much research. Two system architectures are proposed for

implementing Smart Pricing in non-cellular telecommunications and other resource-

constrained systems; a general one for all systems and another one specifically tailored

for Cognitive Radio systems. In both system architectures, new network elements are

proposed.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. A summary of major findings from this research

and suggestions for future work is provided.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

This chapter provides an overview of the background knowledge for this project. Sec-

tion 2.1 addresses the nature of Smart Pricing. Section 2.2 discusses the current

signalling system, Signalling System #7 (SS7), and how mobile networks deploy it.

Section 2.3 covers the architecture and protocols of the mobile telecommunications

systems. The Tariff Setting System is outlined in Section 2.4. Means for displaying a

new price in a mobile station are covered in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 examines mobile

prepaid service. The Smart Pricing signalling path will be presented in Section 2.7 to

illustrate an overall picture of how this background information is combined and fits

into this project. Section 2.8 outlines possible signalling means. Finally, Section 2.9

discusses the uplink load and capacity of WCDMA systems.

2.1 Smart Pricing principles

With the current static pricing schemes – single price and, to a lesser extent, peak/off-

peak price – mobile network resources are under-utilised during quiet or off-peak hours.

The under-utilisation factor of the peak versus off-peak demand can be as high as 20

to 1 [6]. This suggests that a means to allocate better limited network resources is

greatly needed. The problem is not simply one of short term efficiency. As the number

of subscribers increases, more network resources will be needed to accommodate the

growing peak demand. Instead of investing more in network resources to meet this

demand, network operators could use dynamic pricing to constrain the demand within

the available network resources while allocating them to those users who value them

most.

Dynamic Pricing refers to a range of pricing schemes that vary the price of calls

as demand on the network fluctuates [7]. Smart Pricing is one of a number of pricing

schemes that respond to the state of the network and can be classified as dynamic.

Smart Pricing is also a type of congestion pricing where the price varies directly with

the load. It is different from a simple congestion price in that it does not posit a simple

relationship between price and load such that a given load is associated with a particular
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price. Instead, Smart Pricing varies that relationship according to the characteristics

of the current user group, sometimes increasing prices quickly with load, sometimes

more slowly, depending on users’ responses to the rising load. It is a pricing scheme

which varies price in response to the relative scarcity of network resources and has

been developed to be implemented on WCDMA networks, in work initially funded

by the Smart Internet Technology Cooperative Research Centre (SIT CRC) [2]. That

work also includes development of a model to assess various pricing schemes and it

will address the implementation issues. In particular, it uses degradation in QoS as an

indication to users of network congestion, i.e. as the load increases past a certain point,

relative to the total capacity of the cell, the QoS of existing users declines. Users can

respond by indicating to the network that they are willing to pay more to avoid the

QoS degradation. The network responds by allocating more of the available bandwidth

to those users, charging them more and using the higher charges to establish prices

for new entrants. Under this approach, the price variation depends on the strength

of demand and the estimated congestion costs that one active subscriber imposes on

the others. Therefore, the price of a call during the day and possibly even during the

course of a call might fluctuate. All active subscribers must be notified of these price

changes and there must be a mechanism for the subscribers to respond to the network

operator as to whether or not they accept the new combination of price and QoS. All

of these implementations impose signalling requirements and the question arises as to

how the signalling tasks can best be achieved.

In this section, we have explained that with Smart Pricing new call prices will have

to be sent frequently to the active users in the network, and users will also need to be

able to communicate with the network via some signalling method. In the next section,

we will look at the current signalling system.

2.2 Common channel signalling #7 (SS7)

Whether it is a wireless network or not, signalling within a telecommunications network,

in general, allows telephone switches or packet switches to communicate with each other

and share the information needed to process any type of call. Signalling System #7

(SS7), in particular, allows data communications on a 56 or 64-kbits/s link between

the switches for data, video, voice and audio networks. These communications include

call setup and teardown, accessing remote databases to provide routing and billing

information for all telephone services.

SS7 uses a packet switching network separated from the voice network. It requires

only connectionless services such as those delivered over the Internet. It uses messages,

which are encapsulated in packets, to request services from other entities within this

2.2. Common channel signalling #7 (SS7) 12
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or another telecommunications network. The architecture of the SS7 network is shown

in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: SS7 Network Architecture [21].

There are three kinds of network elements, called signalling points, in the SS7

network [21]. They are:

• Service Switching Point (SSP): facilitates the communication with voice switches

and creates packets needed for transmission in the SS7 network. These packets

are for signalling to connect voice circuits or for database access;

• Signal Transfer Point (STP): transfers packets from one SSP to another, inter-

faces to another networks, performs protocol conversion and routes packets to

databases. Its features include: screening to maintain network security, measure-

ments of traffic and usage, and data mining to learn about customers’ calling

patterns and usage locations; and

• Service Control Point (SCP): interfaces to databases of a telephone network.

Mobile telecommunications networks utilise SS7 extensively to establish or discon-

nect circuit connections within its own network, to other mobile networks, and to Public

Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs). SS7 is also used to update the current location

of subscribers, access subscriber details in Home Location Register (HLR) databases,

or share this information with other mobile telecommunications networks in case of,

for instance, seamless roaming. These functions are enabled through the connections

of the Mobile Switching Centers (MSCs) to the SSPs at one end and databases to the

SCPs at the other. The protocol stack used for these connections is in Figure 2.2,

where:

2.2. Common channel signalling #7 (SS7) 13
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Figure 2.2: SS7 Protocol Stack [21].

• Message Transfer Part (MTP): combines the Physical, Data Link and Network

layers into one layer and routes packets from the source all the way to the desti-

nation [22];

• Signalling Connection Control Part (SCCP): assists the MTP with address trans-

lation to route packets to the correct databases in case the database’s address is

unknown to the sending node;

• Application Service Part (ASP): covers the services of the Transport, Session and

Presentation layers [22];

• Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP): accesses, queries and re-

trieves information from databases; and

• Telephone User Part (TUP), Integrated Service Digital Network User Part (ISDN-

UP or ISUP) and Broadband ISUP (BISUP) are the protocols used to establish

or disconnect connections to different PSTNs.

In this section, we have obtained a general idea about the role and functions of a

signalling system, how the current signalling system SS7 links the MSCs to each other

and to network databases, and also the protocols used in SS7. We have also understood

the signalling among the MSCs and between the MSC and the network databases. In

the next section, we will look at the mobile telecommunications network architecture

to determine the signalling path from the MSCs to the Tariff Setting System (the place

where new prices are usually set) and the protocols used.
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2.3 Mobile network architecture and protocols

The most widely used 2G (digital voice centric) cellular telephony network is the Global

System for Mobile Communications (GSM), which has now evolved into a 3G (inte-

grated voice and data) system known as the Universal Mobile Telecommunications

Systems (UMTS), based on a WCDMA interface. The evolved core network of the 2G

and 3G systems are the same [23], the only difference is the access technology, which in

GSM is Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) or Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA), and WCDMA in UMTS [24].

Apart from the MSC and HLR mentioned in the previous section, the core network

also includes other network elements. They are:

• Mobile Station (MS);

• User Equipment (UE);

• Base Station System (BSS);

• Radio Network System (RNS). It is also called UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access

Network (UTRAN);

• Visitor Location Register (VLR);

• Equipment Identity Register (EIR);

• Operations and Maintenance Centre (OMC);

• Billing System;

• Gateway Mobile-services Switching Centre (GMSC);

• SMS Gateway MSC (SMS-GMSC);

• SMS Interworking MSC (SMS-IWMSC);

• Short Message Service - Service Centre (SMS-SC);

• Authentication Centre (AuC);

• Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) – GPRS is General Packet Radio Service;

• Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN);

• Charging Gateway Function (CGF);

• Node B ;

• Radio Network Controller (RNC);

• Base Transceiver Station (BTS); and

• Base Station Controller (BSC).

For definition of these technical terms, refer to [25] and [26], and for functions’ de-

scriptions, refer to [23]. The architecture and protocols for mobile telecommunications

network (also called Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN)) are in Figure 2.3 and Figure

2.4 [1], [23], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33].
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Figure 2.3: Mobile network architecture and protocols.

The protocols used are:

• Link Access Protocol on D Channel (LAPD);

• Link Access Protocol on Dm Channel (LAPDm);

• Mobile Application Part (MAP);

• GPRS Tunnel Protocol (GTP);

• Radio Resource Control (RRC);

• Radio Network Subsystem Application Part (RNSAP);

• Radio Access Network Application Part (RANAP); and

• Node B Application Part (NBAP).

Also note that the interfaces between the Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM)

and Mobile Equipment (ME) is Cu and between the Subscriber Identity Module (SIM)

and ME is SIM-ME.

We observe from Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 that if a new price message is to be sent

to subscribers, its route must be from the Billing System to the MSs. Precisely it is

from the Tariff Setting System because, for reasons to be clarified later in Section 2.4,

the Tariff Setting System is responsible for setting prices for Smart Pricing and it is

located inside the Billing System. There are five network elements that are connected

to the Billing System; they are the MSC, GMSC, HLR, SGSN and GGSN. The SGSN

and GGSN are connected to the Billing System via the CGF, which can be collocated

with the SGSN or GGSN. The protocols for these connections are:
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Figure 2.4: Detailed access network architecture of 2G and 3G systems.

• for circuit switched domain: File Transfer Access and Management (FTAM),

X.25, File Transfer Protocol (FTP) (or Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)

and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP); and

• for packet switched domain: GTP.

The previous section explained the SS7 method for signalling among network el-

ements. In this section, we have identified the route and protocols required for the

architecture of mobile telecommunications networks. Together, the whole signalling

path for a new price to the MSs has been revealed. In the next section, we will see

where new transaction prices are set.

2.4 Tariff setting system

Under a Smart Pricing scheme, a function is required which is responsible for not only

setting prices depending on levels of congestion of a cell and in accordance with the

Billing System rules but also for specifying QoS. We define this as the Tariff Setting

System (TSS) function.

The original function of a Billing System has been to transform the Charging Data

Records (CDRs) generated by the charging function into bills required for payment [34].

The charging function in the circuit switched domain includes MSC, GMSC and HLR;

whereas in the packet switched domain the CGF [35].

Prices which the Billing System use to charge subscribers are set by the Tariff Man-

agement. The functions of the Tariff Management are to create, set, get and delete

the tariffs defined in the network elements (such as the MSC and GMSC). The Tariff
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Management is a function of the Tariff Administration. The Tariff Administration,

in turn, is a service component of the Tariff and Charging Administration. The Tar-

iff Administration provides management functions required to administer the tariffs

and parameters required for the application of those tariffs. The Tariff and Charg-

ing Administration is an Operations System Function (OSF) of the Telecommunica-

tions Management Network, which is defined by the International Telecommunication

Union-Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T). Location of the Tariff and

Charging Administration is implementation specific [36] and we assume that it is lo-

cated inside the Billing System. To minimize possible modifications to the current

3G network architecture, we propose that the TSS also be located inside the Billing

System. Such a choice would help reduce the signalling required. The TSS interacts

with the Tariff Management function of the Tariff and Charging Administration in

setting new prices. Specifically, the Tariff Management sets new prices whenever it is

instructed by the TSS and the TSS gives such instructions based on congestion levels

of the cell.

Parallel to being responsible for setting new and variable prices dependent on con-

gestion levels, the TSS also sets variable QoS levels appropriate to those prices.

Hence, together with its original function, under a Smart Pricing scheme, the Billing

System now has more functions which are those supported by the TSS. In this thesis,

we will be concerned about functions of the Billing System provided by the TSS only.

2.5 Displaying a new price in a mobile station

As all price changes must be notified to subscribers, there must be means to make the

subscribers aware of the price changes. New price messages must be in an enduring

form so that the subscribers will be able to refer to it at any time. There are two modes

which subscribers could be in when a new price message is to be displayed, namely the

idle and busy modes.

In the idle mode, the display methods could be in text form by using the SIM/USIM

Application Toolkit (SAT/USAT) in response to network control messages. This could

be done by updating an application pre-loaded or remotely loaded after the SIM/USIM

card has been issued [37], then by utilising either:

• a field in the MS’s display. The sixteen characters of the Service Provider Indi-

cation [38] field could be used for this purpose; or

• the display inside a menu, such as Advice of Charge (AoC). However, this must

be preceded by an alerting indicator [38] in the MS, e.g. by sound or flashing

light to draw the subscriber’s attention.
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In the busy mode, an interrupting voice announcement followed by a text message

similar to those in the idle mode could be used to inform subscribers of a new price.

Others means of signalling new prices in the busy mode may also be adopted.

2.6 Mobile pre-paid service

Beside Postpaid mobile subscribers, Prepaid mobile subscribers also contribute a sig-

nificant market for mobile network operators [39]. This payment option presents addi-

tional implementation issues for Smart Pricing. For a mobile network to offer Prepaid

services, additional network elements and signalling were required. This section briefly

comments on the choices that network operators have to provide Mobile Prepaid Ser-

vices and the one believed to be a low risk solution [39] is selected. The extra network

elements are then integrated into the mobile telecommunications system architecture

to establish an overall signalling path for implementing Smart Pricing.

Network operators have four choices to provide Mobile Prepaid Service [39]:

1. Handset Based approach: MS stores the prepaid credit and performs credit de-

duction by using the AoC and cross-check with the credit limit. There is a fraud

risk for this choice because illegal credit modification may occur.

2. Service Node approach: includes two extra network elements, the Service Node

and the Prepaid Billing Platform. This approach can accommodate only a small

number of subscribers.

3. Hot Billing approach: uses charging information in the CDRs generated by the

MSC to perform credit deduction at the Prepaid Service Centre. However, the

CDRs are only sent on the completion of a call. Thus, there is a risk that calls

exceeding the credit limit are made.

4. Wireless Intelligent Network (WIN) approach: includes two extra network el-

ements, the Intelligent Peripheral (IP) and Prepaid Service Control Point (P-

SCP). The IP is used to advise subscribers of the prepaid credit and the call

charging rate. The P-SCP is used to control the call setup at the MSC, perform

credit deduction and instruct the MSC to disconnect the call if the credit limit

is reached. The communication between the P-SCP and MSC is via the SS7

network. This approach is believed to be a low risk solution since calls exceeding

credit limits cannot be made because the P-SCP has immediate control on the

MSC to teardown the call. IP is a network element of the Intelligent Network

(IN) [21]. For simplicity, we assume that the P-SCP can also be integrated into

the IN.
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In the case which mobile prepaid subscribers use SMS, charging messages will be

generated by the SMS-SC. The recipient of these charging messages, via SS7 network,

is the P-SCP, which, as in the case of WIN, will perform the credit deduction and

instruct the MSC to stop sending any SMS if the credit limit has been reached [39].

Thus, by incorporating the IN and SMS-SC into the the system architecture, mobile

pre-paid service can fully be accommodated.

2.7 Signalling paths for Smart Pricing

In Section 2.3, signalling paths from the MS to the charging function (e.g. the MSC)

and then from the charging function to the Billing System have been identified. From

Section 2.4, we know that the TSS is part of the Billing System. Finally, from Section

2.6 it is known that the IN is required for the prepaid services to be provided. By

integrating this information, overall signalling paths for Smart Pricing are revealed

and depicted in Figure 2.5.

Since the SGSN can support the CGF internally, the link between the TSS and

SGSN may be considered to be direct. The main signalling components to send new

price messages to the subscribers are those from the TSS to the MSs. The supporting

signalling components are from the MSC to HLR, and others that link the MSC/SGSN,

the SMS-SC and the IN. The signalling component to the HLR is required because the

MSC needs to be aware of the current location of the subscribers and their subscription

details (eg. in the contracted plan). This information is held in the HLR [40]. In Figure

2.5, consistent with the scope set for this research (as outlined in Section 1.1.2), the

normal signalling for call setup and teardown components are excluded.

2.8 Possible signalling means

In their work in [7], Fitkov-Noris and Khanifar only identified one possible signalling

means, and that is to use the BCCH. In an attempt to find out a possibly more effective

means below we identify a range of signalling means which we believe to be feasible for

use with Smart Pricing.

2.8.1 The downlink path

The potential signalling means for the downlink path, i.e. from the TSS to the MS,

are listed and described below.

1. Forward Access Channel (FACH). The FACH is a downlink channel that carries

control information to terminals known to be located in a given cell. It is mapped
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Figure 2.5: Signalling paths for Smart Pricing in mobile telecommunications networks.

onto the Secondary Common Control Physical Channel (S-CCPCH). Messages

on the FACH are for intended users only and they must be readable [32]. FACH

is also used to carry broadcast and multicast data [41]. With Smart Pricing,

when active subscribers wish to signal their intention to pay more to increase

or maintain their current QoS, the communications between the network oper-

ator and these subscribers should be private. The FACH meets this particular

requirement.

2. Paging Channel (PCH) in association with S-CCPCH. PCH is a downlink trans-

port channel1 that is used to initiate the communication between the network

operator and a subscriber. The network operator sends paging messages to a

group of terminals belonging to a paging group which is identified by a paging

indicator. Once a paging indicator is detected, the terminal decodes the next

PCH frame transmitted on the S-CCPCH to see if it is intended for it [32]. With

Smart Pricing, we will need to set up a communication with a subscriber who

wishes to negotiate the QoS of their connection. The function that the PCH

1Transport channels are services offered by the physical layer to higher layers. They are capable
of being mapped onto physical channels. A transport channel is defined by how and with what
characteristics data is transferred over the air interface [42].
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together with the S-CCPCH offers matches that requirement.

3. Broadcast Channel (BCH). The BCH could be used because it is a downlink

transport channel used to transmit information specific to the UMTS radio ac-

cess network of a given cell. It uses high power to reach all the users in an

intended area and contents of the messages are changeable [32]. The BCH is a

transport channel that a logical channel, the so-called BCCH, is mapped onto

[41]. With Smart Pricing, we need to transmit possibly different price messages

to subscribers in each and every cell, with all the subscribers in the cells be-

ing able to receive them. The prices are changed from time-to-time so we need

the flexibility to alter the contents of the signalling messages. The BCH offers

functions matched to Smart Pricing requirements.

4. Channel Stealing. Channel Stealing is a phenomenon that occurs when a burst of

voice or data is discarded to make capacity within a channel available for other

purposes such as a control signalling burst. The loss of voice or data’s quality will

not be noticeable because the channel coding scheme will make up for it with its

redundancy bits [27][28][1]. An example for this is the Fast Associated Control

Channel (FACCH) in GSM, where the user information is precluded for the

transmission of handover orders [28]. The equivalent FACCH in UMTS system

is the Dedicated Transport Channel [1]. It would be possible to use Channel

Stealing to send new price messages to subscribers.

5. Bit Stealing. Bit Stealing is a technique used in Digital Signalling in the early

days before SS7 was deployed. It steals one bit in the voice bit steam and uses

it for signalling purpose [21]. With Smart Pricing, there will be cases in which

the network operator only needs to give an indication of positive or negative

acknowledgement to a subscriber. Given this requirement, we could use the Bit

Stealing to send a Yes-or-No response.

6. Broadcast SMS. Broadcast SMS is a higher layer signalling method by which

information is sent, in a text message, from the network operator to a group or

all subscribers in a given area. This method is currently in use, thus it is also a

viable option.

7. Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) is a higher layer signalling

method used by the network operator to send an unstructured string to a MS.

The network operator may explicitly indicate that a response is required and the

next input string from the subscriber will be treated as a response [43]. With

Smart Pricing, the network operator may use the USSD to send a price message

to and then also receive a response from a subscriber.
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2.8.2 The uplink path

The potential signalling means for the uplink path, i.e. from the MS to the TSS, are

by using the:

1. Dedicated Channel (DCH). The DCH is an uplink (or downlink) transport chan-

nel and is mapped onto the uplink Dedicated Physical Data Channel (DPDCH)

[42]. As dedicated channels use inherent addressing of the UE, every subscriber

who is in communication with the network using such a channel will be uniquely

identified. This is an important means for Smart Pricing in regard to, for in-

stance, a subscriber submitting a bid. The DCH is transmitted over the entire

cell or over only a part of the cell.

2. Uplink Control Physical Channel (CPCH). A terminal can reserve several frames

in the Uplink CPCH [1]. With Smart Pricing, a subscriber may request the

network operator to have their current QoS maintained when the network is

becoming more congested. The amount of data needed to send this request

requires a few frames and we may use the uplink CPCH for this purpose.

3. Random Access Channel (RACH). RACH is an uplink channel which is purposely

used to carry one or two frames of control information from a terminal [1]. With

Smart Pricing, we may use the RACH, similarly to the Uplink CPCH, to send

shorter requests from subscribers.

4. Channel Stealing. Similarly to the case in the downlink path, we may use this

method to send subscriber request or response information to the network oper-

ator.

5. Bit Stealing. Similarly to the case in the downlink path, we may use this method

to send a Yes-or-No response from a subscriber to the network operator as to

whether or not they accept the new price to continue with their call.

6. USSD. Apart from the ability to send a response to the network operator when

indicated, we may use the USSD to send a request to maintain the current QoS

from a subscriber to the network operator. To initiate a request, a subscriber

enters a Man Machine Interface (MMI) string that should be treated as USSD

and sends it to the network operator to initiate an USSD operation [43]. The

USSD operation here will be a Smart Pricing related operation; such as request

for a QoS increase, which needs to be programmed. An example of the MMI

string to initiate a USSD is: *SC*SI# [44].
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2.9 Uplink load and capacity of WCDMA systems

In this thesis, we consider the uplink capacity only. The uplink is more tightly

constrained than the downlink in Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems [45]

and sets capacity limits for symmetric and uplink-driven services. However, it should

be noted that emerging 3G services include significant downlink-heavy asymmetric

services which would need to be considered in a complete analysis. Nevertheless, with

no difficulties or loss of generality, our findings for the uplink case can be extended to

the downlink.

Like in other CDMA systems, in WCDMA, all users are transmitting in the same

radio frequency band. Individual users are separated from each other by orthogonal

codes. The performance of a CDMA system is interference limited, meaning that the

capacity and quality of the system are limited by the amount of interference in the radio

frequency band [46]. Factors that the actual capacity of a CDMA cell is dependent on

are [46] [47]:

• receiver demodulation;

• power control accuracy;

• interference power from other users in the cell;

• interference power from users in other cells;

• interference from other sources; and

• background (thermal) noise.

In WCDMA systems, the wideband total received power, Itotal, can be measured in

Node B. It is given by [32] [47]:

Itotal = Iown + Ioth +N (2.1)

where Iown is the received power from users in the own cell. Interference power from

users in the cell constitutes this value. Ioth is the received power from users in the

surrounding cells. This is the interference power from users in other cells. N is the

total noise power. Background noise, receiver noise, and interference from other sources

constitute N .
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Iown is given by:

Iown =
M∑
j=1

Pj (2.2)

where Pj is the received signal of user j, and M is the total number of users in the cell.

To find the required Pj at the Node B where a user is connected to, the energy per

bit to noise power density ratio (Eb/N0) is used [47]. Eb/N0 is a link metric in digital

communication [46]. Eb/N0 is related to signal to noise ratio (S/R) by:

Eb
N0

=
W

R
· S
N

(2.3)

where W is bandwidth, R is bit rate, and S is the average modulating signal power.

Eb/N0 of a user j, (Eb/N0)j, is given by [32]:(
Eb
N0

)
j

=
W

υj ·Rj

· Pj
Itotal − Pj

(2.4)

where υj is the activity factor of user j, Rj is bit rate of user j and

W

υj ·Rj

= Processing gain of user j (2.5)

A typical value of υ for data call is 1 [32], meaning that the user of that data call

is assumed to transmit 100% of the time (i.e. non-stop activity). For voice call, υ is

0.4–0.5 [46] or 0.67 [32]; which is less than that of a data call. The reason is that during

a voice call, the user does not speak 100% of the time. When the user does not speak,

the vocoder output rate decreases. This, in turn, gives rise to interference reduction

[46].

Rearranging Equation (2.4), we have:

Pj =
1

1 +
W

(Eb/N0)j · υj ·Rj

· Itotal (2.6)

which is equivalent to:

Pj = Lj · Itotal (2.7)
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where the load factor, L, of user j, Lj, is defined to be:

Lj =
1

1 +
W

(Eb/N0)j · υj ·Rj

(2.8)

Summing for all M users in the cell, Equation (2.7) becomes:

M∑
j=1

Pj =

(
M∑
j=1

Lj

)
· Itotal (2.9)

Surrounding one cell, usually there are other cells, each of which serves its own

users. Transmitting power from users of these surrounding cells also interferes with

transmissions in the cell, even though power control is used in those surrounding cells

[46]. We say the cell is loaded by users of the surrounding cells. The Ioth included in

Equation (2.1) is to account for this effect. In an ideal situation, Ioth can be assumed

to be directly proportional to Iown [47]. That is:

Ioth = i · Iown (2.10)

where i is called the loading factor [46] or other cell to own cell interference ratio [47].

The range of values of i is 0 to 1 [46].

Substitute Equation (2.10) into Equation (2.1), we have:

Itotal = (1 + i)Iown +N (2.11)

Rearranging Equation (2.11), we have:

N = Itotal − (1 + i)Iown (2.12)

The Noise Rise (NR) is defined as:

NR =
Itotal
N

(2.13)

Substitute Equation (2.12) into Equation (2.13), we have:

NR =
Itotal

Itotal − (1 + i)Iown
(2.14)
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Substitute Equation (2.2) into Equation (2.14), we have:

NR =
Itotal

Itotal − (1 + i)
M∑
j=1

Pj

(2.15)

Substitute Equation (2.9) into Equation (2.15), we have:

NR =
Itotal

Itotal − (1 + i) · Itotal ·
M∑
j=1

Lj

(2.16)

Simplify Equation (2.16), we have:

NR =
1

1− (1 + i)
M∑
j=1

Lj

(2.17)

NR =
1

1− ηUL
(2.18)

where ηUL is the uplink load factor, and:

ηUL = (1 + i)
M∑
j=1

Lj (2.19)

It can be seen from Equation (2.18) that NR approaches infinity if ηUL is equal to 1.

This is also when the system reaches its pole capacity [32]. Hence, values of ηUL are in

the (0, 1) range.

Rearranging Equation (2.19), we have:

M∑
j=1

Lj =
ηUL

(1 + i)
(2.20)

Rearranging Equation (2.18), we have:

ηUL =
NR− 1

NR
(2.21)
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The ηUL represents the loading of a cell. If high loading is allowed, the coverage of

that cell will shrink. On the other hand, allowing high loading means increasing capac-

ity for the cell. This means cell coverage and cell capacity have an inverse relationship.

Depending on a certain situation, a network operator may opt for large coverage or

for high capacity. To compensate for the loss of signal strength due to Rayleigh and

log-normal fading in order for a received signal to be above the receiver threshold, an

interference margin in the link budget is used. This interference margin ensures that

a target size of a cell coverage area is met. A small interference margin should be used

when large coverage area is desired, whereas a large interference margin when high

capacity is desired. An interference margin in the link budget must be equal to the

maximum planned NR [32].

NR is usually given in unit of dB; i.e. its equivalent linear value is given by:

NR = 10

NR [dB]

10


(2.22)

Thus, for a given NR [dB] value, the procedure to find the maximum possible load

factor allowed in a cell from all users, ηM , is to:

1. use Equation (2.22) to convert to NR in linear value;

2. substitute NR in linear value into Equation (2.21) to find ηUL;

3. substitute the ηUL into Equation (2.20) to find the maximum possible load factor

for all users on the uplink of a cell; and

4. use the above maximum possible load factor as the upper-bound for the sum of

load factor values of all M users in the cell.

The load factor of each individual user is determined by using Equation (2.8).

Depending on the (Eb/N0)j, υj and Rj parameter values of each user j, the maximum

value for M is different. If all users have the same values for those parameter values,

the capacity of the cell, M , is given by:

M =
Maximum possible load factor from all users

Lu
(2.23)

where Lu is the load of a user, each of whom has the same Eb/N0, υ and R parameter

values.
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Modelling Smart Pricing

signalling

3.1 The need for a new network element

To implement Smart Pricing, the loads of all radio covered areas in a network must

be reported to the network operator. Depending on this information and responses

from subscribers to indications of congestion, a decision will be made by the network

operator whether or not to adjust the current prices. The smallest covered area where

a MS can uniquely identify the received radio signal from a transmitter is a cell [25]. In

UMTS, the radio transmitting and receiving functions of a cell are facilitated by Node

B (equivalent to BTS in a GSM system). Node B, however, does not have the required

processing power for resource management. That resides in the next network element

in the signalling path from the MS to the Billing System, i.e. the RNC (equivalent

to BSC in a GSM system). Therefore, the RNC is the first network element directly

responsible for and able to report the congestion level of a cell. Moreover, with soft

handover and transmission diversity, multiple Node Bs may be involved in a single

connection and since one RNC controls multiple Node Bs, it is able to report precisely

the congestion level of every cell. In Section 2.4, we have explained that the TSS in

the Billing System is responsible for setting new prices and QoS levels dependent on

congestion levels. For the TSS to do that, there must be a network element to receive

congestion information for a cell sent from the RNC, to process that information and to

decide whether new prices and QoS levels are necessary. If it is deemed necessary, that

network element will send a request to the TSS. The TSS will act upon that request

and set new prices and QoS levels. In conventional mobile telecommunications systems

(see Figure 2.3 for evidence), no such a network element currently exists. Therefore,

to bring Smart Pricing into practice, a new network element must be created and

undertakes the above-mentioned responsibilities.

Once this new network element is designated, we will be able to see all necessary

signalling components for Smart Pricing. Location of this element must be carefully
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chosen as it will have significant impact on the amount of signalling traffic required.

3.2 Dynamic pricing engine

In Section 3.1, we have identified the need for a new network element. Here, we

propose Dynamic Pricing Engine (DPE) as that new network element. The DPE can

be collocated with the RNC and linked to the TSS. The TSS is to be a distributed

function of the DPE.

The DPE is responsible for receiving congestion information of a cell from the RNC

as well as for processing that information. Contingent on seeing the need for new prices

and QoS levels, the DPE will request the TSS to set new prices. The TSS will act upon

such a request, sending information about new prices and QoS levels back to the DPE.

The DPE will then relay the new price messages to all active MSs in the cell. The

DPE will also need to send the new price messages to the MSC and SGSN as these

network elements need that information for generating CDRs. Finally, the DPE needs

to instruct the MSC and SGSN to set new QoS levels for MSs’ calls, according the

information received from the TSS.

Other functions of the DPE are: to communicate with users’ responses to new

prices, to record bids for maintaining QoS, and to communicate with the MSC to

change QoS of users’ call in relation to the number of bids. The DPE may also make

strategic decisions to vary prices for maximising network revenue. An example of such

a decision is to lower the prices when the network is very lightly loaded to encourage

subscribers to use the network more.

While being able to reduce the number of signalling links is important, finding a

location for the DPE which prevents network elements being overloaded by the sig-

nalling traffic is equally important. In this model, although we propose that the DPE

be a stand-alone element, it can always be collocated with the RNC or MSC. Having

the DPE as a stand-alone element would help us to investigate signalling for Smart

Pricing in the worst case scenario. Between the RNC and MSC, we believe that the

DPE should be collocated with the RNC because this prevents the MSC from possible

heavy signalling traffic imposed by the large number of active users in the cells that

the MSC controls.

In Figure 3.1, we incorporate the DPE into the signalling paths shown earlier in

Figure 2.5. The complete set of required signalling links for Smart Pricing are now

shown. The proposed protocols for the link from the DPE to the:

• RNC, MSC and SGSN is MTP (SS7); and

• HLR is TCAP.
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Other required signalling links and protocols are as presented in Figure 2.3 and Figure

2.4.
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Figure 3.1: Complete signalling paths for Smart Pricing.

3.3 System diagram

For the sake of simplicity for modelling purposes, we will only consider the case where

Smart Pricing is applied to conversational QoS class calls only. We also assume that

all users subscribe to only post-pay plans, meaning that the SMS-SC and the IN net-

work elements required to accommodate pre-paid services can be omitted. The system

diagram in Figure 3.2 reflects these assumptions.

3.4 Smart Pricing signalling algorithm

We propose a signalling algorithm for Smart Pricing as the following:

“When a new user arrives at the network, depending on the level of congestion of the

cell, an appropriate admission price is sent to the user. The user has to send his/her

acceptance of the price before the call is connected. Once the user begins his/her call,
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Figure 3.2: Smart Pricing’s System Diagram.

the load of the cell is checked to see if the cell then becomes congested. If congested,

active users whose guaranteed period of QoS and price have expired must now bid up to

prevent degradation of the QoS of their calls. When the guaranteed period of QoS and

price of a user’s call expires or when a call finishes, the load of the cell is also checked

to see if the network then becomes less congested. Upon the result of that check, prices

and QoS levels may be recalculated and assigned to users who have their guaranteed

period of QoS and price expired.”

We illustrate the proposed Smart Pricing signalling algorithm by a flowchart in

Figure 3.3. In the flowchart, steps in green are those of a normal call process; the

others are Smart Pricing signalling steps. It can seen from the flowchart that the DPE

plays a very important role in Smart Pricing. It has control from a call setup to when

the call finishes. The DPE ensures that users pay appropriate prices for their calls at

any instance of time, and that those prices always shadow the congestion cost imposed

on the network by the users.

In Figure 3.3,

• tgQ is the guaranteed period of QoS and price for a call;

• ηT is a point such that if the cell load exceeds the cell is deemed to be experiencing

congestion. This is the point of load discussed earlier in Section 2.1; and

• ηM is the maximum possible load factor allowed in a cell from all users as discussed

in Section 2.9.
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Figure 3.3: Smart Pricing signalling algorithm.
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3.5 Modelling Smart Pricing

3.5.1 Smart Pricing scheme

As Smart Pricing is a type of congestion pricing, we need to be able to tell when a cell

is congested so that graceful degradation can be enforced. In Section 3.4, we developed

a means to do this by defining ηT . We will now call ηT the Low Load Threshold.

A network operator can set ηT at their desired level, relative to ηM , by using the

Equation 3.1 below:

ηT = ηM · ζT (3.1)

where ζT is the Low Load Threshold Factor. By specifying a value in the [0,1] range

for ζT , ηT is obtained. Figure 3.4 illustrates position of ηT relative to ηM , as well as to

other load factors.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of cell load factors.

In Figure 3.4, ηstrategic is the load factor below which a network operator may

make a strategic decision to increase usage, as discussed in Section 3.2. Value for this

parameter is set at the network operator’s discretion. ηpole is the pole capacity of the

cell, as discussed in Section 2.9.

Smart Pricing uses degradation in QoS as an indication to users of network conges-

tion. By QoS, we mean such metrics as throughput, Bit Error Rate (BER) or response
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time as appropriate to the application. We will, however, limit our analysis to bit rate.

That is, in this thesis, we consider a reduction (or an increase) in QoS a reduction (or

an increase) in bit rate. This is because, referring to Equation (2.8) in Section 2.9, if W

and υj are kept unchanged, reducing (or increasing) Lj by an amount can be achieved

by either reducing (or increasing) (Eb/N0)j or, equivalently, reducing (or increasing)

Rj. For (Eb/N0)j, reducing (or increasing) its value means reducing (or increasing)

BER.

Under Smart Pricing, a user is admitted to the network only if:

• the highest bit rate (i.e. QoS) for the service, a call of which the user requests to

use, can be offered; and

• the user’s WTP is equal to or greater than the admission price.

Otherwise, the user will not be admitted to the network. That highest bit rate is

guaranteed for a period tgQ set by the network operator. For every service, tgQ can be

set differently, however, for simplicity we assume that it is the same for all services.

Graceful degradation

If the load of a cell is above ηT , a graceful degradation process will take place. Graceful

degradation is a process during which all users with expired tgQ will have bit rates

of their calls reduced towards the minimum bit rates relevant to the services they are

using. The minimum bit rate for every service must be set so that an acceptable quality

is still guaranteed. Prices of calls will also be reduced in a similar fashion during the

graceful degradation process. Users who have bit rates of their calls reduced must

indicate to the network operator that they are willing to pay more for increased bit

rates. The exact new bit rates such users will get are dependent on how much more

(relative to the current prices) the users are willing to pay. As Smart Pricing does not

posit a simple relationship between price and load, the price for an increased bit rate

is not fixed. The group of users who have tgQ expired will have to compete with each

other for an increased bit rate. We model this competition by a bidding process. Users

give indications that they are willing to pay more for increased bit rates by submitting

bids to the DPE. The highest bidders will get the highest increased bit rate, which is

almost always equal to the admission bit rate relevant to that service. The value of

the highest bid will be used to establish admission price for new entrants.

Users who bid lower than the highest bidders may still get increased bit rates but

to a lesser extent. This, however, will only be possible if the network still has enough

capacity to accommodate, after giving the highest bit rates to the highest bidders. In

the best case scenario, every user who bids will get an increased bit rate appropriately

to the number of bids he/she submits. That means, users with the number of bids equal
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to the highest minus one bid will get their bit rate increased one quantum lower than

that of those highest bidders. Users with the number of bids equal to the highest less

two bids will get their bit rate increased two quanta lower than that of those highest

bidders, and so forth.

We assume that services are prioritised, meaning that each service has a priority

level attached to it, e.g. video conferencing calls have higher priority than voice calls.

Capacity of a cell is first used to accommodate the increased bit rate for calls of the

highest bidders of the highest prioritised service. Next, the remaining capacity is

used to accommodate the increased bit rate for calls of the highest bidders of a lower

prioritised service. And so on, until increased bit rates for calls of the highest bidders

of all services are accommodated. Then, requests for bit rate increases from users who

submit less bids than the highest bidders are handled in the same fashion as that for

the highest bidders. This process continues until all requests for bit rate increases are

processed, or it will stop when assigning an increased bit rate results in the cell load

exceeding ηM . In summary, with two services offered, the order of assigning increased

bit rates is:

• highest prioritised service, highest bidders;

• lower prioritised service, highest bidders;

• highest prioritised service, lower bidders; and

• lower prioritised service, lower bidders;

• etc.

Events that triggers graceful degradation

There are three events that triggers graceful degradation, if cell load after any occurance

of the events above ηT . The events are:

1. admitting a new user;

2. tgQ of a user’s call expires; and

3. a user hangs up.
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3.5.2 User

We assume that:

• the number of users that arrive in the network every unit of time, hereafter

assumed to be second [s], follows a Poisson distribution with mean λ [arrivals/s].

From this arrival rate λ we can obtain arrival time for each user. Let the arrival

time of a user be ψAT [s];

• holding time of a user’s call is negative exponentially distributed with mean ht

equal to 1/µ [s], where µ is the service rate or rate at which calls currently in

progress end. Let the hold time of a user be ψHT [s]; and

• before making a call, a user has already decided a price (currency per unit of time,

hereafter assumed to be [$/s]) at which the user is willing to pay for his/her call.

This is what we have been referring to as WTP [$/s]. We assume that WTP

follows a Weibull distribution with scale parameter δ and shape parameter β.

WTP is also the maximum price level that the user will bid up to for a bit rate

increase every time the user experiences graceful degradation. Let the WTP for

a call of a user be ψΓ [$/s].

Every user is willing to pay to his/her call at a different price. Let ρ be the number

of different WTP levels for a service Si call. A set of WTP levels in ascending order,

Γi, is:

Γi = {Γij; j = 1, ..., ρ} (3.2)

where Γi1 is the minimum and Γiρ the maximum WTP for service Si. ψΓ takes values

from Γi. Note that not all the time users with Γiρ are in the system.

During a graceful degradation process, users with expired tgQ must bid to avoid the

bit rates of their calls being reduced. We assume that every user will always bid up

to his/her WTP or to one bid higher than the immediate lower bidders, whichever is

lower.

Let the time at which tgQ of a user’s call expires be ψtgQ [s]. We then have:

ψtgQ = ψAT + tgQ (3.3)
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Let the service of a user’s call be ψS and a set of ρ possible bit rates (one bit rate

corresponds to one WTP level) available for service Si in ascending order, Ri, be:

Ri = {Rij; j = 1, ..., ρ} (3.4)

where Ri1 is the minimum and Riρ the maximum bit rate for service Si.

It is necessary to have one bit rate for each level of WTP because there are cases

where a network operator needs to increase bit rates at different quanta according to

the numbers of bids that users submit. However, a user with WTP at level j of service

i may not get bit rate Rij, but Rix (where x < j). One example of such an occurrence

might be after giving Riρ to the highest bidders, the network only had enough capacity

to give Ri2 to users that bid up to WTP level (ρ− 1), then those bidders will only get

bit rate increase to Ri2, not Ri(ρ−1). All users with WTP levels less than (ρ − 1) will

not be successful in bidding for a bit rate increase. These bidders together with users

that do not bid will get Ri1.

From the above, clearly users with different WTP levels could be assigned the same

bit rate. Let the vector that stores assigned bit rates (one for each WTP level) for

users of service Si, R
a
i , be:

Ra
i =

[
Ra
i1 Ra

i2 · · · Ra
iρ

]
(3.5)

where each Ra
ij can take any subset of values in Ri, and more than one Ra

ij elements

can have the same value. Highest bidders will almost always get Riρ. Highest bidders

are not always those with Γiρ though, as not all the time these users are in the system.

The bit rates in Ra
i are for users with expired tgQ only. Bit rate for users who are still

in their tgQ, Ra,g
i , is admission bit rate and will always be Riρ. That is:

Ra,g
i = Riρ (3.6)

Let the current bit rate of a user’s call be ψR [bps]. ψR will be equal to Riρ if the

user is still his/her tgQ and equal to an element in Ra
i with index equal to the user’s

WTP when his/her tgQ expires.

With Rij together with (Eb/N0)j and υj values, using Equation (2.8), the relevant

user load factor, Lij, can be determined. The set of user load factors (one for each

possible bit rate) in ascending order for service Si, Li, will then be:

Li = {Lij; j = 1, ..., ρ} (3.7)
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Let the set of ρ possible prices for service Si (one for each possible bit rate) in

ascending order, Pi, be:

Pi = {Pij; j = 1, ..., ρ} (3.8)

where Pi1 is the minimum and Piρ the maximum price for service Si.

Let the vector of prices for assigned bit rates (one for each assigned bit rate, which

also is one for each WTP level) in vector Ra
i , P a

i , be:

P a
i =

[
P a
i1 P a

i2 · · · P a
iρ

]
(3.9)

where each P a
ij can take any values in Pi, and more than one P a

ij elements can have

the same value. Assigned prices in P a
i are for users with expired tgQ. Assigned prices

for users who are still in their tgQ are their admission prices. Admission price of each

user may differ from all other users, even when they have the same WTP.

Let the current price that a user has to pay for his/her call be ψP [$/s]. ψP will

be equal to the user’s admission price if the user is still in his/her tgQ and equal to an

element in P a
i with index equal to the user’s WTP when his/her tgQ expires.

Let the vector of numbers of users (one for each assigned bit rate, which also is one

for each WTP level) of service Si, Ui, be:

Ui =
[
Ui1 Ui2 · · · Uiρ

]
(3.10)

The numbers of users in Ui are the numbers of users with expired tgQ only. A vector

that stores the numbers of users (one for each WTP level) who are still in tgQ, Ug
i , is:

Ug
i =

[
U g
i1 U g

i2 · · · U g
iρ

]
(3.11)

In summary, attributes associated to a user are:

1. arrival time: ψAT [s];

2. hold time: ψHT [s];

3. service of the call: ψS;

4. WTP for the call: ψΓ [$/s];

5. current bit rate of the call: ψR [bps];

6. current price of the call: ψP [$/s]; and
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7. time tgQ expires of the call: ψtgQ [s].

3.5.3 Network

Let the number of services offered by a network be α. The set of services, S, will then

be:

S = {Si; i = 1, ..., α} (3.12)

Although in practice the number of WTP levels for each service may be different,

we assume they are the same. That is, there are exactly ρ WTP levels for every service

Si. Thus, the matrix that stores WTP levels for all services, ΦΓ, is:

ΦΓ =


Γ11 Γ12 · · · Γ1ρ

Γ21 Γ22 · · · Γ2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

Γα1 Γα2 · · · Γαρ

 (3.13)

The matrix that stores bit rates for every WTP for each and every service, ΦR, is:

ΦR =


R11 R12 · · · R1ρ

R21 R22 · · · R2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

Rα1 Rα2 · · · Rαρ

 (3.14)

The matrix that stores assigned bit rates for tgQ expired users for all services, ΦRa ,

is:

ΦRa =


Ra

11 Ra
12 · · · Ra

1ρ

Ra
21 Ra

22 · · · Ra
2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

Ra
α1 Ra

α2 · · · Ra
αρ

 (3.15)

The column vector that stores assigned bit rates for users who are still in their tgQ

(i.e. admission bit rates) for all services, ΦRa,g , is:

ΦRa,g =
[
Ra,g

1ρ Ra,g
2ρ · · · Ra,g

αρ

]T
(3.16)
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The matrix that stores individual user load factors for every possible bit rate for

all services, ΦL, is:

ΦL =


L11 L12 · · · L1ρ

L21 L22 · · · L2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

Lα1 Lα2 · · · Lαρ

 (3.17)

The matrix that stores prices for every possible bit rate for every service, ΦP , is:

ΦP =


P11 P12 · · · P1ρ

P21 P22 · · · P2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

Pα1 Pα2 · · · Pαρ

 (3.18)

The matrix that stores assigned prices for tgQ expired users for all services, ΦPa ,

is:

ΦPa =


P a

11 P a
12 · · · P a

1ρ

P a
21 P a

22 · · · P a
2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

P a
α1 P a

α2 · · · P a
αρ

 (3.19)

The matrix that stores the numbers of users whose tgQ’s expire for all services, ΦU ,

is:

ΦU =


U11 U12 · · · U1ρ

U21 U22 · · · U2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

Uα1 Uα2 · · · Uαρ

 (3.20)

The matrix that stores the numbers of users who are still in tgQ, Φg
U , is:

ΦUg =


U g

11 U g
12 · · · U g

1ρ

U g
21 U g

22 · · · U g
2ρ

...
...

. . .
...

U g
α1 U g

α2 · · · U g
αρ

 (3.21)
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3.5.4 Calculations of potential loads

In order to demonstrate details of some calculations and graceful degradation process

under Smart Pricing scheme, in this section and the next, we consider a simple case.

In this simple case, for each service, (Eb/N0)j and υj are kept unchanged for all users.

Users are with two types of WTP levels only, i.e. Γi1 = low, Γiρ = high, and ρ = 2.

From a desired NR [dB] value of a network operator, using:

• Equation (2.22) and Equation (2.21), we can calculate ηM ; and

• Equation (3.1), we can calculate ηT .

For service Si, let:

1. the number of Γiρ users who are still in their tgQ be gi. We call these users g-type

users

gi = U g
iρ (3.22)

and gi is the last element on row ith of Φg
U ;

2. the number of Γi1 users who are still in their tgQ be yi. We call these users y-type

users

yi = U g
i1 (3.23)

and yi is the first element on row ith of Φg
U ;

3. the number of Γiρ users whose tgQ expired be hi. We call these users h-type users

hi = Uiρ (3.24)

and Uiρ is the last element on row ith of ΦU ;

4. the number of Γi1 users whose tgQ expired be li. We call these users l-type users

li = Ui1 (3.25)

and Ui1 is also the first element row ith of ΦU ; and

5. the total number of users using the service, Mi, be:

Mi = gi + yi + hi + li (3.26)
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Next, we define the minimum load condition for service Si a condition in which all

g-, y- and h-type users of service Si get Riρ, and l-type users get Ri1. Therefore, the

load factor to guarantee the minimum load condition is:

Lmini = (gi + yi + hi)Liρ + (li)Li1 (3.27)

hence, the load factor to guarantee the minimum load condition for the whole system

is:

Lmin =
α∑
i=1

Lmini (3.28)

We also define the maximum load condition for service Si a condition in which all

Mi users get Riρ. Therefore, the load factor to enable the maximum load condition is:

Lmaxi = Mi · Liρ (3.29)

hence, the load factor to guarantee the maximum load condition for the whole system

is:

Lmax =
α∑
i=1

Lmaxi (3.30)

The potential load factor to admit a new service Si user while guaranteeing the

minimum load condition is:

Lpot,mini = Lmini + Liρ (3.31)

and, the potential load factor to admit a new service Si user while guaranteeing the

minimum load condition for all services in the system is:

Lpot,min = Lpot,mini +
α∑
j=1
j 6=i

Lminj (3.32)

The potential load factor to admit a new service Si user while guaranteeing the

maximum load condition is:

Lpot,maxi = Lmaxi + Liρ (3.33)

and, the potential load factor to admit a new service Si user while guaranteeing the

maximum load condition for services in the system is:
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Lpot,max = Lpot,maxi +
α∑
j=1
j 6=i

Lmaxj (3.34)

3.6 System behaviours when cell load changes

The three events that cause the cell load to change are also those that may trigger

graceful degradation as discussed in Section 3.5.1. In this section, we provide details

about how the system under Smart Pricing behaves when these events occur.

3.6.1 Admitting a new user

The DPE is always able to calculate the Lpot,max based on history information (i.e. the

numbers of users in the system) and on information about the type of service of the

call the new user is requesting to make. Refer to Equation (3.33) and Equation (3.34)

for details. Thus, the process to obtain an admission price to advise the new user when

Lpot,max is below ηT is simple. The DPE simply requests the TSS to set the price to

the minimum. No signalling with existing users in the system is required.

On the other hand, when Lpot,max is above ηT , in order to calculate Lpot,min to

see if it exceeds ηM , the DPE needs to know the numbers of highest bidders (i.e.

those with high WTP levels) for all services. Refer to Equation (3.31) and Equation

(3.32) for details. This means that signalling with existing users, through a graceful

degradation process, is required. Once the Lpot,min is determined, an admission price

for the new user can be obtained. As an admission price set subsequent to a graceful

degradation process could be high, if it were beyond the new user’s WTP, the new user

will leave the network. That makes the disturbance otherwise imposed to existing users

in the system unnecessary. The more low WTP users attempt to make calls in such a

situation, the more the problem exacerbates, the outcome of which could give rise to

customer dissatisfaction, jeopardising the practicality of Smart Pricing. A solution for

this problem is for the network to require each user, upon admission to the network,

to specify the upper bound of his/her WTP. This, however, will be the focus of future

work. At this stage, we simply assume that the DPE is able to predict the numbers

of highest bidders of all services. This assumption allows the DPE, in association with

the TSS, to be able to set an admission price as in the case when Lpot,max is below ηT .

Hence, the system handles cases when a new user requests to make a service Si call

as follows.
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If Lpot,max ≤ ηT

The system:

• sets admission price to Pi1;

• upon the new user’s acceptance of the admission price (as should usually be the

case because admission is at its lowest possible), sets ψP to Pi1;

• sets ψR to Ri2;

• admits the new user to the network, and increases by oneUg
i (ψΓ)1 and Φg

U (i, ψΓ)2;

• sets P a
i (:)3 and Φa

P (i, :)4 to Pi1; and

• sets Ra
i (:) and Φa

R(i, :) to Ri2.

Elseif Lpot,max > ηT and Lpot,min ≤ ηM

The admission price determined by the DPE in association with the TSS should be

Piρ. If ψΓ < Piρ, condition of the system remains unchanged. Otherwise, if ψΓ = Piρ,

the system:

• sets admission price to Piρ;

• sets ψP to Piρ;

• sets ψR to Riρ;

• admits the new user to the network, and increases by one Ug
i (ψΓ) and Φg

U (i, ψΓ);

• executes graceful degradation process;

• sets P a
i (ρ) and Φa

P (i, ρ) to Piρ. P
a
i (1) and Φa

P (i, 1) are set to Pi1 as assigned

prices for users who do not bid will remain at the initial price set during the

graceful degradation process; and

• sets Ra
i (ρ) and Φa

R(i, ρ) to Riρ. R
a
i (1) and Φa

R(i, 1) are set to Ri1 as assigned

bit rate for users who do not bid will remain at the lowest bit rate set during the

graceful degradation process.

1The (ψΓ)th element of Ug
i .

2Element with index (i, ψΓ) of Φg
U .

3“:” represents all elements. P a
i (:) is all elements of P a

i .
4“:” on the right of the comma represents all elements on a row specified by a value on the left of

the comma. Φa
P (i, :) is all elements on row i of Φa

P .
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Elseif Lpot,max > ηT and Lpot,min > ηM

The system sends a network-full message to the user and refuses to admit the user to

the network.

3.6.2 A user has his/her tgQ expired

When a service Si user has his/her tgQ expired, the systems will handle as follows.

If Lmax ≤ ηT

The system:

• sets the user’s ψP to Pi1;

• sets the user’s ψR to Ri2;

• decreases by one Ug
i (ψΓ) and Φg

U (i, ψΓ);

• increases by one Ui(ψΓ) and ΦU (i, ψΓ);

• sets P a
i (:) and Φa

P (i, :) to Pi1; and

• sets Ra
i (:) and Φa

R(i, :) to Riρ.

Elseif Lmax > ηT and Lmin ≤ ηM

The system executes graceful degradation process. At the end of that process, value

of the highest number of bids must be at Γiρ, the system then:

• sets P a
i (ρ) and Φa

P (i, ρ) to Piρ. P
a
i (1) and Φa

P (i, 1) are set to Pi1;

• sets Ra
i (ρ) and Φa

R(i, ρ) to Riρ. R
a
i (1) and Φa

R(i, 1) are set to Ri1;

• sets the user’s ψP to ψΓ;

• sets the user’s ψR to Ra
i (ψΓ);

• decreases by one Ug
i (ψΓ) and Φg

U (i, ψΓ); and

• increases by one Ui(ψΓ) and ΦU (i, ψΓ).
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3.6.3 A user hangs up

When a service Si user hangs up, the systems will handle as follows.

If Lmax ≤ ηT

The system:

• decreases by one:

1. Ug
i (ψΓ) and Φg

U (i, ψΓ), if the user that hangs up was still in his/her tgQ; or

2. Ui(ψΓ) and ΦU (i, ψΓ), if the user that hangs up has had his/her tgQ expired;

• sets P a
i (:) and Φa

P (i, :) to Pi1; and

• sets Ra
i (:) and Φa

R(i, :) to Riρ.

Elseif Lmax > ηT and Lmin ≤ ηM

The system:

• decreases by one:

1. Ug
i (ψΓ) and Φg

U (i, ψΓ), if the user that hangs up was still in his/her tgQ; or

2. Ui(ψΓ) and ΦU (i, ψΓ), if the user that hangs up has had his/her tgQ expired;

• executes graceful degradation process. At the end of that process, value of the

highest number of bids must be at Γiρ;

• sets P a
i (ρ) and Φa

P (i, ρ) to Piρ. P
a
i (1) and Φa

P (i, 1) are set to Pi1; and

• sets Ra
i (ρ) and Φa

R(i, ρ) to Riρ. R
a
i (1) and Φa

R(i, 1) are set to Ri1.
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3.7 Smart Pricing signalling

3.7.1 Signalling types

In Section 1.1 we have identified the three types of signalling that are necessary under

Smart Pricing. They are:

• the uplink signalling (uc);

• the downlink signalling (dc); and

• the signalling between networks elements (nc).

Each of those types of signalling can be divided into two sub-types:

• signalling for bidding process (with prefix b); and

• other signalling.

And, to assist with the implementation of Smart Pricing, we estimate how much

signalling volume results in billable events, i.e. signalling that we can directly charge

the user who causes the signalling to occur the cost of the signalling, versus signalling

which does not. For example, when a new user requests to make a call and the network

does not have capacity to admit, the DPE then sends the user a network-full message.

Those uplink and downlink signalling components are not billable, as the user leaves

the network. These two are, respectively, so-called:

• cost recoverable signalling (prefixed cr), and

• cost un-recoverable signalling (prefixed cu).

Network operators are recommended to take information about cost un-recoverable

signalling into account when establishing admission prices for new users and prices for

successful bidders when they bid for higher bit rates in the event of graceful degradation.

Altogether, we have: 3 x 2 x 2 = 12 types of signalling. Each time an event triggers

a type of signalling to occur, the relevant signalling counter (abbreviated c in uc, dc,

and nc above) will be increased.

3.7.2 Signalling components

Signalling components specified in this section are those for the case of one service.

They are nominal signalling components and a network operator is ultimately to decide

which ones are applicable to its network. Some of these signalling components may be

omitted and/or additional signalling components be included.
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When there is insufficient capacity to admit a new user

The proposed signalling components for this case are in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Signalling components when cannot admit a new user.

Let the total number of signalling messages for this case be αblocked, we then have:

αblocked = 3 (3.35)

When there is sufficient capacity but the user’s WTP is not sufficient

The proposed signalling components for this case are in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Signalling components when WTP is insufficient.

Let the total number of signalling messages for this case be αnpa (npa = no to

admission price), we then have:

αnpa = 8 (3.36)
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When there is enough capacity and the user’s WTP is sufficient

The proposed signalling components for this case comprise of two parts. Signalling

components for the first part are in Table 3.7.

Table 3.7: Signalling components if capacity and WTP are sufficient.

Let the total number of signalling messages for the first part be αypa (ypa = yes to

admission price), we then have:

αypa = 10 (3.37)

Depending on the cell load after admitting the new user, different additional sig-

nalling components for the second part are required. If, before admitting the new user,

Lpot,maxi (see Equation (3.33) for details) was found to be below ηT , then after admit-

ting the new user, signalling components in Table 3.8 are required. We call this case

New MS and below ηT .

Table 3.8: Signalling components for New MS and below ηT .
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Let the total number of signalling messages for New MS and Below ηT be αnh (nh

= new user and high bit rate for all users), we then have:

αnh = 1 (3.38)

If before admitting the new user, Lpot,max was found to be above ηT , then after

admitting the new user, signalling components in Table 3.9 are required. We call this

case New MS and above ηT .

Table 3.9: Signalling components for New MS and above ηT .

Let the total number of signalling messages for New MS and above ηT be αng (ng

= new user and graceful degradation taking place), we then have:

αng = 11 + h (3.39)

where h is the number of users with tgQ expired who have high WTP.
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When a user has tgQ expired or hangs up

When a user has his/her tgQ expired (or hangs up), if Lmaxi (see Equation (3.29) for

details) is below ηT , signalling components in Table 3.10 are required. We call this

case tgQ expired or HU and below ηT .

Table 3.10: Signalling components for tgQ expired or HU and below ηT .

Let the total number of signalling messages for tgQ expired or HU and below ηT be

αhgh (hgh = hang up or tgQ expired, and high bit rate), we then have:

αhgh = 6 (3.40)

When a user has his/her tgQ expired (or hangs up), if Lmaxi is above ηT , signalling

components in Table 3.11 are required. We call this case tgQ expired or HU and above

ηT .

Let the total number of signalling messages for tgQ expired or HU and above ηT be

αhgg (hgg = hang up or tgQ expired, and graceful degradation taking place), we then

have:

αhgg = 11 + h (3.41)
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Table 3.11: Signalling components for tgQ expired or HU and above ηT .

3.8 Simulation and results

3.8.1 Sizes of signalling messages

Sizes of the signalling messages used in the simulation are:

• uplink message = 640 bits. Among the possible signalling means for the uplink

identified in Section 2.8, we pick the DPDCH as a nominal means. The data bits

in a slot in a radio frame on the DPDCH range from 10 up to 640 bits, when

spreading factors ranging from 256 down to 4 are used, respectively [42]. Here

we use the maximum value;

• downlink message = 1256 bits. Among the possible signalling means for the

downlink identified in Section 2.8, we pick the S-CCPCH as a nominal means as

it is the physical channel that both the FACH and PCH are mapped onto. The

data bits in a slot in a radio frame on the CCPCH range from 20 up to 1256 bits,

when spreading factors ranging from 256 down to 4 are used, respectively [42].

The maximum value is used here; and
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• between network elements = 4608 bits. This is the minimum size of an IP packet

that any host is required to handle [48].

We assume that every time signalling on a certain link is required, one mes-

sage/packet gives sufficient room for the signalling content. If network operators deem

that this is not enough, simulation results in this chapter (as well as the next) can still

be used. This is done by multiplying the average signalling load for the relevant link

by the desired factor of the number messages/packets required.

3.8.2 Simulation program and parameters

A simulation program has been written for the Smart Pricing signalling model in this

chapter. In this simulation program, we generate random data for the the arrival time,

hold time and WTP for each user. The data are generated from Poisson, negative

exponential and Weibull distributions with relevant desired parameter value(s) for each

distribution as specified in Table 3.12. The three user attributes for which random data

are generated are among the seven attributes needed for a user as discussed in Section

3.5.2.

Simulations are conducted for voice services and video conferencing services (CONF),

which belong to the Conversational class. Conversational class is one of the four UMTS

QoS classes. Only varying relevant simulation parameters listed in Table 3.12 simula-

tions for other classes, e.g the Background class, can also be conducted. The Conver-

sational class is chosen because it is very delay sensitive, which is in contrast with the

Background class, the most delay insensitive traffic class [49] [50].

Smart Pricing signalling system with CONF is considered a small system, as the

system can accommodate only a small number of users, whereas with voice, there

are relatively more users and so considered a large system. For CONF, two cases are

considered: two and five WTP levels in the system. Two WTP levels is a simple case

and five WTP levels is a more realistic one. Comparing simulation results from these

two cases helps us to decide whether modelling of Smart Pricing signalling system in

its simple case is adequate to generalise our findings. Great attention will be placed on

bidding signalling as more user groups mean greater levels of responding to the rising

load, i.e. rising congestion, of the network. We are interested in finding out the effect

of that on the system in terms of signalling. On the other hand, comparing voice and

CONF simulation results allows us to see how significant an increase of signalling is

when having more users in the network.
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Table 3.12 summaries values of the main parameters for the simulation.

Table 3.12: Parameter values for simulation.

3.8.3 Strategy for simulation

In order to observe how different system characteristics affect the signalling require-

ments for Smart Pricing system, we will monitor three broad categories of system

characteristics. Together with their sub-categories (as applicable), six simulation sce-

narios will be analysed.

1. Conditions under which a MS is admitted to the network – in this category,

signalling requirements when each of the following system characteristics varies

are investigated.

(a) The cell maximum capacity. This is achieved by varying NR;

(b) Mean users’ WTPs. This is achieved by varying the scale parameter of the

Weibull distribution; and

(c) Arrival rate.

2. Level of congestion is defined – this is achieved by varying:

(a) Low load threshold factor; and

(b) tgQ.

3. User’s behaviour when they are already in the system – This is achieved by

varying mean hold time of user’s calls.
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Combined with the three types of simulations – two cases for the small system and

one for the larger, mentioned in Section 3.8.2, a total of eighteen simulation scenarios

will be simulated. For each simulation scenario, the following parameters’ values will

be recorded:

• Uplink (UL) average signalling load;

• Downlink (DL) average signalling load;

• Inter-network elements (Netw2Netw) average signalling load;

• Average bidding signalling as percentage of total signalling for UL, DL and

Netw2Netw;

• Average cost un-recoverable signalling as percentage of total signalling for UL,

DL and Netw2Netw; and

• Average simulation time.

In addition, the following other system performance parameters will also be col-

lected:

• probability of occupancy;

• blocking probability due to insufficient capacity;

• blocking probability due to price (i.e. due to insufficient WTP levels); and

• probability of successful arrivals.

These parameters are among the outputs of the Smart Pricing signalling system and

verifying the accuracy of these values is of vital importance. In fact, without first

being certain that we have the correct values, none of the above signalling and time

parameter values can be validated. The latter three parameter values provide crucial

assistance during the analysis process.

For simplicity, not all simulation results will be shown. A subset of results which

exhibits distinctive behaviours is included in this chapter.

3.8.4 Determination of simulation warm-up period

In this chapter we model the Smart Pricing signalling system in its instantaneous

condition, the so-called MCS model, whereas in the next we will model in its steady-

state condition, the so-called SSA model. One of the aims is to compare the time

performance (i.e. time taken for one simulation run) of the simulation program for the
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SSA model and the one for the MCS model. Since the SSA model is a steady-state

model, we need to eliminate the time spent in the transient state for every simulation

run of the MCS model. If this is not done, the time performance information collected

will not be accurate if the transient state lasts for a relatively long time. This problem

is known as the initialization bias and the time spent in the transient state is called

the warm-up period [51].

To eliminate the warm-up period, twu, although we could employ the Replication /

Deletion approach or the Regenerative method as described in [52], we have chosen to

use Welch’s method. Welch’s method is claimed to be the simplest and most general

technique used for determining the warm-up period. We will be following the steps

detailed in [51].

1. We make n = 10 replications of the simulation for CONF base case (parameter

values as in Table 3.12). Run length m is chosen to be 7200 seconds, and with

λ = 3 arrivals/s, we have approximately m = 21600 arrival events. Simulation

run time was recorded for each arrival event ith from the jth replication, i.e. Yij.

2. Next, the ensemble averages over the replications are calculated:

Y i =
10∑
j=1

Yji
n

for i = 1, 2, ..., 21600 (3.42)

3. Then, the window w is chosen to be 600 arrival events (which meets the condition

w ≤ m/4) and define a moving average Y i(600):

Y i(600) =



600∑
s=−600

Y i+s

2w + 1
for i = 600 + 1, 600 + 2, ..., 21600− 600

i−1∑
s=−(i−1)

Y i+s

2i− 1
for i = 1, 2, ..., 600

(3.43)

4. Finally, in Figure 3.13, we plot Y i(600), for i = 1, 2, ..., 21600− 600.

The second part of Figure 3.13 is the zoomed-in plot and it is clear from the

plot that beyond approximately twu = 180, Y i(600) appears to be following the

best fit curve. Hence, we choose 180 arrival events as the simulation warm-up

period. The time taken by the this period will therefore be subtracted from all

MCS model simulation runs.
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Figure 3.13: Warm-up period.

3.8.5 Small system with two levels of WTP

A system with only two levels of WTP, hence two prices, may make Smart Pricing

appear like the conventional peak and off-peak pricing scheme. It is not. With peak and

off-peak pricing scheme, prices are fixed and it therefore has, inter alia, the following

limitations when compared to Smart Pricing:

• the users do not have the option to reject a high admission price. Of course,

they can decide not to make the call in the first instance but they will need to

remember when high prices apply. The person who makes a call may not always

be aware or conscious of off-peak periods;

• the network does not have the option to set the high price to levels that adequately

reflect the cost of congestion at different instances of time; and

• the network does not have the option to reduce further the low price to a strategic

price level that would give a strong incentive for users to use an under-utilised

network during quiet periods.
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Probability of occupancy

With parameter values for the CONF case as set out in Table 3.12, we can calculate the

number of high WTP users with ηT and ηM , as well as the maximum possible number

of users in the system. These values are in Table 3.14 below.

Table 3.14: CONF case and numbers of users the system can accommodate.

The simulation is run for the base case, ηM = 3 [dB], and the network occupancy

together with its associated probability of occupancy can be seen in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Network occupancy - CONF base case 2WTPs.

It is seen that the probability of network occupancy is highest when there are 4

users in the system. This is because the arrival rate is high relative to the network

capacity, so all 4 users with a high WTP accommodated with ηM = 3 [dB] will be able

to get onto the system. The probability of 5 users in the system is small because the

chances are low for a user with a low WTP arriving at the network when the network

is empty.
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NR and the required signalling

Figure 3.16 shows the UL, DL and Netw2Netw average signalling loads versus NR.

Figure 3.16: Average signalling load vs. NR.

All the signalling loads are seen to increase as NR increases up to NR = 13 [dB]

then remains at this level. Within the 1-13 dB range, if either the number of users

with high WTP levels that can be accommodated by ηM or the maximum possible

number of users that can be accommodated by the system increases, the signalling

loads increase. From 13 dB to 20 dB, the numbers of users remain unchanged. This

is when the system reaches 94.99 - 99% of its maximum capacity and an increase in

NR does not add enough capacity to accommodate an additional user. The average

signalling loads have maximum values of 3.89, 4.06 and 68.53 kbps for the UL, DL and

Netw2Netw. The UL maximum is the lowest, the DL is 1.04 times greater than the

UL, and the Netw2Netw peak is the highest and 17.61 times greater the UL.

Figure 3.17 shows a profile of bidding signalling as percentages of the total sig-

nalling. The percentages appear to be influenced by the number of high WTP users

that can be accommodated by ηM . These keep increasing until the system reaches

NR = 11 [dB]; that is when the number of user with high WTP reaches its highest

value of 8. UL has the highest maximum percentage of 5.63%, DL peaks at 2.52%, and

Netw2Netw has the lowest which peaks at 2.29%.
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Figure 3.17: Bidding signalling as percentage of total signalling vs. NR.

Figure 3.18 shows a profile of cost un-recoverable signalling as percentages of the

total signalling.

Figure 3.18: Cost un-recoverable signalling as percentage of total signalling vs. NR.
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It is seen that the percentages decrease as NR increases. DL has the lowest mini-

mum, followed by the UL then the Netw2Netw, however, they are all above 93%.

The percentages also have a relationship with their counterpart bidding percentages.

The sum of the average bidding signalling and average cost un-recoverable signalling

percentages for each link type is approximately 100%. This is because when the system

load goes above ηT , most of the signalling is cost un-recoverable if it is not for bidding.

See Section 3.7.2 for details. As the percentages of the average cost un-recoverable are

very high, they indicate that a majority of the time the system is either in conditions:

• where it does not have enough capacity to admit a new user, or

• when potentially new users with insufficient WTP levels initiate calls,

as the signalling when the system in those conditions is all cost un-recoverable.

Figure 3.19: Probabilities vs. NR.

Blocking probability due to capacity is seen from Figure 3.19 to decrease whereas

probability of successful arrivals increases as NR increases. This is expected as more

capacity means more users are admitted to the network. The minimum blocking prob-

ability due to insufficient capacity is 7.23%. On the other hand, the maximum proba-

bility of successful arrivals is 1.02% when NR reaches its highest value of 20 [dB]. This

is because the probability of high WTP (1.08%) is very close to that value with the

scale and shape parameters as specified in Table 3.12. That is also the reason why

86.83% is the maximum blocking probability due to insufficient WTP levels. What
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constitutes approximately that value can be explained by the sum 1.08% of the users

with high WTP levels and around 9% (refer to Figure 3.15) of probability of occupancy

of one user in the system. The 9% is an indication the number of users with low WTP

levels successfully admitted to the network arrive when the system is empty.

WTP and the required signalling

To see how user WTP levels affect Smart Pricing signalling, we vary the mean value

of the users’ WTP levels by varying the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution.

Table 3.20: Scale parameters and corresponding mean and percentages.

As we keep the shape parameter fixed at 3.7, each value of the scale parameter

corresponds to a different mean and different percentages of low WTP (WTP1) users

and high WTP (WTP5) users. These relationships can be seen in Table 3.20. The

3.7 value of the shape parameter is chosen because, together with the scale parameter

value of 3.325, the mean WTP levels is around 3, which is the average value of the

price range.

Figure 3.21 shows the variation of signalling with respect to the mean WTP. As the

scale parameter increases to 5.835, the mean WTP increases accordingly. This causes

blocking probability due to insufficient WTP levels to reduce as more high WTP users

than low WTP users will arrive and those users are willing to accept the high price. On

the other hand, blocking probability due to insufficient capacity increases because of the

higher number of high WTP users who are unable to enter the network. When blocking

probability due to insufficient capacity is higher, UL and Netw2Netw signalling loads

reduce because UL and Netw2Netw signalling components in Table 3.7 are less than in

Table 3.5. This explains why the average UL and Netw2Netw signalling loads in the

Figure 3.21 decreases as the scale parameter increases to 5.835.

When scale parameter equals 5.835, the mean WTP is already greater than the

high price. Thus, further scale parameter increase will just mean that high WTP users

are willing to pay a lot higher than the high price. This, however, will not have much

effect on the system as at that point it is already full. That is why we see, from 5.825 to

10.325, the average UL and Netw2Netw signalling loads only slightly fluctuate around

their respective values when the scale parameter is equal to 5.835.
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Figure 3.21: Average signalling load vs. WTP.

The DL average signalling load is seen to increase as the scale parameter increases.

This is because the blocking probability due to insufficient WTP levels reduces as more

high WTP users are admitted to the network. In such a situation, more DL signalling

components are needed because the DL signalling components now used are those in

Table 3.7, no longer those in Table 3.5.

Arrival rate and the required signalling

From Figure 3.22, the average signalling loads are seen to be directly proportional to

the arrival rate. This is due to more users arriving causing more requests to make

calls or requests to have their QoS increased (i.e. UL signalling) in the events of

graceful degradation. Network elements will need to communicate with each other

(i.e. Netw2Netw signallling) to process those requests and then to respond to the users

(i.e. DL signalling). At the very least, the increase of signalling are those signalling

components described in Table 3.5.

Furthermore, as the DL average signalling load is higher than the UL average

signalling load, it indicates that, apart from being in situations when it does not have

enough capacity to admit new users, a majority of the time the network is in situations

where users have their tgQ expired or have hung up and the load is below ηT . In those

situations no UL signalling components are required. Refer to Table 3.10 for details.

As the arrival rate increases, blocking probability due to insufficient capacity in-
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Figure 3.22: Average signalling load vs. Arrival Rate.

creases, whereas blocking probability due to insufficient WTP levels and probability of

successful arrivals are seen to increase up to λ = 1.5 [arrivals/s] then decrease.

Low load threshold and the required signalling

As ηT is calculated based on the low load threshold factor, varying the factor in effect

is varying ηT . When the factor equals 0, the network is considered congested at all

times, hence high prices will always apply, while at 1 it is considered not congested

at all times, hence low prices will always apply. Signalling versus low load threshold

factor is shown in Figure 3.23.

Although fluctuating, the trends do show that the average signalling decreases as

the low load threshold factor increases. The reductions are clearer for the UL and

Netw2Netw (particularly from low load threshold factor = 0.7) than for the DL. The

explanation is that as the low load threshold factor increases, more low WTP users

will be allowed to enter the network, meaning that probability due to insufficient WTP

levels reduces and the probability of successful arrivals increases. In turn, this means

the blocking probability due to insufficient capacity increases. The reduction in the

DL average signalling is less noticeable because:

• with the high arrival rate of λ = 3 [arrivals/s] the network will operate most of

the time when load is above ηT ;

• as long as load is above ηT , graceful degradation will take place;
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Figure 3.23: Average signalling load vs. ηT factor.

• if graceful degradation takes place, the same amount of DL signalling is required

(see Tables 3.9 and 3.11 for details); and

• only when no graceful degradation takes place are DL signalling components in

Tables 3.8 and 3.10 required, which is a reduction when compared with Tables

3.9 and 3.11. Such a situation, however, is less likely to occur.

tgQ and the required signalling

Signalling loads versus tgQ can be seen in Figure 3.24. Although fluctuating, the average

signalling loads do seem to decrease slightly as tgQ increases. This is because when tgQ

increases, admission bit rate of low WTP users are guaranteed longer, which gives less

chances for the network to reduce their bit rates in the events of graceful degradation.

Consequently, blocking probability due to insufficient capacity increases as less new

users are able to be admitted.

Allowing tgQ to assume greater values means less signalling for Smart Pricing, and

hence less network resources will need to be dedicated for signalling. This is a benefit

for the network operator. However, it also means that the network operator will have

less flexibility to respond to network congestion. Conversely, setting tgQ to lower values

means more signalling is required for Smart Pricing; at the same time, this means the

satisfaction of low WTP users (those that were successfully admitted to the network)

will increase. It also means that new users – both low WTP and high WTP users –
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Figure 3.24: Average signalling load vs. tgQ.

will be required to respond to new price messages less often. Thus, the value to which

tgQ should be set is a trade-off matter. It is up to the network operators to decide upon

which system characteristics they wish to optimize.

Mean hold time and the required signalling

Figure 3.25 shows a profile of signalling versus call holding time. It is seen that the

average signalling loads decrease as hold time increases. The explanation for this is

that when users stay on the network longer, there are less opportunities for new users

to be admitted, therefore less graceful degradation events occur. Signalling required in

the event of graceful degradation is greater than for blocking new users. Compare the

signalling components in Tables 3.9 and 3.11 with Table 3.5 for details.

Simulation times

A summary of the average simulation times for all six simulation scenarios for the

small system (i.e. CONF) with 2 levels of WTP considered in this section is provided

in Table 3.26 below. The warm-up period determined in Section 3.8.4 is taken into

account in the process of recording the simulation times. All simulation times shown

in this thesis are collected from a laptop computer with the following specifications:

• Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2 operating system,
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Figure 3.25: Average signalling load vs. hold time.

• 1 GB memory,

• 2.161 GHz processor, and

• Matlab version 7 (Release 14).

The smallest and highest average simulation times are found to be 763 and 1021

seconds, respectively. The overall average simulation time of all six scenarios is 867

seconds.

Table 3.26: Simulation times - CONF 2-WTP.
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3.8.6 Small system with five levels of WTP

In this section, we conduct simulations for a more realistic case in which there are five

levels of WTP (5-WTP) in the system. Most of the results are plotted against results

of the simple case (2-WTP) in the previous section (Section 3.8.5) for the ease of

comparison. For simplicity, we shall be showing results for the NR simulation scenario

only.

Probability of occupancy

We notice from Figure 3.27 that probabilities of occupancy of the 5-WTP and 2-WTP

(see Figure 3.15) cases follow the same pattern. A prominent difference is that with

the 5-WTP case, the probability is higher for five users, the maximum possible for the

CONF, in the system. This is because firstly there are now three intermediate WTP

levels in between the WTP1 and WTP5, and secondly admission prices are set using

the highest bid recorded during graceful degradation events (refer to Smart Pricing

principles in Section 3.4 for details). Coupled together, these mean greater chances of

entering the network for users with lower WTP levels.

Figure 3.27: Network occupancy - CONF base case 5-WTP.
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NR and the required signalling

Although fluctuating, looking closer at the peaks in Figure 3.28, the trends of the

average loads do seem to increase for the 5-WTP case when compared with the 2-

WTP. The increase is clearer for the DL. The reasons for this will become clearer as

we examine the next three figures.

Figure 3.28: Average signalling load vs. NR - 5-WTP.

We see in Figure 3.29 that bidding signalling increases. This is because the bidding

process is getting more intense as there are more user groups, each with a different

WTP. Users of these groups will each submit a number of bids that is equal to their

WTP (or one bid higher than the lower WTP group) in an effort to keep the admission

QoS for his/her call.

In the 2-WTP case, as there are only two levels of WTP, WTP5 users only need

to submit one bid in order to retain the admission QoS of their calls. Now, WTP5

users potentially need to submit four bids. Apart from the WTP5 users, in the system

there are also other users who are with WTP levels 2, 3 and 4. Each of these users will

join the contention to keep the admission QoS for their calls and potentially submit

1, 2 and 3 bids, respectively. Even if they do not succeed in keeping the admission

QoS, they still try to improve the QoS of their calls as much as possible. These are the

reason why the average bidding signalling percentages increase.

As pointed out in Section 3.8.5, the sum of percentages of the average bidding and

the average cost un-recoverable signalling for each link type is approximately 100%.
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Figure 3.29: Bidding signalling as percentage of total signalling vs. NR - 5-WTP.

The fact that seeing in Figure 3.29 the bidding signalling increases leads us to auto-

matically predict that there will be a decrease in cost un-recoverable signalling. Then,

looking at Figure 3.30, our prediction is immediately affirmed.

Figure 3.30: Cost un-recoverable signalling as percentage of total signalling vs. NR -
5-WTP.
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Figure 3.31 helps explain why the average signalling loads are behaviours as seen

in Figure 3.28.

Figure 3.31: Probabilities vs. NR - 5-WTP.

In the figure, the increase in the blocking probability due to insufficient capacity

seems to be offset by the decrease in the blocking probability due to insufficient WTP

levels. As a result, signalling components in Table 3.5 are employed more, replacing

those in Table 3.6. It is obvious that the number of UL and Netw2Netw signalling

components in Table 3.5 are less than those of them in Table 3.6. This is what causes

the lows in the UL and Netw2Netw average signalling loads when compared with the

2-WTP case. In contrast, the numbers of the DL signalling component in those two

tables are the same.

We also see in the figure that the probability of successful arrivals increases, which

means signalling components in Tables 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 are now used more than be-

fore. This causes increases in the UL and Netw2Netw signalling loads. Because these

increases are offset by the decreases of UL and Netw2Netw signalling loads mentioned

in the above paragraph, the peaks are only marginally higher when compared with

the 2-WTP case. On the other hand, for the DL, the increase of signalling now being

used more due to signalling components in Tables 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 is not offset by any

reduction. Therefore, we see clearer the increase in the DL average signalling load in

Figure 3.28.
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The average simulation time for this simulation scenario of the small system 5-

WTPs case is 1185 seconds. When compared with the 2-WTP case, this is an increase

of about 35%.

3.8.7 Large system

In the previous section, we investigate how more types of WTP in the system affect

Smart Pricing signalling requirements. In this section, we investigate the effect of

having more users in the system on the signalling requirements. The 2-WTP case is

chosen for this system.

Probability of occupancy

From parameter values in Table 3.12, the numbers of high WTP users with ηT and

ηM and the maximum possible number of voice users in the system are calculated and

summarised in Table 3.32. Different from the small system case, the NR range that we

target here is a range in which the network capacity is low. This is part of an effort in

widening our investigation into the impact of Smart Pricing signalling on the UMTS

system.

Table 3.32: Voice case and numbers of users the system can accommodate.

Figure 3.33 shows the network occupancy and probabilities of occupancy for the

voice base case (with NR = 0.6 [dB]). It can be seen that the probabilities of having

zero to six users in the system are virtually zero. This is due to the high arrival

rate λ = 3 [arrivals/s], as the network will almost always be filled with the maximum

number of high WTP users accommodated by ηT . The probability of seven users in

the system is therefore the highest. It can also be seen that the probability of the

system having more than the number of high WTP users accommodated with ηM is

very small. In this instance, we see that the maximum possible number of users that

the system can accommodate is not reached.
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Figure 3.33: Network occupancy - Voice base case.

NR and the required signalling

Figure 3.34 shows the average signalling loads increase as NR increases.

Figure 3.34: Average signalling load vs. NR - Large system.

The increases are continuing throughout the range of NR and not becoming steady

like the small system case. This is because now with every NR increase step, there is

enough capacity for accommodating more users. The UL peak is the lowest, the DL
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is 1.004 times greater than the UL, and the Netw2Netw peak is the highest and 17.79

times greater the UL. All average signalling loads are higher when compared with the

small system case. See Figure 3.16 for details.

The percentages of bidding signalling relative to the respective total signalling are

seen in Figure 3.35 to increase as NR increases.

Figure 3.35: Bidding signalling as percentage of total signalling vs. NR - Large system.

However, in the NR range of 0.2-0.4 the percentages of Netw2Netw bidding sig-

nalling are steady. When compared with the small system case, the percentages are

higher, lower and lower, for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw respectively. Refer to Figure

3.17 for comparison. This can be explained as the following.

Looking at Figure 3.37, we see a 4.39% increase in the blocking probability due to

insufficient WTP. This means signalling components in Table 3.6 are used more. As

these components are non-bidding signalling, hence percentages of bidding signalling

are lower because the percentages are relative to the DL and Netw2Netw average

signalling. This is the case for the DL and Netw2Netw. For the UL, on the other

hand, as bidding signalling are dependent on the number of high WTP users, the

increase in the number of high WTP users (due to the change from CONF to voice

service) causes significant increase in UL bidding signalling components. This large

increase overshadows the non-bidding signalling, hence resulting in an increase in the

UL bidding signalling.
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In Figure 3.36, it can be seen that the percentages of cost un-recoverable signalling

relative to the respective total signalling decrease as NR increases. At their minimums,

all percentages are above 92% and lower than those of them for the small system case.

Figure 3.36: Cost un-recoverable signalling as percentage of total signalling vs. NR -
Large system.

Figure 3.37 shows that the blocking probability due to insufficient capacity, block-

ing probability due to insufficient WTP and probability of successful arrivals decreases,

increases and increases respectively as NR increases. Also, when compared with the

small system case, we see that these probabilities are lower, higher and higher, re-

spectively. This is because voice service bit rate is lower than CONF, so the network

can accommodate more users. As the arrival rate remains the same, more users ad-

mitted into the network means lower blocking probability due to insufficient capacity

and higher probability of successful arrivals. With Smart Pricing, when a potentially

new user arrives, capacity is checked first to ensure the network can accommodate the

user. After passing the first check, the user’s WTP will then be checked against the

admission price. For low WTP users, it is this second check that they more frequently

fail. Hence, an increase in the blocking probability due to insufficient WTP.

The average simulation time for this large system is 1152 seconds. When compared

with the CONF 2-WTP case, this is an increase of about 30%.
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Figure 3.37: Probabilities vs. NR - Large system.

3.9 Findings and discussions

Given:

• the scope of this research project specified in Section 1.1.2;

• the signalling components required for Smart Pricing specified in Section 3.7.2;

• simulation scenarios that we conducted; and

• parameters’ values for the simulations as specified in Table 3.12,

in this chapter we develop our first Smart Pricing signalling model. In this model, we

investigate the required signalling for the implementation of Smart Pricing system in

the UMTS. We model the signalling when the system is in its instantaneous conditions,

in which its operation is simulated for a short duration of 2 hours. This first Smart

Pricing signalling model is named the Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) model.

The MCS model examines both small and large systems which represent systems

that can accommodate small and large numbers of users. CONF is the service chosen

for the small system, and voice for the large. We inspect almost the complete range

of the system capacity, i.e. NR, from 2.28 to 99%. With the small system, two

cases are explored: the less (2 WTPs) and the more (5 WTPs) types of users. In

effect, this means three systems are examined. Furthermore, for each system, three
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broad categories of system characteristics are monitored, and together with their sub-

categories a total of six simulation scenarios are simulated for each system. This brings

the total simulation scenarios that we investigate to eighteen. The number reflects our

effort in testing thoroughly our MCS Smart Pricing signalling model. For simplicity

we show only results that exhibit distinctive system behaviours.

Table 3.38 provide a summary of the results of the NR simulation scenarios for the

three systems. Apart from the probabilities, all values are averages.

Table 3.38: Summary of results.

It can be seen that:

1. average signalling loads are reasonably low, except for the Netw2Netw link. Av-

erage signalling load for the UL is the lowest, followed by the DL then the

Netw2Netw. At their maximums, the UL-to-DL average signalling ratio is 1.04,

whereas the Netw2Netw-to-DL is 17.79. Overall maximum average signalling

loads for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw are 4.06, 4.10 and 72.16 kbps, respectively.

The high Netw2Netw signalling we see here is the sum of signalling components

between all network elements, not just between one pair of network elements.

Consequently, the Netw2Netw average signalling load between one pair of net-

work elements are much less than the value we see. Such a signalling load should

easily be handled by the existing 56-64 kbps DS0 channel used in the common

channel signalling SS7.

When there are more types of WTP in the system, average signalling loads in-

crease. The same is true when there are more users;

2. maximum bidding signalling percentage has a range of 2 to 10%. The percentage

is highest for the UL, followed by the DL then the Netw2Netw, which is the

opposite of the average signalling loads.
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When there are more types of WTP in the system, bidding signalling percentages

increase for all links. However, when there are more users, only the UL bidding

signalling percentage increases, not the DL and Netw2Netw whereby they de-

crease;

3. maximum cost un-recoverable signalling percentage has a range of 89 to 95%.

When there are more types of WTP in the system, the percentage decrease. The

same is true when there are more users.

As discussed in Section 3.7.1, cost un-recoverable signalling is a parameter that

we design to assist the network operator in setting prices more effectively. The

cost un-recoverable signalling percentages that we have found here should be

taken into consideration when setting admission prices and prices for tgQ expired

users to maintain admission QoS in the events of graceful degradation. The

percentages are also a powerful indication of how profoundly successful arrivals

bear the cost imposed by the unsuccessful ones. A more remarkable point to

note is who those unsuccessful ones are? Are they those who have immediate

needs to make important calls right at those moments. Or, are they those who

are opportunistic users probing for cheap-price calls? If the latter is true and

the number of such users are large, it could seriously cause congestion on the

signalling network;

4. minimum blocking probability due to insufficient capacity has a range of 2.4 to

7.5%. With such a range, high WTP user’s customer satisfaction will be met.

When there are more types of WTP in the system, the probability increases.

However, when there are more users, the probability decreases;

5. maximum blocking probability due to insufficient WTP has a range of 86 to 91%.

When there are more types of WTP in the system, the probability decreases.

However, when there are more users, the probability increases;

6. maximum probability of successful arrivals has a range of 1 to 1.4%. When there

are more types of WTP in the system, the probability increases. The same is

true when there are more users;

7. all parameter values in the six items mentioned above are dependent on the

signalling components set out in Section 3.7.2 for every situation that Smart

Pricing signalling is required;

8. average simulation time has a range of 881 to 1185 seconds. When there are more

types of WTP in the system, the simulation time increases. The same is true

when there are more users;
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9. for both small (2-WTP and 5-WTP cases) and large systems, as NR increases,

the:

a) average signalling loads increase;

b) bidding signalling percentages increase;

c) cost un-recoverable percentages decrease;

d) blocking probability due to insufficient capacity decreases;

e) blocking probability due to insufficient WTP increases; and

f) probability of successful arrival increases;

For the small system 2-WTP case, the above parameter values are steady when

the system reaches its maximum possible number of users.

10. performance of the MCS model in terms of average simulation times are high.

As an example, for the NR scenario:

a) small system 2-WTP case takes 881 seconds;

b) small system 5-WTP case takes 1185 seconds; and

c) large system takes 1152 seconds.

11. for the small system, in most cases the results of the 2-WTP case are seen to be

the upper bounds for the 5-WTP. Thus, with good prediction about offsets for

the average bidding signalling loads, the 2-WTP case suffices to be representative

for the 5-WTP.

With respect to our simulation strategy as discussed in Section 3.8.3, for the small

system 2-WTP case, we have found that:

1. Conditions a MS is admitted to the network are: as

a) NR increases, average signalling loads increase;

b) mean WTP increases, the UL and Netw2Netw average signalling loads de-

crease, while the DL increases; and

c) arrival rate increases, average signalling loads increase.

NR, WTP and arrival rate heavily affect Smart Pricing signalling requirements

(i.e. the average signalling loads). This suggests that with good admission control

scheme, signalling for Smart Pricing can be controlled to a desired level;
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2. Level congestion is defined: as

a) ηT increases, average signalling loads decrease; and

b) tgQ increases, average signalling loads decrease.

It is seen that the higher the ηT and tgQ values, the lower the signalling required

for Smart Pricing. At what value tgQ should be set is a trade-off matter for net-

work operators. These suggest that network operators need to balance resource

dedicated for Smart Pricing signalling and users’ satisfaction when defining the

congestion level; and

3. Users’ behaviour when they are already in the system: as mean hold time in-

creases, average signalling loads decrease. We note that when mean holding time

equals 30 seconds (i.e. the shortest period) the Netw2Netw average signalling

load is the highest among all six simulation scenarios. Too high a price gives

negative incentives to users to make longer calls. Consequently, not only the

revenue that are generated from active users is reduced, but also the risk of an

overload on the signalling network is high. In turn, the latter causes possible

further loss of revenue because new users will not be able to enter the network

due to congestion on the signalling network.

These findings mean that it is not how the level of congestion is set by a network

operator that matters, but the conditions under which MSs are admitted to the network

(i.e. the admission control mechanism) and the behaviour of users. A closer look into

aspects of the conditions MSs are admitted to the network reveals that ultimately it is

the users’ behaviour that dictates the signalling requirements for Smart Pricing.

We recommend that:

Rec.1. a mechanism should be put in place to prevent opportunistic users probing for

cheap-price calls;

Rec.2. signalling components for every situation that Smart Pricing signalling is re-

quired should be carefully designed; and

Rec.3. care should be taken in setting high prices to avoid the risk of overloading the

signalling network.
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Modelling Smart Pricing

signalling with state space

4.1 Justification for the chosen modelling technique

Signalling requirements for Smart Pricing as a whole are a random process. The process

depends not only on:

• deterministic factors such as thresholds ηT and tgQ; but also on

• a discrete random distribution: Poisson distribution (distribution of call arrivals)

with parameter λ (arrival rate); as well as

• continuous distributions: negative exponential distribution (distribution of call

holding times) with parameter µ, and Weibull distribution (distribution of user

WTPs) with scale parameter δ and shape parameter β.

To determine probabilities that these signalling requirements occur, one technique

is to combine these probability distributions to form a joint distribution. Determining

joint distributions for discrete distributions or continuous distributions are difficult but

achievable, at least numerically. However, determining a joint distribution for mixed

discrete and continuous distributions is arguably a PhD project in itself. Thus, we

have chosen not to follow that direction as this is an engineering research project.

Another technique is to use a state space approach. The technique enables us to

incorporate all above-mentioned factors in a simpler fashion. Best of all, it allows us

to expand the model but still requires the use of system of linear equations to solve. In

addition, equilibrium probabilities found using this technique can be interpreted as the

long-term proportion of time the system is in a state that requires certain signalling,

or as the probabilities at a arbitrary time point, far away from the initial condition

that the system is in a state that requires that amount of signalling [53].
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4.2 Limiting the scope of the model for modelling

Signalling requirements for the full version of Smart Pricing have been discussed in

Section 3.5 and Section 3.6. To model Smart Pricing in a state space, it is necessary to

limit the scope of that full model for the sake of simplicity and convenience of modelling.

This level of simplicity is necessary so that core behaviours of the model can easily be

revealed and then investigated, without being blurred by other obstructive complexity.

In this simplified Smart Pricing model, we:

• consider a system with one service;

• assume that there are two levels of WTP; Low (L) WTP and High (H) WTP.

Together with the assumption of one service, Expression (3.2) and Expression

(3.13) seen earlier in Chapter 3 become:

Γ = {ΓL,ΓH} (4.1)

• assume that there are two types of bit rates. Expression (3.4) and Expression

(3.14) then become:

R = {RL, RH} (4.2)

• see that Expression (3.5) and Expression (3.15) have now reduced to one expres-

sion only, i.e. Expression (4.3) below. Ra
L is the bit rate for ΓL users with expired

tgQ, whereas Ra
H is the bit rate for ΓH users with expired tgQ and for users who

are still within their tgQ.

Ra = {Ra
L, R

a
H} (4.3)

• assume that there are two prices; one for RL and the other for RH . Expression

(3.8) and Expression (3.18) then reduce to:

P = {PL, PH} (4.4)

We also assume that ΓL = PL and ΓH = PH .

• see that Expression (3.9) and Expression (3.19) reduce to one expression only,

i.e. Expression(4.5) below. P a
L is the price for ΓL users with expired tgQ, whereas

P a
H is the price for ΓH users with expired tgQ and for users who are still within

their tgQ.

P a = {P a
L, P

a
H} (4.5)
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4.3 Initial calculation

From Equation (2.8), the load factor of a user with bit rate RL is:

LRL =
1

1 +
W

(Eb/N0) · υ ·RL

(4.6)

and, keeping the same values for (Eb/N0) and υ, the load factor of a user with bit rate

RH is:

LRH =
1

1 +
W

(Eb/N0) · υ ·RH

(4.7)

From Equation (3.32), the potential load factor to admit a new user while guaran-

teeing the minimum load condition in the system is:

Lpot,min = (g + y + h+ 1) LRH + l · LRL (4.8)

where g, y and h are defined ahead in Section 4.4.

From Equation (3.34), the potential load factor to admit a new user while guaran-

teeing the maximum load condition in the system is:

Lpot,max = (g + y + h+ l + 1) LRH (4.9)

where l is defined ahead in Section 4.4.

As λ is the arrival rate, which follows a Poisson distribution, the probability of one

or more arrivals to the network at a time instance is:

ProbArrival = 1− e−λ (4.10)

As Γ is the willingness to pay (WTP) of a user, which follows a Weibull distribution,

Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of Γ at a certain γ WTP value is [54]:

FΓ(γ) = 1− e
−
(x
δ

)β
(4.11)
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Hence, the probability of a high WTP user is:

Prob(Γ ≥ PH) = 1− FΓ(PH) (4.12)

and probability of a low WTP user is:

Prob(PL ≤ Γ < PH) = FΓ(PH)− FΓ(PL) (4.13)

4.4 State space

From Section 4.2, it is seen that there are four types of users in a cell. Let us call:

• g the number of ΓH users in a cell who are still in their non-expired period tgQ.

We call these users g-type users;

• y the number of ΓL users in a cell who are still in their tgQ. We call these users

y-type users;

• h the number of users with tgQ expired that have high WTP ΓH . We call these

users h-type users; and

• l the number of users with tgQ expired that have low WTP ΓL. We call these

users l-type users.

Let a state i be (g, y, h, l). There are 8 possible states that a state can move to and

each of these moves is associated with a transition rate. Figure 4.1 provides a visual

representation of all of those states, state transitions and transition rates.

In Figure 4.1:

• qg+ is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a new ΓH user is admitted

into the cell;

• qy+ is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a new ΓL user is admitted

into the cell;

• qg− is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a g-type user hangs up;

• qy− is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a y-type user hangs up;

• qh+ is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a ΓH user has his/her

tgQ expired;
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Figure 4.1: State transition digram.

• ql+ is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a ΓL user has his/her

tgQ expired;

• qh− is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a h-type user hangs up;

and

• ql− is the transition rate from state i to a state in which a l-type user hangs up.

The state space of Smart Pricing system is discussed in Section 4.6. Generally, the

total number of states depends on the total number of users in the system and on the

number of each of the four types of users that constitute that total number of users.

All of these numbers of users are dependent on ηM and ηT .

4.5 Transition rates

Formulas to calculate the eight possible transition rates from any state i discussed in

Section 4.4 are provided below. In addition to those eight transition rates, there is a

ninth, which is the transition rate when the system remains in a state, qii. Transition

rates other than these nine rates are all zero as there is no possibility that the system

could transition to or from any other state.
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Rate qg+

qg+ = I(Lpot,min ≤ ηM) · λ · Prob(ΓH ≥ P adm(i)) (4.14)

where I is an indicator function1, which allows us to impose a condition for the transi-

tion rate to occur. It enables us to model a deterministic aspect of Smart Pricing into

this Smart Pricing signalling model. P adm(i) is admission price when the system is in

state i, and

Prob(ΓH ≥ P adm(i)) = Prob(Γ ≥ PH) (4.15)

Rate qg−

qg− = g(i) · 1

ht
(4.16)

where g(i) is the number of g-type users when the system is in state i and ht is mean

hold time of calls as discussed in Section 3.5.2.

Rate qy+

qy+ = I(Lpot,min ≤ ηM) · λ · Prob(ΓL ≥ P adm(i)) · I(gyh(i) + 1 <= MRH
ηT

) (4.17)

where:

Prob(ΓL ≥ P adm(i)) =

{
Prob(PL ≤ Γ < PH) if P adm(i) = PL

0 if P adm(i) = PH
(4.18)

and

gyh(i) = g(i) + y(i) + h(i)

y(i) and h(i) are the numbers of y- and h-type users when the system is in state i.

MRH
ηT

is the number of ΓH users that can be accommodated with ηT . See Section 4.6.2

for details.

Rate qy−

qy− = y(i) · 1

ht
(4.19)

1I(f) = 1 if condition f is true and = 0 if false.
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Rate qh+

qh+ = g(i) · 1

tgQ
(4.20)

Rate qh−

qh− = h(i) · 1

ht
(4.21)

Note that qh− could easily be confused as:

qh− = h(i) · 1

ht− tgQ
(4.22)

but that is wrong. If we assume hold times of calls are negatively exponentially dis-

tributed, the rate that calls finish at any time is the same, despite the calls having

already been in progress for tgQ seconds. This is due to the memoryless property of

the negative exponential distribution.

Rate ql+

ql+ = y(i) · 1

tgQ
(4.23)

Rate ql−

ql− = l(i) · 1

ht
(4.24)

Note that the caveat given in Equation (4.22) also applies to Equation (4.24).

Rate qii

This transition rate is defined as the negated sum of all the above eight transition rates.

qii = −(qg+ + qg− + qy+ + qy− + qh+ + qh− + ql+ + ql−) (4.25)
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4.6 Maximum possible total number of users

From a target NR value, using the procedure in Section 2.9, ηM is obtained. Then,

using Equation (3.1), ηT is obtained. The maximum possible total number of users in

the system must satisfy the below inequality:

(g + y + h) · LRH + l · LRL ≤ ηM (4.26)

4.6.1 Number of users in phase 1

According to Smart Pricing principles, when the system load factor is up to ηT , all

users in the system get RH . This means all g-, y-, h- and l-type users get RH . The

load factor of a user with RH can be determined by using in Equation (4.7). Therefore,

the number of users that can be accommodated with ηT , MRH
ηT

, is:

MRH
ηT

= Integer

(
ηT
LRH

)
(4.27)

where Integer(X) is the integer part of X.

We name Phase 1 the phase in which the number of users in the system is within

the range [0,MRH
ηT

]. That is, the maximum possible number of users in this phase is

MRH
ηT

. A distinct characteristic of this phase is that the maximum possible number of

y- and l-type users is also MRH
ηT

.

4.6.2 Number of users in phase 2

The maximum number of users with RH that can be accommodated with ηM , MRH
ηM

,

is:

MRH
ηM

= Integer

(
ηM
LRH

)
(4.28)

We name Phase 2 the phase in which the number of users in the system is within

the range (MRH
ηT

,MRH
ηM

]. That is the maximum possible number of users in this phase

is (MRH
ηM
−MRH

ηT
). A distinct characteristic of this phase is that the maximum possible

number of y- and l-type users remains at MRH
ηT

. No y-type users will be admitted to

the system once the system load factor is above ηT .
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4.6.3 Number of users in phase 3

From Section 4.6.2, we know that the maximum possible number of users at RH that

ηM can accommodate is MRH
ηM

. As RH only needs to be given to g-, y- and h-type users,

if l-type users exist in the system, bit rate of their calls can be reduced to RL once tgQ

of the calls are expired. From Section 4.6.1 and Section 4.6.2, we also know that the

maximum possible number of l-type users is MRH
ηT

. Thus, Equation (4.26) becomes:

(g + y + h) · LRH +MRH
ηT
· LRL ≤ ηM (4.29)

which is equivalent to:

(g + y + h) ≤
ηM − (MRH

ηT
· LRL)

LRH
(4.30)

Therefore, the maximum possible number of users in the system, Mmax, is:

Mmax = MRH
ηT

+ x (4.31)

where x is the maximum integer of (g + y + h) that satisfies Equation (4.30). Note

that Mmax has a minimum value of MRH
ηM

and it is not always greater than that value.

Mmax is equal to MRH
ηM

when LRL is increasing closer to or equal to LRH . If Mmax is

equal to MRH
ηM

, the possible number of users for this phase will be zero.

We name Phase 3 the phase in which Mmax is greater than MRH
ηM

. The number

of users in this phase is within the range (MRH
ηM

,Mmax] with a maximum value of

(Mmax −MRH
ηM

). Distinct characteristics of this phase are that:

• the maximum possible combined number of g- and l-type users is MRH
ηT

;

• the maximum possible number of users of any type must be less than Mmax; and

• the maximum possible combined number of g-, y- and h-type users, Mgyh,p3, is

the maximum integer of (g + y + h) that satisfies the below inequality:

(g + y + h) ≤ ηM − LRL
LRH

(4.32)
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4.7 Maximum possible number of states

Based on the numbers of users obtained from Section 4.6, we can calculate the max-

imum number of states in the system’s state space. We will be using composition for

this calculation.

A composition [55] of a positive integer m is a way of writing m as a sum of strictly

positive integers. The number of compositions of m into exactly k parts are given by

the binomial coefficient: (
m− 1

k − 1

)
(4.33)

If some of the parts in a composition are allowed to be zero, the composition is

referred to as a weak composition. For a weak composition, the number of possible

combinations are given by: (
m+ k − 1

k − 1

)
(4.34)

Note that: (
m

k

)
=

m!

k! (m− k)!
(4.35)

Thus: (
m+ k − 1

k − 1

)
=

(m+ k − 1)!

(k − 1)! m!
(4.36)

In our model, m represents the total number of users in the system, i.e. the sum of

g, y, h and l. As a state i contains four parts, the number of parts, k, is 4.

The maximum possible number of states of the system, Ns, is the sum of the

numbers of states in three phases discussed in the next three sub-sections. That is:

Ns = N1 +N2 +N3 (4.37)

where N1, N2 and N3 are the number of states in phase 1, phase 2 and phase 3,

respectively.
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4.7.1 Number of states in phase 1

In Section 4.6.1, we have found that the number of users in the system in phase 1 takes

values in the [0,MRH
ηT

] range. Let this number be m. For each value of m in that range,

using weak composition, the possible number of states are:

Nm
1 =

(
m+ k − 1

k − 1

)
=

(
ηRHT + 3− 1

3− 1

)
=

(
ηRHT + 2

2

)
(4.38)

where Nm
1 is the number of states when there are m users in the system.

Hence, the total possible number of states in phase 1 is:

N1 =

M
RH
ηT∑

m=0

Nm
1 (4.39)

4.7.2 Number of states in phase 2

In Section 4.6.2, we have found that the number of users in the system in phase 2 takes

value in the (MRH
ηT

,MRH
ηM

] range. Let this number be m̂. For each value of m̂ in that

range, using weak composition, we have:(
m̂+ k − 1

k − 1

)
(4.40)

As the maximum possible number of g- and l-type users in phase 2 is MRH
ηT

, we

need to exclude compositions found in (4.40) that have the combined value of g- and

l-type users greater than MRH
ηT

.

For each value of m̂ in the (MRH
ηT

,MRH
ηM

] range, let the possible number of states be

N m̂
2 . Hence, the total possible number of states in phase 2 is:

N2 =

M
RH
ηM∑

m=M
RH
ηT

+1

N m̂
2 (4.41)
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4.7.3 Number of states in phase 3

The calculation in this section is only required when Mmax is greater than MRH
ηM

. If

Mmax is equal to MRH
ηM

, N3 is equal to zero.

In Section 4.6.3, we found that the number of users in the system in phase 3 takes

value in the (MRH
ηM

,Mmax] range. Let this number be m̆. For each value of m̆ in that

range, using weak composition, we have:(
m̆+ k − 1

k − 1

)
(4.42)

As the maximum possible combined number of y- and l-type users in phase 3 is

MRH
ηT

, we need to exclude compositions found in (4.42) those that have a sum of y-

and l-type users greater than MRH
ηT

. In addition, as the maximum possible combined

number g- and h-type users in phase 3 is MRH
ηM

, we also need to exclude compositions

that a sum of g- and h-type users greater than MRH
ηM

.

For each value of m̆ in the (MRH
ηM

,Mmax] range, let the number of states be N m̆
3 .

Hence, the total number of states in phase 3 is:

N3 =
Mmax∑

m̆=η
RH
M +1

N m̆
3 (4.43)

4.8 Q matrix formulation

With a given set of values for parameters discussed in Section 4.4 through to Section

4.7, using the approaches in those sections, we can create a Q matrix. A Q matrix

brings together all the possible number of states of the system and includes relevant

transition rates between the states. An example of a Q matrix for a system with:

• MRH
ηT

= 1;

• MRH
ηM

= 4;

• Mgh,p3 = 4; and

• Mmax = 5.

is given in the Appendix2.

2In that Q matrix, −q# (“#” is the state number) represents q##.
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4.9 Equilibrium probabilities

Equilibrium probabilities, also known as stationary probabilities [56] or steady-state

probabilities [57], can be interpreted as the long-term proportion of time that a system

is in a certain state [53]. We can calculate equilibrium probabilities for a system using

the system Q matrix. Smart Pricing system can be modelled as a Continuous Time

Markov Chain (CTMC).

A CTMC is called irreducible if every state in the state space is reachable from

any other state. An irreducible, homogeneous (i.e. time independent) CTMC is called

ergodic if and only if the unique equilibrium probability vector, π, exists. For a CTMC,

if π exists, elements of π are independent of time and we have [58]:

πQ = 0 (4.44)

where π is a [1xNs] row vector; Ns is the number of states in the system found in

Section 4.7. Q is the system Q matrix and is an [NsxNs] matrix. Thus, in order to

use Equation (4.44) for Smart Pricing, we need to prove that Smart Pricing system is

irreducible.

It can be shown that Smart Pricing system is irreducible because any state j can

be reached from any state i (i 6= j) from a finite number of steps. There may be more

than one way to reach state j from state i; one of such a way that guarantees for state

i to reach state j is through state (0,0,0,0). This can easily be seen from Figure 4.1

that any state where the number of users in the system is greater than 0, qg−, qy−,

qh− and/or ql− transition rates will be greater 0. That means, state (0,0,0,0) can be

reached from any other states. This is because any state can go through a sequence of

states, each of which the number of users in the system is less than the previous until

it reaches a state at which the number of users in the system is 0, i.e. state (0,0,0,0).

Clearly, from state (0,0,0,0), any other states can be reached. Hence, we can conclude

that Smart Pricing system is irreducible.

To obtain a unique positive solution to Equation (4.44), a normalization condition

needs to be imposed because Q is not invertible. We impose a normalization condition

by substituting one column of Q by a unit vector. It can be any column of Q [58]. Let

the new Q matrix after that substitution be Qm, Equation (4.44) then becomes:

πQm = b (4.45)

where b is a row vector [0, 0, ..., 0, 1] with Ns elements.
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Equation (4.45) is a linear system of non-homogenous equations in matrix form.

To solve this equation, we use a direct numerical method called Gaussian Elimination.

Direct numerical methods can be used to solve system of linear equations with a general

structure. We made this choice because Gaussian Elimination is the most commonly

applied among the direct methods. In this method, elementary matrix operations are

applied and Qm is transformed into a product of an upper triangular matrix, U , and

a lower triangular matrix, L. That is:

πU L = b (4.46)

Let:

πU = y (4.47)

Equation (4.46) then becomes:

yL = b (4.48)

Solve Equation (4.48) for y, and then substitute y into Equation (4.47), we obtain

the equilibrium probability vector π. For more details of the Gaussian Elimination

method, refer to [58].

4.10 Average signalling messages required

In this Section, we derive formulas for calculating average numbers of signalling mes-

sages for all possible scenarios. Important parameters in these formulas are equilibrium

probabilities (which are elements of π obtained from Section 4.9). Before proceeding

with derivation of the formulas, we need to calculate some parameter values first.

Successful arrival rate for state i, RateSA(i), is:

RateSA(i) = qg+(i) + qy+(i) (4.49)

where qg+(i) and qy+(i) are qg+ and qy+ of state i, respectively.

Blocking rate for state i, RateBlocking(i), is:

RateBlocking(i) = λ−RateSA(i) (4.50)
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Hang up rate for state i, RateHU(i), is:

RateHU(i) = qg−(i) + qy−(i) + qh−(i) + ql−(i) (4.51)

where qg−(i), qy−(i), qh−(i) and ql−(i) are qg−, qy−, qh− and ql− of state i, respectively.

The rate that tgQ of calls expires for state i, RatetgQ(i), is:

RatetgQ(i) = qh+(i) + ql+(i) (4.52)

where qh+(i) and ql+(i) are qh+ and ql+ of state i, respectively.

4.10.1 When a new user is blocked

A user is blocked from entering the network if the network does not have enough

capacity to admit the user. The average number of signalling messages required when

a new user is blocked from entering the network is:

N1 =

(∑
i∈S1

πi ·RateBlocking(i)

)
· αblocked (4.53)

where:

• πi is equilibrium probability of state i, i.e. the ith element of π;

• S1 is a subset of the state space and is defined as:

S1 = {i : [g(i) + y(i) + h(i) + 1] · LRH + l(i) · LRL > ηM} (4.54)

• αblocked can be found from Equation (3.35).

The overall blocking probability due to insufficient capacity of the system, Probbc,

is defined as:

Probbc =

(∑
i∈S1

πi

)
· ProbArrival (4.55)
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4.10.2 When a new user’s WTP is sufficient

A new user is successfully admitted to the network if both his/her WTP is greater

than or equal to the admission price at the time he/she arrives and the network has

enough capacity. The average number of signalling messages required when a new user

is successfully admitted to the network is:

N2 =

(∑
i∈S2

πi ·RateSA(i)

)
· αypa (4.56)

where αypa can be found from Equation (3.37).

• S2 is a subset of the state space and is defined as:

S2 = {i : [g(i) + y(i) + h(i) + 1]LRH + l(i) · LRL ≤ ηM} (4.57)

• αnpa can be found from Equation (3.36).

The overall probability of successful arrivals, Probsa, is defined as:

Probsa =

(∑
i∈S2

πi · (Prob(ΓH ≥ P adm(i)) + Prob(ΓL ≥ P adm(i))

)
·ProbArrival (4.58)

4.10.3 When a new user’s WTP is not sufficient

A new user is rejected from entering the network if his/her WTP is lower than the

admission price at the time he/she arrives (even if the network has enough capacity

to admit). The average number of signalling messages required when the network has

enough capacity to admit but the new user’s WTP is not sufficient is:

N3 =

(∑
i∈S3

πi ·RateBlocking(i)

)
· αnpa (4.59)

where:

• S3 = S2; and

• αnpa can be found from Equation (3.36).
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The overall blocking probability due to high price, Probbp, is defined as:

Probbp =

(∑
i∈S3

πi

)
· ProbArrival (4.60)

The signalling required for this case is a distinct characteristic of Smart Pricing

(and for dynamic pricing in general) compared to the flat-rate or peak and off peak

pricing schemes.

4.10.4 Admit a new user and load to give RH to all users not

exceeding ηT

Depending on whether the load to give all existing users in the system plus the new

user’s RH exceeds ηT or not, the average signalling required is different. The required

average number of signalling messages for the case when that load does not exceed ηT

is:

N4 =

(∑
i∈S4

πi ·RateSA(i)

)
· αnh (4.61)

where:

• S4 is a subset of the state space and is defined as:

S4 =
{
i : [i ∈ S2] ∩

[
M(i) + 1 ≤MRH

ηT

]}
(4.62)

• M(i) is defined as the sum of users of all types when the system is in state i;

• MRH
ηT

is as defined in Section 4.6.1; and

• αnh is can be found from Equation (3.38).

4.10.5 Admit a new user and load to give RH to all users

exceeding ηT

The average number of signalling messages required for the case when the load to give

all existing users plus the new user RH exceeds ηT is:

N5 =
∑
i∈S5

πi ·RateSA(i) · αng(i) (4.63)
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where:

• S5 is a subset of the state space and is defined as:

S5 =
{
i : [i ∈ S2] ∩

[
M(i) + 1 > MRH

ηT

]}
(4.64)

• αng(i) is αng when the system is in state i, which can be found from Equation

(3.39).

4.10.6 When a user hangs up and load to give RH to all users

not exceeding ηT

The average number of signalling messages required when a user hangs up and the load

to give all remaining existing users RH does not exceed ηT is:

N6 =

(∑
i∈S6

πi ·RateHU(i)

)
· αhgh (4.65)

where:

• S6 is a subset of the state space and is defined as:

S6 =
{
i : 0 ≤M(i)− 1 ≤MRH

ηT

}
(4.66)

• αhgh can be found from Equation (3.40).

4.10.7 When a user has his/her tgQ expired and load to give

RH to all users not exceeding ηT

The average number of signalling messages required when a user has his/her tgQ expired

and the load to give all existing users RH does not exceed ηT is:

N7 =

(∑
i∈S7

πi ·RatetgQ(i)

)
· αgeh (4.67)

where S7 is a subset of the state space and is defined as:

S7 =
{
i : [g(i) > 0] ∩

[
0 < M(i) ≤MRH

ηT

]}
(4.68)
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4.10.8 When a user hangs up and load to give RH to all users

exceeding ηT

The average number of signalling messages required when a user hangs up and the load

to give all existing users RH exceeds ηT is:

N8 =
∑
i∈S8

πi ·RateHU(i) · αhgg(i) (4.69)

where:

• S8 is a subset of the state space and is defined as:

S8 =
{
i : M(i)− 1 > MRH

ηT

}
(4.70)

• αhgg(i) is αhgg when the system is in state i, which can be found from Equation

(3.41).

4.10.9 When a user has his/her tgQ expired and load to give

RH to all users exceeding ηT

The average number of signalling messages required when a user has his/her tgQ expired

and the load to give all existing users RH exceeds ηT is:

N9 =
∑
i∈S7

πi ·RatetgQ(i) · αhgg(i) (4.71)

where:

S9 =
{
i : [g(i) > 0] ∩

[
M(i) > MRH

ηT

]}
(4.72)
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4.10.10 For some other important cases

Bidding

The average number of signalling messages required for the bidding process is:

Nbidding = N5,bidding +N8,bidding +N9,bidding (4.73)

where:

N5,bidding =
∑
i∈S5

πi ·RateSA(i) · [h(i) + 5] (4.74)

N8,bidding =
∑
i∈S8

πi ·RateHU(i) · [h(i) + 5] (4.75)

N9,bidding =
∑
i∈S9

πi ·RatetgQ(i) · [h(i) + 5] (4.76)

Note that 5 in Equations (4.74), (4.75) and (4.76) above are the sum of the cr bdc and

cr bnc signalling components in Table 3.9 for the former and Table 3.11 for the latter

two Equations.

The whole system

The average number of signalling messages required for the whole system is:

Nsystem =
9∑
i=1

(Ni) (4.77)

where Ni is the average number of signalling messages required found in the relevant

section among the previous nine sections.
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4.11 Simulation and results

In order to compare the MCS Smart Pricing signalling model in Chapter 3 and the state

space Smart Pricing signalling model in this chapter (so-called the SSA model), we use

the same set of parameter values specified in Section 3.8.2. Simulation results of the

MCS model’s small system 2-WTP and large system cases are used to compare with

those of the SSA model. The reason for the small system 5-WTP case to be discounted

from this comparison is because in Section 3.9 we have found that the 2-WTP case is

representable for the 5-WTP.

For every simulation scenario, results of both models are shown on the same plot

for the ease of comparison. Our aim is to demonstrate that the SSA model:

1. is capable of informing behaviours of Smart Pricing signalling requirements like

the MCS model;

2. is also able to predict the long-term behaviours; and

3. performs better than the MCS model.

4.11.1 Differences between the MCS and SSA models

Modelling approaches employed by the MCS and SSA models are different. We hereby

discuss some key differences.

• For the MCS model, the arrival rate, mean hold time and mean WTP specified

in Table 3.12 are used to generate arrival times, hold times and WTP levels. The

SSA model, however, uses those parameter values directly;

• With the MCS model, tgQ is a fixed value, whereas it is a probability value plus

assumed to be negative exponentially distributed in the SSA model; and

• The MCS model measures the signalling requirements when the system is in

instantaneous conditions, while the SSA model measures in the steady-state con-

dition. This is due to the nature of system modelling using state space, whereby

the modelling yields stationary probabilities. As the measurements are taken in

different system conditions, we expect the results between the two models to be

different.

From preliminary simulation results, the SSA model is seen to give better perfor-

mance. As a result, we decided to conduct a further two simulation scenarios to the

six identified in Section 3.8.3. Results from the first allows us to see how imposing

more signalling components on a link impacts the link overall signalling requirements.
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Results from the second enables us to determine the optimal position for the new net-

work element that we propose to add to the conventional mobile network architecture,

i.e. the DPE.

4.11.2 Small system

NR and the required signalling

Figure 4.2 shows average signalling loads versus NR. The signalling loads are seen to

increase as NR increases up to 13 [dB], then remain steady. This is the behaviour

that we saw in the MCS model. In the steady-state condition, the signalling loads are

seen to have maxima of 3.82, 4.00 and 66.24 kbps for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw,

respectively. When compared with results of the MCS model, the deviation is at most

3.34%.

Figure 4.2: Average signalling load vs NR - SSA.

Figure 4.3 shows the bidding signalling percentages vs NR. It is seen that the

percentages also increase as NR increases then becomes steady. On closer examination,

we see that it is steady when NR equals 15, 13 and 15 [dB] for the UL, DL and

Netw2Netw, respectively. Note that from NR = 13 [dB], there are no changes to the

numbers of high WTP users with ηT and ηM , as well as the maximum possible number

of users.

When compared with the MCS model, the bidding percentages behave in similar

manners. In the steady-state condition, the percentages are seen to have maximums
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of 5.11, 2.42 and 2.15% for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw, respectively. The deviation

between the two models is at most 9.27%.

Figure 4.3: Bidding signalling as percentage of total signalling vs NR - SSA.

The cost un-recoverable signalling percentages can be seen from Figure 4.4 to de-

crease as NR increases. The percentages are steady above a NR value of 13 [dB]. When

compared with the MCS model, the bidding percentages behave in similar manners. In

the steady-state condition, the percentages are seen to have minimums of 93.90, 94.83,

95.61% for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw, respectively. The deviation between the two

models is at most 0.59%.

It can be seen from Figure 4.5 that as NR increases the blocking probability due

to insufficient capacity, blocking probability due to insufficient WTP and probability

of successful arrivals decreases, increases and increases, respectively. The probabilities

are steady above a NR value of 13 [dB]. When compared with the MCS model, the

probabilities behave in similar manners. In the steady-state condition, the blocking

probability due to insufficient capacity has a minimum value of 10.83%, the blocking

probability due to insufficient WTP has a maximum value of 84.20% and the probability

of successful arrivals has a maximum value of 0.93%. The deviation between the two

models is at most 8.82%.
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Figure 4.4: Cost un-recoverable signalling as percentage of total signalling vs NR -
SSA.

Figure 4.5: Probabilities vs. NR - SSA.

WTP and the required signalling

Figure 4.6 shows that as the scale factor increases (equivalent to increasing the mean

WTP) the average signalling load decreases, increases and decreases for the UL, DL
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and Netw2Netw. When compared with the MCS model, the signalling loads behave in

similar manners and have a maximum deviation of 3.1%. It is noted that the percentage

belongs to the Netw2Netw, not the DL. Big fluctuations seen on the DL is only because

of the smaller scale of the Y-axis on that sub-plot.

Figure 4.6: Average signalling load vs WTP - SSA.

Arrival rate and the required signalling

Figure 4.7 shows the average signalling loads increase as arrival rate increases. When

compared with the MCS model, the signalling loads behave in similar manners and

have a maximum deviation of 12%.

Low load threshold and the required signalling

Figure 4.8 shows the average signalling loads decrease as the low load threshold factor

increases. When compared with the MCS model, the signalling loads behave in similar

manners and have a maximum deviation of 11.81%.

The closer to 1 the low load threshold factor is, the less capacity is reserved for

high WTP users, therefore low load threshold factor should not be set too close to 1.

With this in mind, looking at Figure 4.8, it can be seen that the factor should be set at

0.7, i.e. 70% of ηM . The advantage of this setting is that the signalling loads are low

compared to most other values. In fact, it is second lowest for the UL and Netw2Netw.
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Figure 4.7: Average signalling load vs Arrival Rate - SSA.

Figure 4.8: Average signalling load vs ηT factor - SSA.

For the DL, however, there is virtually no difference between the signalling, regardless

of the value of the low load threshold factor.
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tgQ and the required signalling

Figure 4.9 shows that the average signalling loads decrease as tgQ increases. tgQ = 180

seconds is when the guaranteed period of the admission quality equals the mean hold

time. That is, tgQ lasts for the entire duration of a call.

When compared with the MCS model, the signalling loads behave in similar man-

ners and have a maximum deviation of 13.73%. As mentioned in Section 4.11.1, tgQ is

one of the key differences between the MCS and the SSA model. The fact that now we

see such a small percentage of difference is assurance that our assumption about the

negatively exponentially distributed probability nature of the tgQ is justified.

Figure 4.9: Average signalling load vs tgQ - SSA.

Although the results in Figure 4.9 suggests that we should set tgQ higher, we should

not. As mentioned in Section 3.8.5, setting tgQ too high reduces the flexibility a network

operator has to respond to congestion, which could result in a loss of revenue. On the

other hand, setting it too low, as we see in Figure 4.9, will cause the required signalling

to increase. The benefit of this, however, is the increase in customers’ satisfaction.

Taking these factors into account, setting tgQ in the middle of the range, i.e. at 90

seconds, would serve as a good balance.

Mean hold time and the required signalling

Figure 4.10 shows the average signalling loads decrease as the mean hold time increases.

When compared with the MCS model, the signalling loads behave in similar manners
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and have a maximum deviation of 12.29%.

Figure 4.10: Average signalling load vs hold time - SSA.

The effect of increasing signalling components

Measurements of signalling loads for all simulation scenarios so far are based on the

signalling components specified in Section 3.7.2. Every network operator who adopts

Smart Pricing may add or reduce certain signalling components. Therefore, we see a

need to inform the impact of such decisions on the Smart Pricing signalling require-

ments. As a nominal case, we investigate the impact on the UL signalling load if a

decision is made to increase the number of UL bidding signalling messages by a factor,

k.

In Tables 3.11 and 3.9, we see that every time a high WTP user bids to maintain

his/her admission QoS, an UL signalling message is used. If the bid up factor k is

applied, the number of UL signalling messages used will be k. A k factor of 1 means

no change, whereas greater than 1 means an increase in the number of UL bidding

signalling messages.

Figure 4.11 shows a profile of the increase on the UL signalling load versus the k

factor. Also included in the figure is a fitted curve which has a slope of 0.021. The

figure shows a linear relationship between the increase on the UL signalling load and

the k factor. The slope let us know that the rate of increase on the UL signalling load

is 2.1% relative to the k factor. This is not a small number, as it is almost double
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the percentage of high WTP in the system (1.08% for the CONF base case as seen in

Table 3.20). What this tells us is if we increase the UL bidding signalling by a factor

of k, the UL signalling load will increase at a rate:

• of 0.021k, or

• approximately equal to twice the proportion of the number of high WTP users

in the system.

Figure 4.11: Increase of signalling vs bid up factor.

Collocation of the DPE

Although in Section 3.2 we propose that the DPE is to be collocated with the RNC,

we have not been able to demonstrate if it is the best place for the DPE. Therefore, so

far in all the signalling loads measured, we have considered the DPE as a stand-alone

network element.

In order to find out if the RNC is the best place for the DPE to collocate, we conduct

simulations in which we measure the Netw2Netw signalling loads when the DPE is

collocated with the RNC, as well as with the MSC and the Billing System. Table

4.12 provides a summary of the results. The results demonstrate that our intuition

to collocate the DPE with the RNC was a good choice as it gives a reduction in the

required signalling only marginally less than other reductions. However, the results

also show that collocating with the MSC is a better choice; the Billing System is the

best, as signalling reduction is the highest.
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Table 4.12: Netw2Netw signalling for different places of collocation of DPE.

Simulation times

A summary of the average simulation times for all six simulation scenarios for the

small system 2-WTP case is provided in Table 4.13. The smallest, highest and overall

average times are 0.13, 0.21 and 0.16 seconds, respectively. When compared with the

MCS simulation times, the SSA model is over 4,000 times faster. This is a substantial

improvement.

Table 4.13: Simulation times - CONF SSA model.

4.11.3 Large system

NR and the required signalling

Figure 4.14 shows average signalling loads versus NR for the large system. The sig-

nalling loads are seen to increase as NR increases. This is the behaviour that we saw

in the MCS model. In the steady-state condition, the signalling loads are seen to have

maximums of 4.04, 4.06 and 72.71 kbps for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw, respectively.

When compared with results of the MCS model, the deviation is at most 16.79%.

Figure 4.15 shows the bidding signalling percentages increase as NR increases. For

Netw2Netw, the signalling appears to be steady from 0.3 [dB]. When compared with

the MCS model, the bidding percentages behave in a similar manner. In the steady-

state condition, the percentages are seen to have maximums of 5.62, 2.36 and 1.95%
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Figure 4.14: Average signalling load vs NR - SSA large system.

for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw, respectively. The maximum deviation from the MCS

models is 29%.

Figure 4.15: Bidding signalling as percentage of total signalling vs NR - SSA large
system.
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The cost un-recoverable signalling percentages can be seen from Figure 4.16 to de-

crease as NR increases. When compared with the MCS model, the bidding percentages

behave in similar manners. In the steady-state condition, the percentages are seen to

have minimums of 92, 93, 95% for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw, respectively. The

maximum deviation from the MCS models is 1.51%.

Figure 4.16: Cost un-recoverable signalling as percentage of total signalling vs NR -
SSA large system.

It can be seen from Figure 4.17 that as NR increases the blocking probability due

to insufficient capacity, blocking probability due to insufficient WTP and probability

of successful arrivals decreases, increases and increases, respectively. When compared

with the MCS model, the probabilities behave in similar manners. In the steady-state

condition, the blocking probability due to insufficient capacity has a minimum value

of 1.2%, the blocking probability due to insufficient WTP has a maximum value of

93% and the probability of successful arrivals has a maximum value of 1.47%. The

maximum deviation from the MCS models is 8.82%.

The average simulation time for this large system (2-WTP) simulation scenario of

the SSA model is 1.59 seconds. This is over 700 times faster than the MCS model.

The effect of increasing signalling components

Figure 4.18 shows a profile of the increase on the UL signalling load versus the bid

up factor k. The figure shows a linear relationship between the increase on the UL
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Figure 4.17: Probabilities vs. NR - SSA large system.

signalling load and the k factor. The slope of the best fit curve lets us know that the

rate of increase on the UL signalling load is 5.6% relative to the k factor. This means

that if we increase the UL bidding signalling, the UL signalling load will increase at a

rate of 0.056k.

Figure 4.18: Increase of signalling vs bid up factor - large system.
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Collocation of the DPE

Table 4.19 provides a summary of the signalling loads for different collocation options

for the DPE. The results re-affirm that collocating with the MSC is better than with

the RNC, but the Billing System is the best choice. Accordingly, network operators

who are considering adopting Smart Pricing should opt to collocate the DPE with the

Billing System.

Table 4.19: Netw2Netw signalling for different places of collocation of DPE - large
system.

4.12 Findings and discussions

In this chapter, we have developed our second Smart Pricing signalling model, using

State Space Analysis (SSA). The SSA model allows us to determine the signalling

requirements for Smart Pricing when the system is in the steady-state condition.

Keeping in mind the aim set out in Section 4.11, we replicate twelve simulation

scenarios of the small system 2-WTP and the large system cases. In addition, for

each system, we also conduct an additional two simulation scenarios to investigate two

other important aspects of the system. This brings the total of simulation scenarios

conducted to sixteen. Again, this is part of our effort in investigating the impact of

signalling models as thoroughly as possible.

Table 4.20 provide a summary of the results of the NR simulation scenarios.

We have found that:

1. with the SSA model:

a) as NR increases, the:

i. average signalling loads increase;

ii. bidding signalling percentages3 increase. For the large system case, the

Netw2Netw bidding signalling appears to be steady when ηM is between

6.67 and 12.90% of the cell pole capacity;

3That is bidding signalling loads as percentages of respective total signalling loads.
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Table 4.20: Summary of results - SSA.

iii. cost un-recoverable signalling percentages4 decrease;

iv. blocking probability due to insufficient capacity decreases;

v. blocking probability due to insufficient WTP increases; and

vi. probability of successful arrival increases;

For the small system, the above parameter values are steady when the sys-

tem reaches its maximum possible number of users.

b) for the small system case, as the:

i. mean WTP increases, the UL, DL and Netw2Netw signalling loads de-

creases, increases and decreases respectively. The signalling loads be-

come steady when the mean WTP is close to or above the maximum

price;

ii. arrival rate increases, all signalling loads increase;

iii. ηT factor increases, all signalling loads decrease;

iv. tgQ increases, all signalling loads decrease; and

v. mean hold time increases, all signalling loads decrease.

c) all the behaviours mentioned above are the same as in the MCS model. More-

over, for all simulation scenarios, the maximum deviation from the MCS

model ranges from 0.59 to 29.70%. Almost 85% of the simulation scenarios

have maximum deviations below 20%. This is a strong indication that the

SSA model is capable of informing Smart Pricing signalling requirements

like the MCS model. In addition, the SSA model also enables us to predict

the signalling requirements in the steady-state condition. These values are

summarised in Table 4.20. In the steady-state condition:

4That is cost un-recoverable signalling loads as percentages of respective total signalling loads.
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i. the maximum average signalling load for the UL is the lowest at 4.04 kbps.

While the DL is higher at 4.06 kbps and the Netw2Netw is the highest at

72.71 kbps. In terms of ratio, the maximum DL-to-UL average signalling

load ratio is 1.05, whereas the Netw2Netw-to-UL is 17.98;

ii. bidding signalling percentages reach their highest maximum value of

5.62%, 2.42% and 2.15% for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw, respectively;

iii. cost un-recoverable signalling percentages reach their highest minimum

value of 93.90%, 94.83% and 95.61% for the UL, DL and Netw2Netw,

respectively;

iv. blocking probability due to insufficient capacity has minimum values

between 1.20-10.83%;

v. blocking probability due to insufficient WTP has maximum values be-

tween 84.20-93.82%; and

vi. probability of successful arrival has maximum values between 0.93-1.47%;

2. although tgQ is one of the key differences between the MCS and the SSA model,

the maximum deviation of only 13.73% is found. This indicates that our assump-

tion about the negatively exponentially distributed probability nature of tgQ is a

valid one.

3. if we increase the UL bidding signalling by a factor of k:

a) for the small system, the UL signalling load will increase at a rate of 0.021k.

This rate is approximately twice the proportion of high WTP users in the

system, and

b) for the large system, the UL signalling load will increase at a rate of 0.056k.

4. collocation of the DPE with the Billing System is the best choice, while with the

MSC is better than the RNC.

5. performance of the SSA model is far more superior than the MCS model. With

respect to simulation times:

a) for the small system, the SSA model is more than 4,000 times faster than the

MCS model; where as

b) for the large system, the SSA model is more than 700 times faster than the

MCS model.

The results indicate that if network operators wish to optimise any system pa-

rameter, using the SSA model they will gain substantial benefits.
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We recommend that:

Rec.1. the SSA model be used, instead of the MCS model, in determining the sig-

nalling requirements for Smart Pricing;

Rec.2. the low load threshold be set at 70% of the cell maximum capacity. This not

only reserves adequate capacity for high WTP users during peak periods, but

also allows for the second smallest signalling loads to be required;

Rec.3. tgQ be set at 90 seconds for the types of services considered. This provides

a good balance in keeping the flexibility for the network operator to respond to

congestion and maintaining high customer satisfaction; and

Rec.4. the DPE be collocated with the Billing System. This provides the greatest

savings of the required signalling.
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Applicability of the proposed

models in other cellular

telecommunications systems

5.1 Introduction

For Smart Pricing and our proposed Smart Pricing signalling models to be applied to

a certain system, three pieces of information about that system needs to be obtained:

1. the maximum capacity of the system;

2. the share of the maximum capacity of an individual user if he/she is admitted to

the system; and

3. the system network architecture.

Once that information is attained, the following elements need to be checked and

adjusted accordingly if required. They are:

4. system diagram (see Section 3.3); and

5. signalling components (see Section 3.7.2).

5.2 WCDMA downlink

5.2.1 Downlink load and capacity

Although our focus in this thesis in on the uplink only, as demand for downlink capacity

to accommodate high data rate multimedia services in 3G networks increases, here we

will also discuss load and capacity of WCDMA systems in the downlink. Later in this

chapter, we will see how technology in the downlink evolves.
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From [59], the total base station transmit power, BSTxP , is given by:

BSTxP =

Nrf ·W · L ·
M∑
j=1

υj ·
(Eb/N0)j
W/Rj

1− ηDL
(5.1)

where Nrf is the noise spectral density of the mobile receiver front-end, L is the average

attenuation between the base station transmitter and mobile receiver, and ηDL is the

average downlink load factor.

Taking into account the amount of power dedicated for the common channels sig-

nalling, Equation (5.1) becomes:

BSTxP =

Nrf ·W · L ·
M∑
j=1

υj ·
(Eb/N0)j
W/Rj

(1− ηDL) · (1− Pcc)
(5.2)

where Pcc is the fraction relative to the BSTxP of the common channel signalling

power. As we only model one cell at this stage, the effect of soft handover gain is not

considered. If this effect were considered, for instance, for a two-cell scenario, a soft

handover gain value of 3 dB [59] should be included.

The Nrf is given by:

Nrf = k · T + NF (5.3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is Kelvin temperature at the mobile receiver,

and NF is the noise figure of the mobile receiver.

The ηDL is given by:

ηDL =
M∑
j=1

υj ·
(Eb/N0)j
W/Rj

· [(1− α) + i] (5.4)

where α is the average orthogonality factor in the cell, and i is the average ratio of

other cell to own cell base station power received by user.

Rearranging Equation (5.4), we have:

M∑
j=1

υj ·
(Eb/N0)j
W/Rj

=
ηDL

[(1− α) + i]
(5.5)
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M∑
j=1

υj ·
(Eb/N0)j
W/Rj

= ηmpDL (5.6)

where ηmpDL is the maximum possible total average downlink load factor and is defined

as:

ηmpDL =
ηDL

[(1− α) + i]
(5.7)

We define the downlink load factor of a user j, LDL,j, as:

LDL,j = υj ·
(Eb/N0)j
W/Rj

(5.8)

Substitute Equation (5.5) into Equation (5.2), we have:

BSTxP =

Nrf ·W · L ·
ηDL

[(1− α) + i]

(1− ηDL) · (1− Pcc)
(5.9)

Rearranging Equation (5.9), we have:

ηDL =
1

1 +
Nrf ·W · L

BSTxP · (1− Pcc) · [(1− α) + i]

(5.10)

Techniques to calculate L are to be discussed in the next section. Apart from L,

other parameter values in Equation (5.10) are usually given, thus ηDL can be deter-

mined. Then, substituting ηDL into Equation (5.7), ηmpDL is found.

Note that ηmpDL should not be allowed to exceed the target NR set for the DL1 by

the network operator. By ensuring this condition, as well as the one discussed in the

next section in which the maximum allowed path loss for the DL must be equal to the

UL maximum allowed path loss, a target coverage area is achieved.

If we assume that all users in the cell having the same values for Eb/N0, υ and R,

using Equation (5.8), the downlink load factor of a user, LDLu, is given by:

LDLu = υ · (Eb/N0)

W/R
(5.11)

1Refer to Equation (2.18) for the relationship between NR and load factor.
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The number of users with LDLu that can be support in the DL, MDL, in turn is

given by:

MDL =
ηmpDL
LDLu

(5.12)

5.2.2 Techniques to calculate L

To calculate L, a number of factors need to be taken into account. These include: cable

loss, indoor loss (to account for building penetration), building floors attenuation (to

account for penetration across multiple levels in a high building), vegetation loss (to

account for loss through trees)2, fast and slow fading margins and path loss.

To calculate path loss, LDL, in general, if the path between the base station and

the MS is a line-of-sight one, the free-space propagation model is used, the formula

of which can be found in [63]. On the other hand, the diffraction propagation model

in [64] can be used to calculate path loss due to diffraction. A comprehensive propa-

gation model in [65] can be used to calculate the combined free-space and diffraction

loss, as well other losses such as tropospheric scatter, hydrometeor scatter and surface

ducting. Particularly for cellular mobile telecommunications systems, instead of those

propagation models, some other models as discussed below are commonly used for ur-

ban areas or areas nearby cities. Each of these models is valid for a certain frequency

band, ranges of base station and MS antennas’ heights, city types and cell types.

The Okumura model is one of the most widely used for frequency band 150-1920

MHz and base station antenna heights 30-1000m [66]. This model is suitable for use

with GSM 850 MHz (UL 824-849 MHz and DL 869-894), GSM 900 MHz (UL 880-

915 MHz and DL 925-960 MHz) and GSM 1800 MHz (UL 1710-1785 MHz and DL

1805-1880 MHz3) and UMTS Time Division Duplex (TDD) systems (1900-1920 MHz).

Based on the Okumura model, the Okumura-Hata model is an empirical model. This

model was, however, standardised for international use [68]. The model is valid for

frequency band 150-1500 MHz and is not suitable for use with the UMTS TDD system.

Different from the Okumura and Okumura-Hata models, the COST 231/Walfisch-

Ikegami model is a physical model. It is valid for frequency range 800-2000 MHz [68].

All three models are suitable for macro-cell environments. For micro-cell environments,

the two-ray or street canyon models in [68] are recommended.

A propagation model developed by the International Telecommunication Union

(ITU) and valid for most frequencies used for mobile telecommunications is available

2See [60], [61] and [62] for techniques to calculate this loss.
3In Australia, a telecommunications operator uses these frequencies for Enhanced Data rates for

GSM Evolution (EDGE) as an upgrade to its GPRS system and as an drop back option for its 3G
users [67].
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in [69]. This model can be used for the Very High Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High

Frequency (UHF) bands and for all transmitting antenna heights less than 3000 metres.

This model may be used for all systems mentioned above, including the UMTS Fre-

quency Division Duplex (FDD) system (UL 1920-1980 MHz and DL 2110-2170 MHz)

and the International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000)4 system (2500-

2690 MHz) [70],[71]. The readers are referred to [72] for a complete list of UMTS

frequency bands identified by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

For some of the above propagation models, the calculation of path loss is com-

plex and the use of radiocommunications software is recommended. Two examples of

software applications that can accommodate these needs are Visualyse and WRAP.

Details about these software applications can be found in [73] and [74] respectively.

Once the path loss is determined, it has to be added to other relevant losses and

fading margins mentioned earlier in this section. Next, that resulting loss is subtracted

by the base station and MS antenna gains to give the maximum allowed path loss for

the DL, LmaDL. That is:

LmaDL = LDL + Lothers +Mfadings −GainBS −GainMS (5.13)

where Lothers is the sum of all other losses other than path loss, Mfadings is the sum of

all fading margins, GainBS is the base station antenna gain, and GainMS is the MS

antenna gain. All parameter values in Equation (5.13) are in dB.

To meet the target cell coverage area, LmaDL must be ensured to be equal to the UL

maximum allowed path loss, i.e. LmaUL. A technique to calculate LmaUL can be found

in [59]. Without that assurance, the quality of a user’s call cannot be guaranteed. In

general, with low load, a network is UL coverage limited, meaning that the LmaDL

found above is greater than the LmaUL. In such a case, to ensure the condition is

met, we can reduce the cell size (i.e. the distance between the base station and MS

that we use to calculate LmaDL using those propagation models discussed above) until

LmaDL is reduced to equal LmaUL
5. For simplicity, we assume that LmaDL obtained

from Equation (5.13) is equal to LmaUL without the need for any adjustment. Next,

LmaDL is subtracted by the maximum versus average path loss ratio (in dB) to obtain

L. L must be converted to linear value before substituting into Equation (5.10).

Conversely, if a smaller cell size is planned for capacity reasons, the path loss and

hence maximum transmission power can be calculated using the appropriate path loss

model.

43G systems are termed IMT systems by the ITU.
5Referring to Equation (5.10), reducing LmaDL effectively means higher load factor is allowed.
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5.2.3 Applicability of Smart Pricing signalling models on the

downlink

We notice that the two main differences between the UL and DL are the way the

maximum allowed load factor (i.e. the maximum capacity) of the system and the share

of the maximum capacity of an individual user (i.e. the user load factor) are calculated.

In particular, for:

1. the maximum allowed load factor:

• on the UL, Equations (2.21) and (2.21) are used; and

• on the DL, Equations (5.10) and (5.7) are used.

2. the user load factor:

• on the UL, Equation (2.8) is used; and

• on the DL, Equation (5.8) is used.

Apart from those two aspects, the system network architecture, the system diagram,

the Smart Pricing signalling algorithm and the signalling components are the same.

Thus, clearly, Smart Pricing and our proposed Smart Pricing signalling models as

detailed in Chapters 3 and 4 can be applied to the WCDMA downlink.

5.2.4 Estimated required signalling for Smart Pricing on the

downlink

Simulation results for a case study with a maximum base station transmit power of 43

dBm on the downlink and a load factor limit of 0.75 on the uplink show the downlink

mean throughput is 95-98% of the downlink [59]. This means the ηT , ηM and number

of users that can be accommodated by the downlink capacity are almost identical to

those on the uplink. Also, as mentioned in the previous section, apart from the way

load factors are calculated, all other aspects of the downlink and uplink systems are

the same. Therefore, we estimate that the signalling requirements for the downlink are

equal to those for the uplink.
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5.3 High speed downlink packet access

The WCDMA system that we discussed earlier in previous chapters is the 3GPP Release

99 WCDMA system. In this section, we discuss the WCDMA system in Release 5.

On the downlink, included in Release 5 (and enhanced in Release 6), High Speed

Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) is an improvement of the Release 99 WCDMA

downlink system while on the uplink, included in Release 6, High Speed Uplink Packet

Access (HSUPA) is an improvement. HSDPA and HSUPA as a couple are termed

High Speed Packet Access (HSPA). HSPA is critical to the evolution of 3G as a fast

multimedia network, by providing data rates comparable with wireline broadband, and

dramatically reduced latency times [75].

HSPA can be deployed on top of the Release 5 WCDMA network by using the

same or another frequency carrier depending on the capacity required for HSDPA.

Either way HSPA and Release 99 WCMA system can share all the network elements,

including: Node Bs, RNCs, SGSNs and GGSN, as well as Node B sites, antennas and

antenna lines. Upgrading to HSPA, only new software and possibly some new pieces

of hardware are required for the Node Bs and RNCs [76].

Chat and peer-to-peer are typically symmetric services, whereas web browsing and

streaming are asymmetric services [77]. [76] states that HSPA capacity can support

both symmetric and asymmetric services, though a graph in it shows that HSPA en-

hanced downlink capacity is around 2.4 times that of the uplink capacity. This is

consistent with the report in [78] where in 2003, it was concluded that downlink data

traffic will exceed that of the uplink by a factor of 2.3 [79]. A point to note is that

HSUPA was only included in a Release that is two years after the Release that HSDPA

is included. This implies that greater emphasis was placed on capacity of the downlink.

In this thesis, although we can consider the applicability of our Smart Pricing signalling

models to both HSDPA and HSUPA features of the HSPA, taking into account the

greater attention placed on HSDPA, we will only investigate the applicability to the

HSDPA.

As Smart Pricing is a solution to the problem of under-utilised network resources

or to accommodate growing demand within existing network resources, it is important

that we determine accurately the capacity of a system under consideration. In addition,

as the focus of this research is on determining the signalling requirements, which are

dictated by communications between network elements, it is also important to examine

the system architecture. Before these two tasks can be accomplished, an additional

task must first be undertaken, namely to understand the system characteristics. In the

next three Sections, we will tackle these three tasks6.

6Note that the three tasks will also be carried out for HSPA+, LTE and Cognitive Radio.
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5.3.1 Characteristics of HSDPA

HSDPA uses adaptive modulation and Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request7 (HARQ)

to achieve high throughput, high peak rates and to reduce delay [81].

Adaptive modulation, together with adaptive coding, facilitate data rate adjust-

ment according to channel quality [76]. Modulation schemes available for HSDPA in

Release 5 are Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and 16-Quadrature Amplitude

Modulation (16-QAM). 16-QAM was not utilised in Release 99, which is a contributing

factor to its lower data rate. The coding scheme used for HSDPA is turbo coding. The

range of Effective Coding Rate (ECR) in Release 5 is from 0.14 to 0.77 [76]. When

channel quality is good, high data rates can be achieved by using higher coding rates

and/or 16-QAM. If it is bad, low coding rates and QPSK are used to guarantee the

target Block Error Probability (BLER). A typical BLER value for HSDPA is 10−1.

Channel quality is conveyed by using the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI).

HSDPA uses two retransmission methods for its HARQ scheme, these are: Chase

code combining8 (also known as soft combining) and incremental redundancy. The

Chase code combining method transmits an identical version of an erroneously detected

data packet and allows the decoder to combine the received copies weighted by the

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) prior to decoding [83]. This method provides diversity

gain and is simple to implement [80]. On the other hand, the incremental redundancy

method transmits additional redundant information incrementally if the decoding fails

on the first attempt [83]. The incremental redundancy method performs better than

the Chase code combining, but needs more memory at the MS than the Chase code

combining [59].

With HSDPA, the first number of retransmissions are handled at physical layer at

the Node B. This was not the case with the Release 99 WCDMA. If those retransmis-

sions fail, the conventional higher layer retransmission at the Radio Link Layer (RLC)

at the RNC will occur. An example of such a case is due to a cell change in the event

of mobility. This means that there are two tiers of retransmission with HSDPA. Em-

ploying retransmission at the Node B is a contributing factor that allows for delay to

be reduced as it eliminates the 10 ms delay at the Iub interface and another 10 ms

delay at the RNC [76].

7A term used to describe any combined Forward Error Correction (FEC) and Automatic Repeat
Request (ARQ) scheme in which unsuccessful packet transmission attempts are used in FEC decoding
instead of being discarded [80].

8Named after the scientist who proposed the technique. Code combining represents a technique
for combining the minimum number of repeated packets encoded with a higher code rate to obtain
a lower code rate. This allows for reliable communications when channel error rates are less than
5x10−1 [82].
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Another contributing factor that helps reduce delay is the introduction of the

Medium Access Control-high speed (MAC-hs) protocol. This sees scheduling and pri-

ority handling functions moved from the RNC to the Node B [76] [83]. This move

together with a cut of the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) down to a sub-frame

(three slots), i.e. a time period of 2 ms [42], are what constitutes the high peak data

rates of HSDPA. Not only that the TTI is fixed (at 2 ms), the spreading factor is also

fixed at 16. Link adaptation decisions to adjust bit rates based on CQI mentioned

above are made by the MAC-hs of the Node B every TTI [76]. When making such

decisions, information on the data rate which a MS is able to receive is also taken into

account. That information is available in the CQI.

With HSDPA, scheduling of packets can be done based on radio conditions and/or

the amounts of information required to send to MSs. If a network operator wish to

maximise throughput, maximum Carrier to Interference Ratio (C/I) or throughput

scheduling algorithm can be used. If treating every active MS fairly is optimised, the

Round Robin scheduling algorithm is recommended. Alternatively, the Proportional

Fair algorithm can be used which determines the serve order of MSs based on the high-

est instantaneous channel quality. Details about the performances of these algorithms,

as well as others, can be found in [76] [83] [59].

HSDPA employed three new channels [76] [59]. The first two are on the downlink

and the last is on the uplink. Among the three, only one is a user traffic channel. The

three channels are:

• the High Speed-Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH). This is the transport

channel that carries users’ data. The channel is mapped onto the High Speed-

Physical Downlink Shared Channel (HS-PDSCH) [84];

• the High Speed-Shared Control Channel (HS-SCCH) This physical channel car-

ries time-critical control information (e.g. modulation); and

• the High Speed-Dedicated Physical Control Channel (HS-DPCCH). This physical

channel carries control and feedback information (e.g. CQI).

The spreading factor of 16 mentioned above is the spreading factor of the HS-

PDSCH. With that spreading factor, the maximum possible number of channelisation

codes (also known as codes) available in the code tree is 16. However, not all of

these can be used for the HS-DSCH. At least one of them must be reserved for use

by common channels, leaving a maximum of 15 channelisation codes available for use

by the HS-DSCH [76]. If HSDPA is deployed on top of Release 99 WCDMA network

circuit switched services using the same carrier frequency, associated dedicated channels

will consume some of these codes. This means the actual set of channelisation codes
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reserved for HS-PDSCH transmission could be less than 15. Each channelisation code

corresponds to a HS-PDSCH and a MS can be assigned multiple channelisation codes

depending on its UE capability [84].

Release 5 defines 12 categories of UE capability. Attributes for each category in-

clude: the maximum number of HS-DSCH codes received, the minimum inter-TTI in-

terval, the maximum number of bits of an HS-DSCH transport block received within an

HS-DSCH TTI and modulation scheme allowed to use [85]. Using values of attributes

together with the subframe structure of the HS-PDSCH in [42], we can calculate the

required coding rate and maximum data rate for each categories. See Section 5.3.3

below for details.

It is important to note that circuit switched services such as Adaptive Multi Rate

(AMR) audio codec speech calls and video calls are still carried on the Release 99

Dedicated Channel (DCH). These services cannot be mapped on HSDPA [76]. This

suggests that capacity for service switched services up to Release 5 remains unchanged

comparing to that of it for Release 99.

Voice over IP (VoIP) is not a circuit switched service, thus it can be implemented

over HSPA. VoIP is a low-delay real-time service with low bit rate. With scheduling

function now at Node B, higher priority can be dedicated to VoIP to accommodate

for its low-delay requirement. In addition, with channelisation code-multilplexing, the

requirement of serving a large number of users with low bit rates can also be satisfied.

Channelisation code-multiplexing is a feature that allows more than one HSDPA user

to be scheduled in a single TTI [76].

5.3.2 HSDPA system architecture

With the introduction of HSDPA in Release 5, Node B is now assigned greater re-

sponsibilities, such as taking over the scheduling and priority handling functions from

the RNC. Nevertheless, if we assume that the Circuit Switched-Media Gateway (CS-

MGW) is gathered in the same equipment with the MSC, positions in the architecture

of the MS, RNC, MSC, SGSN and HLR remains the same as they were in the Release

99 architecture. This can be seen in [86] and in comparison with Figure 2.3. Moreover,

from [87], the MSC and SGSN are seen to still be connected to the Billing System.

Hence, the Release 99 architecture is still valid for HSDPA as far as Smart Pricing is

concerned because the network elements and links that facilitates Smart Pricing are

still the same. As HSDPA is a packet access service, only the SGSN is applicable.

One aspect, however, is potentially different and that is the signalling system. 3GPP

does not specifically set whether it is the SS7 or the Internet Protocol based system. It

says in [86]: “... The actual [signalling] links may be provided by an underlying network

(e.g. SS7 or IP) ...”. However, it is likely to be the Internet Protocol when looking
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at the description of the Signalling Gateway Function (SGW) in which it says: “...

the IP based transport of signalling possibly used in post-R99 networks (i.e. between

SIGTRAN SCTP/IP and SS7 MTP)”. Taking this information and the evolution to

an all-IP UMTS network architecture as discussed in [88], we assume that the Stream

Control Transmission Protocol/Internet Protocol (SCTP/IP) is the signalling system.

Should the SS7 still be used by a network operator, the SGW will perform the protocol

conversion. SGW can be integrated into the STP network elements of the SS7.

SCTP is a reliable transport protocol operating on top of a connectionless packet

network and is designed to transport PSTN (SS7) signalling messages over IP networks

[89], hence the name SCTP/IP. It has been approved by the Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) as a proposed standard to provide transport layer functions to many

Internet applications [90]. SCTP was originally developed in [91] and later was updated

by [92]. The current version is available in [89].

5.3.3 HSDPA capacity

Maximum system capacity

In [93], [94] and [95], it was found that the theoretical capacity HSDPA are 7.2 Mbps

and 14.4 Mbps. Let us calculate how these figures are derived.

With the Release 5 WCDMA system, there are:

• 2560 chips/slot. As a chip corresponds with a modulation symbol, this is equiv-

alent to 2560 symbols/slot;

• 3 slots/TTI;

• 5 TTIs/frame;

• 100 frames/s; and

• 15 channelisation codes (maximum possible) could be reserved for the HS-DSCH.

As discussed in Section 5.3.1, HS-PDSCH is the physical channel that carries users’

data and has a fixed spreading factor of 16. Taking that into account, we have:

2560 symbols/slot : 16 = 160 symbols/slot

The symbol rate per second can then be obtained:

160 symbols/slot x 3 slots = 480 symbols/TTI
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480 symbols/TTI x 5 TTIs = 2400 symbols/frame

2400 symbols/frame x 100 frames = 240000 symbols/s

2400 symbols/s x 15 codes = 3600000 symbols/s/15 codes

For Release 5 WCDMA system, only QPSK and 16-QAM modulation schemes are

used. If QPSK is used, there are 2 bits per symbol. Therefore, the theoretical capacity

of HSDPA is:

3600000 symbols/s/15 codes x 2 bits/symbol = 7.2 Mbits/s/15 codes

On the other hand, if 16-QAM is used, there are 4 bits per symbol. Therefore, the

theoretical capacity of HSDPA is:

3600000 symbols/s/15 codes x 4 bits = 14.4 Mbits/s/15 codes

which are the 7.2 Mbps and 14.4 Mbps as mentioned in those papers. These values are

when HSDPA is deployed on a separate frequency carrier.

In practice, the cell capacity cannot reach those theoretical maximum values. Fur-

thermore, the technique to determine the actual capacity is also different. That tech-

nique relies on a link-level simulator. Here, we will show how the actual cell capacity

is determined by using the techniques developed in [96] and [76]. As we do not have

access to a link-level simulator, we will be using some simulation results from that lit-

erature for demonstration during this actual cell capacity determination process. The

readers are referred to [96] and [76] to see the graphs where these simulation results

are taken from.

User position dictates the geometry factor G, which is defined as:

G =
Pown

Pother + Pnoise
(5.14)

where Pown is the received own cell interference, Pother the received other cell inter-

ference and Pnoise the received noise power. Technique to measure G in a live HSPA

network in [97] can be employed. Simulation results show that typical values of G are
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from -5dB to 20 dB.

As G relates to the average power required for the HS-SCCH, PHS−SCCH , from the

value of G obtained from Equation (5.14), PHS−SCCH is obtained. Simulation results

show that PHS−SCCH is approximately 0.1 W for G from -5dB to 20 dB.

Even when HSDPA is deployed using a separate carrier, some of the total power

of a Node B, PTotal, will need to be dedicated to the common channels such as the S-

CCPCH and the Primary-Common Control Physical Channel (P-CCPCH). A typical

value of this power allocation is 20% [59], leaving the remaining 80% of power for

HSDPA. A typical value of PTotal is 40 W [59].

The power for the HSDPA, PHSDPA, is shared between the HS-DSCH and the

HS-SCCH, that is:

PHSDPA = PHS−DSCH + PHS−SCCH (5.15)

where PHS−DSCH is the power used for the HS-DSCH. Rearranging Equation (5.15),

we have:

PHS−DSCH = PHSDPA − PHS−SCCH (5.16)

PHS−DSCH and PTotal relate to the HS-DSCH Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ra-

tio, SINR, through the below equation:

SINR = 16 · PHS−DSCH

PTotal ·
(

1− α +
1

G

) (5.17)

where α is the orthogonality factor and 16 is the spreading factor of the HS-PDSCH.

With HSDPA, the performance evaluation is now SINR, which replaces the Eb/N0 used

in the Release 99 WCDMA system. Bit rate changes every TTI and, for each TTI,

different modulation schemes, ECRs and the number of channelisation codes used have

rendered SINR a more suitable measure. SINR above 7.5 enables the use of 16-QAM

modulation scheme [76].

The actual maximum cell capacity (throughput) depends on the SINR. Because the

number of channelisation codes influences the maximum cell capacity (throughput),

Figure 5.1 shows the cell capacity values for different numbers of channelisation codes

for the case of one user. For each number of channelisation code, the cell capacity also

varies with multipath profiles.
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Figure 5.1: HSDPA throughput [76].

From Figure 5.1, it is seen that the capacity reaches around 10.5 Mbps with the

15-codes-fit curve when SINR equals 40 dB. This is around 73% of the theoretical

capacity of HSDPA. With any other values of SINR, referring to Figure 5.1, respective

cell throughputs can be obtained. For Smart Pricing purposes, ηM should be set to the

actual cell capacity. The ηT is set using Equation 3.1.

If there are multiple users in the cell, the actual cell capacity is divided equally

among the active users, if:

• Round Robin scheduling algorithm [76] is used;

• packet data transfer activity factors [76] of all users in the cell are the same; and

• all users are located in the same geographical area.

User data rate

The maximum bit rate a MS can achieve is dependent on the UE capability. In Release

5, there are 12 categories of UE capability. Using attributes of these categories, we can

calculate the maximum achieved bit rates as well as the required code rates to achieve

those bit rates. As an example, let us calculate these two values for a Category 10 UE.
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From [85], for Category 10, we have:

• the maximum number of HS-DSCH codes received = 15;

• the minimum inter-TTI interval = 1; and

• the maximum number of bits of a HS-DSCH transport block received within a

HS-DSCH TTI = 27952.

From [42], the slot structure of the HS-PDSCH is:

M x 10 x 16

where M is the number of bits per symbol and 16 is the spreading factor. With 16-

QAM, M equals 4, giving us:

4 x 10 x 16 = 640 bits/slot

640 bits/slot x 3 slots/TTI = 1920 bits/TTI

As the maximum number of HS-DSCH codes received is 15, we have:

1920 bits/TTI x 15 codes = 28800 bits/TTI/15 codes

As the maximum number of bits of a HS-DSCH transport block received within

a HS-DSCH TTI is restricted to 27952 as specified in [85], this means the code rate

should be used is:

27952 bits/TTI/15 codes : 28800 bits/TTI/15 codes = 0.97

With the maximum number of bits of a HS-DSCH transport block received within

a HS-DSCH TTI of 27952, together with the minimum inter-TTI interval is 1 (meaning

that all 5 TTIs in a frame can be assigned to the MS), the maximum bit rate a MS

can achieve is:

27952 bits/TTI/15 codes x 5 TTIs = 139760 bits/frame/15 codes

139760 bits/frame/15 codes x 100 frames = 13.976 Mbits/s

This MS maximum bit rate is lower than the cell theoretical maximum capacity

but higher than the actual cell capacity that we have found in Section 5.3.3.
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For Smart Pricing purposes, the above MS maximum bit rate will not be used.

Rather, we need to determine the minimum bit rate to which a MS’s call will be reduced

in the event of graceful degradation (see Section 3.5.1 for explanation), RSP,min. We

also need to determine the high bit rate, RSP,max, for new users and users that submit

the highest number of bids in the event of graceful degradation. Nominal values for

these two bit rates are proposed as follows. It is at a network operator’s discretion to

set these at their desired levels by applying the same technique.

RSP,min is proposed to have 1 channelisation code with 1 slot per frame, which is:

640 bits/frame x 100 frames = 64000 bits/s

RSP,max is proposed to have 15 channelisation codes with 1 slot per frame, which

is:

640 bits/frame x 100 frames x 15 codes = 960000 bits/s

Note that the above nominal values are the actual data rates a user will get for

his/her call during the respective events. The data rates are guaranteed and will not

be shared with other users. For new arrivals, this means the RSP,max is guaranteed

until the end of the tgQ.

5.3.4 Applicability of Smart Pricing signalling models to HS-

DPA

Referring to Section 5.1, we now verify whether we have gathered enough of the re-

quired five pieces of information so that Smart Pricing and our proposed Smart Pricing

signalling models can be applied to HSDPA.

First, the maximum capacity of the system: in Section 5.3.3, we have shown the

technique to derive this value. The ηT has also been addressed.

Second, the individual user load factor: in Section 5.3.3, we have shown the tech-

nique to derive two nominal values for the RSP,min and RSP,max.

Third, the system network architecture: in Section 5.3.2, we discussed the sim-

ilarities and differences between the Release 5 and the Release 99 system network

architectures.

Taking the above information into account, the fourth piece of information, the

Smart Pricing system diagram for HSDPA, is given in Figure 5.2.

A prominent difference between the Smart Pricing system diagram for HSDPA and

the Smart Pricing system diagram for Release 99 WCDMA is that the DPE is now

also connected to Node B. This is to account for the greater responsibilities Node B

now holds.
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Figure 5.2: Smart Pricing in HSDPA System Diagram.

In Section 3.1, we stated that Node B does not have the necessary processing power

to perform the resource management function, particularly reporting the cell load to

the DPE. This was because the main function of Node B was then just power control

[76]. With HSDPA, Node B, among others, performs scheduling and priority handling

functions. This suggests that Node B is now able to report the cell load to the DPE.

The benefit of having Node B connected to the DPE is the reduction of signalling delay,

which translates to potentially more revenue to the network operator as the decision

on adjusting price relative to load is quicker. The more rapid such a decision is made

the less risks of losing potential new arrivals are.

The link to and from the RNC to the DPE is still kept. This is in anticipation for

the expansion of our Smart Pricing signalling models that we will be proposing in the

near future9. In those extended Smart Pricing signalling models, as the RNC controls

multiple Node Bs, it will report loads of all the cells within its control to the DPE

concurrently. With this information, the DPE will be able to make big-picture decisions

about prices for all neighbouring cells in a single process. Such decisions will have the

implications of discourage movement into congested cells while encouraging movement

into under-utilised cells. That advanced feature can be implemented by informing MSs

in a cell of prices of neighbouring cells, a feature of which is accomplished by our Smart

Pricing signalling models.

9This is separate from the current research.
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Finally, the fifth piece of information, the signalling components: with two minor

modifications, the signalling components that we proposed in Section 3.7.2 can be used

for HSDPA. One modification is needed to reflect the change that we mentioned above,

i.e. Node B (replacing the RNC) sends cell load information to the DPE. Another

modification is to replace the MSC with the SGSN to reflect the change in the circuit

switched services to data services.

All the required five pieces of information of HSDPA are addressed, they can be

used in their respective places in our proposed Smart Pricing signalling models for

Release 99 WCDMA system in Chapters 3 and 4. Thus, we affirm that using our

proposed Smart Pricing signalling models Smart Pricing can be applied to HSDPA.

5.3.5 Estimated required signalling for Smart Pricing in HS-

DPA

To estimate the required signalling when Smart Pricing is adopted in the HSDPA

system, we have chosen the 2-WTP small system for demonstration of the technique

we used. The maximum average signalling loads will be estimated, however, using the

technique all other signalling parameters for this system as well as other systems can

also be estimated.

It is noted that the two minor modifications mentioned in the previous section are

simply a one-for-one replacement for the purpose of analysis and does not affect the

number of signalling components proposed in Section 3.7.2.

In Section 5.3.3, ηM is found to be 10.5 Mbps, and in Section 5.3.3, 64 kbps and

960 kbps are nominated for the RSP,min and RSP,max. With ηT factor = 0.25, using

Equation (3.1), ηT is found to be:

10.5 x 0.25 = 2.625 Mbps

Using Equation (4.27), the number of RSP,max users that can be accommodated

with ηT is:

MRH
ηT

= Integer

(
2.625

0.064

)

MRH
ηT

= 41 users

From Equation (4.30), we have:

(g + y + h) ≤ 10.5− (41 · 0.064)

0.96
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(g + y + h) ≤ 8.2 users

Using Equation (4.31), the maximum possible number of users in the system is:

Mmax = 41 + 8 = 49 users

In Tables 3.14 and 3.32, the maximum number of users in the system for the small

and large system are 10 and 16, respectively. This is a difference of 6 users in system.

Referring to Table 4.20, an increase of 60% in the number of users results in an increase

of 5.76 %, 1.5% and 9.77% in the UL, DL and Netw2Netw maximum signalling load,

respectively. In Table 4.20, the UL, DL and Netw2Netw maximum average signalling

loads are 3.82, 4.00 and 66.24 kbps, respectively. Assuming a linear relationship be-

tween the increase in the maximum number of users and the increase in the signalling

load, with 49 users, it is estimated that the Smart Pricing maximum average signalling

loads in the steady-state condition for the:

• UL is:

49− 10

10
· 5.76

16− 10

10

= 37.44

37.44 + 100

100
· 3.82 = 5.25 kbps

• DL is 4.39 kbps, and

• Netw2Netw is 108.31 kbps.

5.4 High speed packet access evolution

5.4.1 Characteristics of HSPA+

High Speed Packet Access Evolution (HSPA+) is an improvement of the HSPA and

the technical specifications for this technology was first available in 3GPP Release 7.

It is the High Speed Packet Access Evolution in this Release that we study in this

section. As HSDPA has been discussed in the previous section, for the improvement

to stand out, we have chosen to concentrate in the downlink direction of the High

Speed Packet Access Evolution. High Speed Packet Access Evolution is a result of

the initiative proposed by 3G America in 2006 and is now called HSPA+ [98]. Only

software upgrades are required for HSPA+ to be implemented [99].
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Enhancements that HSPA+ brings are summarised in [59] and [99], which include:

end-user-performance, network capacity and network architecture. The first enhance-

ment is discussed here and the latter two in the following sections.

With HSPA+, first, a MS can save power by entering the power-saving mode when

no data is to sent to it. In ideal situations, it is estimated that this discontinuous down-

link reception feature could save 50% of power consumption. Second, the introduction

of the enhanced Cell FACH (eCell FACH) concept advances the end-user performance

by reducing call set up and allocation times. With eCell FACH, both the HS-DSCH

and HS-PDSCH are used for the Cell FACH and Cell DCH states. This allows for con-

tinuation of data reception during the Cell FACH to Cell DCH state transition when

larger amounts of data need to be received. In addition, before the introduction of the

eCell FACH, when reception of a small amount of data is required, the FACH can be

used. Now, the capacity of the FACH is increased to over 1 Mbps, which allows for the

channel to be able to accommodate more types of application.

Finally, the flexible RLC and Medium Access Control (MAC) segmentation solution

also boosts the end-user performance. Flexible RLC allows for flexible RLC block sizes

to be used. Smaller block sizes are advantageous for low-delay real-time application like

VoIP, whereas large block sizes are an enabling factor for high bit rates due to reduction

in packet processing time. Large RLC block sizes together with segmentation at the

MAC brings the total layer-2 overhead down to 1%.

5.4.2 HSDPA+ capacity

Capacity of HSPA+ on the downlink is higher than the HSDPA. Its peak data rate is

up to two times that of the HSDPA. This is as a result of the addition of the 64-QAM

modulation, the use of multiple antennas for reception and transmission with Multiple

Input Multiple Output (MIMO), and the use of advanced receivers [59].

64-QAM helps increase the peak rate because it increases the coding rate to 6

bits/Hz. MIMO helps increase capacity by using more antennas because antenna di-

versity improves Signal-to-Inference Ratio (SIR). Higher SIR means higher channel

CQI, and higher CQI enables higher rates [99]. Capacity gains from using MIMO can

be dramatically impacted with more realistic assumptions as flagged in [100]. The en-

hanced type 3 advanced receiver also helps to increase the SIR, which in turn gives rise

to higher capacity. Chip equaliser is utilized in the receiver which removes intra-cell

interference from multipath propagation [99]. When interference is less, the SIR is

higher.
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Maximum system capacity

Using the approach in Section 5.3.3, we can calculate the theoretical capacity of HSPA+

in the downlink direction when HSPA+ is deployed on a separate frequency carrier. In

that section, the symbol rate per second is found to be:

2400 symbols/s x 15 codes = 3600000 symbols/s/15 codes

With 64-QAM, there are 6 bits per symbol. Hence, the theoretical capacity with

64-QAM is:

3600000 symbols/s/15 codes x 6 bits = 21600000 bits/s/15 codes

In practice, the cell capacity cannot reach this value. The system simulation results

in [59] show a maximum bit rate of around 925 kbps per user in a macro cell with 20

users in the cell. If we assume that all users are near to the Node B, the actual maximum

cell bit rate is then 18.5 Mbps. This is around 86% of the theoretical capacity.

Again, as in Section 5.3.3, if we assume that:

• Round Robin scheduling algorithm is used;

• packet data transfer activity factors of all users in the cell are the same; and

• all users are located in the same geographical area,

then that actual bit rate can be divided equally among the active users. For Smart

Pricing purposes, ηM should be set to the actual cell bit rate. The ηT is set using

Equation 3.1.

User data rate

In [99], it is stated the peak bit rate with 64-QAM is 21.1 Mbps. Let us calculate how

this figure is derived.

Comparing [42] and [101], we see no change in the sub-frame structure for the HS-

PDSCH, therefore we can use the approach in Section 5.3.3 to calculate the HSPA+

downlink user data rate.

The slot structure of the HS-PDSCH [101] is:

M x 10 x 16
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With 64-QAM, M equals 6, we then have:

6 x 10 x 16 = 960 bits/slot

960 bits/slot x 3 slots/TTI = 2880 bits/TTI

With 15 HS-DSCH channelisation codes, we have:

2880 bits/TTI x 15 codes = 43200 bits/TTI/15 codes

The maximum number of bits of a HS-DSCH transport block received within a

HS-DSCH TTI is restricted to 42192 (without MIMO) as specified in [102], this means

the code rate used is:

42192 bits/TTI/15 codes : 43200 bits/TTI/15 codes = 0.98

With the maximum number of bits of a HS-DSCH transport block received within

a HS-DSCH TTI of 42192, together with the minimum inter-TTI interval is 1, the

maximum bit rate a MS can achieve is:

42192 bits/TTI/15 codes x 5 TTIs = 210960 bits/frame/15 codes

210960 bits/frame/15 codes x 100 frames = 21.096 Mbits/s

which is 21.1 Mbps when rounded up. This user maximum bit rate is lower than the

cell theoretical maximum capacity but higher than the actual cell capacity that we

have found in Section 5.4.2. The capacity with MIMO is 28 Mbps [99].

For the purposes of demonstrating Smart Pricing, we need to determine RSP,min

and RSP,max. Nominal values for these two bit rates are proposed as follows. It is at a

network operator’s discretion to set these at their desired levels by applying the same

technique.

RSP,min is proposed to have 1 channelisation code with 1 slot per frame, which is:

960 bits/frame x 100 frames = 96000 bits/s

RSP,max is proposed to have 15 channelisation codes with 1 slot per frame, which

is:

960 bits/frame x 100 frames x 15 codes = 1440000 bits/s
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5.4.3 HSDPA+ system architecture

With HSPA+, there are two changes to the system architecture. The changes reflect

the evolution towards a flat architecture which is designed to be backward compatible

[99]. First, the GPRS One Tunnel Solution enables user data to pass directly from the

GGSN to the RNC. No change, however, is made on the control plane. The change

results in a decrease in latency on the end-to-end transmission path and in cost saving

[98]. Second, the RNC functionality is integrated into Node B. The benefit of the

whole architecture change is that only two network elements are needed for user data

operation. This allows for flexible scalability and is an enabling factor for higher data

rate with HSPA+ [59]. The reduction in latency also improves the overall performance

of IP-based services [99].

It is noted that, although in [98], [59] and [99], it is shown that the interfaces

supporting user traffic is directly passed from the GGSN to the RNC for the first

change, and directly from GGSN to Node B for the overall change, no such changes

are seen in the system architecture (i.e. the basic configuration of a PLMN) in [103]

as Release 7 was frozen.

5.4.4 Applicability of Smart Pricing signalling models to HS-

DPA+

Referring to Section 5.1, let us verify that we have gathered enough of the required five

pieces of information so that Smart Pricing and our proposed Smart Pricing signalling

models can be applied to HSDPA.

First, the maximum capacity of the system: in Section 5.4.2, we have shown the

techniques to calculate the ηM , as well as ηT .

Second, the individual user load factor: in Section 5.4.2, we have shown the tech-

niques to calculate the RSP,min and RSP,max.

Third, the system network architecture: in Section 5.4.3, we have discussed the

changes made in the Release 7.

Taking that information into account, the fourth piece of information, the Smart

Pricing system diagram for HSDPA+, is given in Figure 5.3. In the figure, the SGSN

and GGSN are combined into a single network element. This is to address the the net-

work architecture change in the user plane while keeping the control plane functionality

as this is needed for Smart Pricing for assigning variable bit rates.

Finally, the fifth piece of information, the signalling components: the same two

modifications to Section 3.7.2 made for the HSDPA are also required for the HSPA+.

One modification is to replace RNC with Node B and the other is to replace the MSC

with the SGSN/GGSN.
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Figure 5.3: Smart Pricing in HSDPA System Diagram.

As all the required five pieces of information of HSPA+ are addressed, they can be

used in their respective places the MCS and SSA models in Chapters 3 and 4. Thus,

we affirm that using our proposed Smart Pricing signalling models Smart Pricing can

be applied to HSPA+.

5.4.5 Estimated required signalling for Smart Pricing in HSPA+

Using the technique in Section 5.3.5, in this section we estimate the Smart Pricing

maximum average signalling loads for HSPA+. It can be seen from the previous sec-

tion that with HSPA+ there are no changes to the number of signalling components

proposed in Section 3.7.2.

In Section 5.4.2, ηM is found to be 18.5 Mbps, and in Section 5.4.2, 96 kbps and

1.44 Mbps are nominated for the RSP,min and RSP,max. With ηT factor = 0.25, using

Equation (3.1), ηT is found to be:

18.5 x 0.25 = 4.625 Mbps

Using Equation (4.27), the number of RSP,max users that can be accommodated

with ηT is:

MRH
ηT

= Integer

(
4.625

0.096

)
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MRH
ηT

= 48 users

From Equation (4.30), we have:

(g + y + h) ≤ 18.5− (48 · 0.096)

1.44

(g + y + h) ≤ 9.6 users

Using Equation (4.31), the maximum possible number of users in the system is:

Mmax = 48 + 9 = 57 users

Therefore, the estimated Smart Pricing maximum average signalling loads in the

steady-state condition for the:

• UL is:

57− 10

10
· 5.76

16− 10

10

= 45.12

45.12 + 100

100
· 3.82 = 5.54 kbps

• DL is 4.47 kbps; and

• Netw2Netw is 116.93 kbps.
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5.5 Long term evolution

5.5.1 Characteristics of LTE

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a new 3GPP packet-only wideband radio network with

flat architecture [59]. It is similar to the HSPA+ system not only with a flat architecture

but also with the same aim to achieve higher peak rates, greater throughput, lower

delays and lower UE power consumption than the 3GPP Release 6 UMTS system.

Furthermore, both HSPA+ and LTE use MIMO and the same modulation schemes,

as well as ceasing to support soft handover. However, LTE is different from HSPA+

in that the system bandwidth is not fixed. This widens opportunities for LTE to use

spectrum that are freed up due to frequency band restructuring to accommodate the

ever increase in mobile data usage and number of subscribers.

Freed up spectrum bandwidths vary in sizes, for example the 2x5 MHz with 10

MHz split or 2x7.4875 MHz with 10 MHz split in the 403-520 MHz band identified

in [104], or the 2x70 MHz with 120 MHz split in the 2.5-2.69 GHz band identified in

[105]. Many countries, including Australia, are switching over from analogue to digital

television. As digital television can broadcast at higher quality with less spectrum, such

a switch-over process will result in more spectrum available which could be utilised for

LTE. LTE can operate with bandwidth ranging from 1.4 to 20 MHz.

Although LTE will likely start by using the new 2.6 GHz band [106], other frequen-

cies can also be used. This is part of the flexibility in bandwidth and frequency offered

by LTE. A full list of current frequencies for LTE can be found in [107].

Another major difference between LTE and HSPA+ is that it no longer uses WCDMA

as the multiple access protocol. Instead Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM) is used in the downlink direction and the Single Carrier - Frequency Division

Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) in the uplink direction. OFDM is chosen for the downlink

because it is more flexible with different bandwidth and the signals remain orthogonal

when the system bandwidth increases. SC-FDMA is chosen for the uplink because it

requires low peak to average ratio which helps improve UE power consumption [59].

LTE allows for scheduling in both time and frequency domains, whereby frequency

scheduling is enabled by the use of OFDM. Up to 4x4 MIMO can be used for LTE,

however with only 2x2 MIMO, peak rates of 50 Mbps for the uplink and 100 Mbps for

the downlink set for LTE are already met. Section 5.5.2 proves this for downlink.

LTE minimises latency by using a flat architecture because less network elements

means lower round trip time, particularly time spent at the interfaces. It can be seen

in [108] and [109] that the radio access network now reduces to only one element.

Apart from this change, LTE system architecture also includes new network elements,
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interfaces and structure. Section 5.5.3 provides further details about LTE architecture.

Lastly, with LTE, there are no dedicated transport channels. Only common trans-

port channels are available and the downlink user data are now transmitted on the

Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH) [106]. This transport channel is mapped onto

the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH). The FDD physical channel radio

frame structure has a duration of 10 ms which contains 10 sub-frames each 1 ms,

equivalent to a TTI [110].

5.5.2 LTE capacity

When compared with HSDPA, the capacity of LTE is significantly higher. This is

due to the spectral efficiency gain of over three times that of the HSDPA and other

improvements. Factors that constitute to that gain are: OFDM with frequency domain

equalization, frequency domain packet scheduling, MIMO and inter-cell interference

rejection combining [106].

Maximum system capacity

Each OFDM sub-carrier is 15 kHz and corresponds to 2 slots in a TTI of 1 ms. Hence,

the duration of a slot is 0.5 ms. A resource block contains 12 sub-carriers and has a

total bandwidth of 180 kHz. A physical resource block is defined as the number of

consecutive OFDM symbols in the time domain and the number of sub-carriers in the

frequency domain. The minimum and maximum number of resource blocks are 6 (for

1.4 MHz bandwidth) and 110 (for 20 MHz bandwidth) [110]. In some literature, a

maximum value of 100 is found, for instance in [106].

The number of OFDM symbols per slot depends on the cyclic prefix length and

sub-carrier spacing. With a 12 sub-carriers per resource block, the number of OFDM

symbols in a slot is 7 for the normal cyclic prefix and 6 for the extended cyclic prefix

[110]. These two values are due to the symbol duration and cyclic prefix duration.

The duration of a symbol with a normal cyclic prefix is 66.68 x 10−3 ms, and the

duration of the normal and extended cyclic prefix are 5.21 x 10−3 ms and 16.76 x 10−3

ms, respectively [106]. Hence, we have:

0.5 ms

66.68 x 10−3 ms
= 7.5

for the normal cyclic prefix case, and for the extended cyclic prefix case:

0.5 ms

(66.68− 5.21 + 16.76) x 10−3 ms
= 6.4
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which are equivalent to 7 and 6 symbols when flooring to the relevant integers. The

equivalent number of symbols per sub-carrier is then 14 and 12, respectively. To

calculate the maximum system capacity (i.e maximum bit rate), we will be using the

number of symbols with normal cyclic prefix per sub-carrier.

Not all of the 14 symbols are used for user data. For every 3 sub-carriers, 3 symbols

need to be sacrificed for the PDCCH overhead and 4 for the downlink reference signals

when MIMO, with 2 antennas for transmit and 2 antennas for receive (i.e. 2x2 MIMO),

is used. Other overhead values of the downlink reference signals for the MIMO-less

and 4x4 MIMO cases can be found in [106]. The total is then 7 symbols/3 sub-carriers,

which is equivalent to:

7 x
12

3
= 28 symbols/resource block/TTI

If the maximum number of resource blocks of 100 for the 20 MHz bandwidth is

used, we have:

28 x 100 = 2, 800 symbols/20 MHz/TTI

which is equivalent to:

2, 800 x 1, 000 = 2, 800, 000 symbols/20 MHz/s

The total number of symbols in the 20 MHz bandwidth is given by:

14 x 12 x 100 x 1, 000 = 16, 800, 000 symbols/20 MHz/s

In addition to the two overheads mentioned above, another overhead needs to be

accounted for, which is dependent on the bandwidth used. This overhead is required

for the synchronization signal, Physical Broadcast Channel, Physical Control Format

Indicator Channel and one group of Physical Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request Indi-

cator Channel. With a bandwidth of 20 MHz, around 1% of the number of symbols

needs to be sacrificed for this overhead [106]. The net number of symbols for user data

therefore is:

16, 800, 000 x (100− 1)− 2, 800, 000 = 13, 832, 000 symbols/20 MHz/s
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With the 6 bits/symbol of the 64-QAM modulation and without coding we then

have:

13, 832, 000 x 6 = 82.992 Mbps/20 MHz/s

Finally, with the use of the 2 antennas for 2x2 MIMO, the bit rate is doubled

(because the number bits per symbol is twice the usual amount) [106]. Hence, the

theoretical maximum system capacity is:

82, 992, 000 x 2 = 165.984 Mbps/20 MHz/s

In practice, the above value is unlikely to be reached because the value assumes

that the channel condition is ideal, in which the need for coding is not required. As

pointed out in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.4.2, the actual system capacity of a system can be

determined using simulation programs. In those two sections the actual capacity was

found to be 73-86%. As LTE is available from 3GPP Release 8, which is later than

the Releases that HSDPA and HSPA+ were first included, we would expect that the

percentage to be at least the same for LTE. At 86%, the actual system capacity is:

165.984 x 0.86 = 142.746 Mbps/20 MHz/s

For Smart Pricing purposes, the ηM should be set to the above actual system

capacity value. The ηT is then set using Equation 3.1.

User data rate

With LTE, user data is transmitted on the PDSCH. A PDSCH frame contains 10 sub-

frames, each of which has a duration of 1 TTI [110]. In [111], the maximum number of

bits of a PDSCH transport block received within a TTI for UE Category 4 is 75,376 bits.

A transport block is defined as the basic data unit exchanged between the physical layer

and the MAC [112]. Referring to [113], 75,376 bits corresponds to the transport block

size for the number of physical resource block ranging from 100 to 110, the range of

the maximum number of resource blocks for 20 MHz bandwidth as discussed in Section

5.5.2. We also see in [113] that 75376 bits and 100-110 resource blocks correspond to

a modulation order of 6, which is 64-QAM (i.e. 6 bits/symbol). In addition, in [111],

the maximum number of supported layers for spatial multiplexing in the downlink is

found to be 2, which corresponds to 2x2 MIMO, hence the maximum number of bits

received within a TTI is: 2 x 75376 = 150, 752. The maximum user rate is then

150.752 Mbps.
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In the previous section, for a system with a 20 MHz bandwidth, 64-QAM and 2x2

MIMO, the theoretical maximum capacity was found to be 165,984, and the actual

capacity was 142.746 Mbps. Compared with these values, the maximum user rate of

150.752 Mbps is around 91%. This is consistent with the HSDPA and HSPA+ cases,

in which the maximum user data rate is lower than the theoretical maximum system

capacity but higher than the actual maximum system capacity.

For Smart Pricing purposes, we nominate the two bit rates RSP,min and RSP,max

as the following. First, we define a resource unit as 12 sub-carriers in the frequency

domain and 1 slot in the time domain. Thus, we have:

2 x 1, 000 = 2, 000 resource units/s

As found in the previous section, with a 20 MHz bandwidth the net number of

symbols for user data is 13,832,000. This corresponds to:

13832000

2000
= 6, 916 symbols/resource unit/s

and with 64-QAM and 2x2 MIMO, it is equivalent to:

6916 x 6 x 2 = 82.992 kbps/resource unit

The RSP,min is proposed to have 2 resource units, which is:

82.992 x 2 = 166 kbps

and the RSP,max is proposed to have 20 resource units, which is:

82.992 x 20 = 1.66 Mbps

Both bit rates are higher than those for HSDPA and HSPA+ to reflect the capacity

increase due to system evolution. Even with RSP,min, it is proposed to be over three

times the dial-up bit rate.

5.5.3 LTE system architecture

Evolution in the 3GPP UMTS system capacity and radio interface necessitates a Sys-

tem Architecture Evolution (SAE). Targets of the SAE includes: optimization for

packet switched services, improvement in the packet delivery delays and simplification

of the system compared to the existing 3GPP and other cellular systems. A flat system

architecture was deemed necessary as it facilitates reduction in delay and improvement

in performance [106].
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The flat LTE system architecture looks similar to the flat HSPA+ architecture,

at least to the extent of the Evolved Packet System (EPS). Nevertheless, most of

the network elements have different names and modified and/or additional functions.

There are also new network elements and interfaces. Some similarities are that the

Evolved-UTRAN Node B (eNB) replaces of the combined RNC and Node B, the Mobile

Management Entity (MME) replaces of the SGSN, and the Serving Gateway (S-GW)

and the Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN-GW) combined replace of the GGSN. In

some literature such as [114] and [106], instead of PDN-GW, the abbreviation P-GW

is used. Below, we provide a brief description of the main network elements together

with their functions and the interfaces between them. The reader is referred to [108],

[114], [109] and [115] for details.

The eNB’s functions include: radio resource management, selection of an MME

at UE attachment, routing user plane data to the S-GW, and scheduling [109]. The

interface between the eNB and the UE is LTE-Uu [108]. Being responsible for these

functions, clearly the eNB has the processing power to report the cell load to the DPE

like it is in the case of Node B of the HSDPA and HSPA+.

The MME’s functions include: authentication, authorization, S-GW and PDN-

GW selection, bearer management, dedicated bearer establishment, MME selection

for handovers with MME changes, roaming and lawful interception of signalling traffic

[109]. Performing functions such as the former two, the MME needs to connect to

the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) where subscriber data are stored. The HLR is a

subset of the HSS functionality [116]. The interface between the MME and the eNB

is S1-MME, and between the MME and the HSS is S6a [108]. Overall, the MME is

comparable to the MSC in the circuit switched domain and the SGSN in the packet

switched domain of non-LTE 3GPP systems. With Smart Pricing, the MME will

be responsible for checking the subscriber’s profile, holding the connection until the

subscriber accepts the admission price and sending CDRs to the Billing System.

The Policy and Charging Resource Function (PCRF) is a new network element when

compared with non-LTE 3GPP systems. Its functions include: controlling service data

flow detection, gating, QoS and flow-based charging towards the Policy and Charging

Enforcement Function (PCEF). The PCRF specifies the treatment the PCEF needs to

give to a service data flow. If the service data flow is tunnelled at the Bearer Binding

and Event Reporting Function (BBERF), the PCRF also provides the BBERF with

necessary information for it to perform that function [115]. As the PCRF may use user’s

subscription information as a basis for policy and charging decisions, a connection

to Subscription Profile Repository (SPR) is required. Until the present time, the

relationship between the SPR and the HSS, which is the existing subscriber database,

is not specified [117]. However, it is said that the SPR can be combined with other
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databases, thus we consider it part of the HSS. The interface between the PCRF and

SPR is Sp [115]. With Smart Pricing, a connection between the PCRF and DPE is

necessary for the DPE to control the user’s data rate.

The S-GW’s functions include: packet routing and forwarding as well as UL and

DL charging per UE, PDN and QoS Class Identifier (QCI) [109]. The BBERF is part

of the S-GW [106]. With the charging function, the S-GW needs to be connected to

the Charging Data Function (CDF). The interface between the S-GW and:

• the MME is S11;

• the CDF is Rf;

• the eNB is S1-U; and

• the PCRF is Gxc.

With Smart Pricing, the DPE does not need to connect to the S-GW. This is because

the S-GW’s functions relate to user’s data, the bearers of which are managed by the

MME and PCRF, therefore only connections from the DPE to MME and PCRF are

required.

The PDN-GW’s functions include: UE IP address allocation, packet filtering,

packet marking, and UL and DL service level charging, gating and rate enforcement

[109]. The enforcement function in the PDN-GW is the PCEF. Like the S-GW, with

the charging function, a connection between the PDN-GW and CDF is required. The

interface between the PDN-GW and:

• the S-GW is S5, however, [106] additionally also specifies S8 as the interface. S8

is said to be the inter PLMN variant of S5 [108];

• the CDF is Rf; and

• the PCRF is Gx.

Again, with Smart Pricing, the DPE does not need to connect to the PDN-GW for

similar reasons as explained for the S-GW.

Some of the above LTE network elements can be combined with another one to form

a single network element. Options are for the S-GW to be combined with either the

MME or the PDN-GW [108]. We choose the latter and adopt the name SAE Gateway

(SAE-GW) in [106] for the combined network element. In the next section, we will

show visually how LTE EPS network elements interconnect. For simplicity, we assume

that both the CDF and CGF are collocated with the SAE-GW, making the Rf and

Ga interfaces to the Offline Charging System (OFCS) [106] and the Gy to the Online

Charging System (OCS) [114] internal.
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5.5.4 Applicability of Smart Pricing signalling models to LTE

Referring to Section 5.1, let us verify if we have gathered enough of the required five

pieces of information so that Smart Pricing and our proposed Smart Pricing signalling

models can be applied to LTE.

First, the maximum capacity of the system: in Section 5.5.2, we have shown the

techniques to calculate the ηM and ηT .

Second, the individual user load factor: in Section 5.5.2, we have shown the tech-

niques to calculate the RSP,min and RSP,max.

Third, the system network architecture: in Section 5.5.3, we have outlined the

evolution of the LTE architecture and the relevant network elements to be used with

Smart Pricing.

Incorporating the DPE into the LTE architecture, the fourth piece of information,

the Smart Pricing system diagram for LTE, is given in Figure 5.4. To emphasize main

Smart Pricing signalling links, broken lines are used for other links.

Figure 5.4: Smart Pricing in LTE System Diagram.

Finally, the fifth piece of information, the signalling components: the following

modifications to Section 3.7.2 should be made:

• eNB replaces RNC; and

• MME and PCRF replace MSC. This is because both the MME and PCRF have

control over the setting up of a call and specifying the call’s bit rate.
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As all the required five pieces of information of LTE are addressed, they can be

used in their respective places the MCS and SSA models in Chapters 3 and 4. Thus,

we affirm that using our proposed Smart Pricing signalling models Smart Pricing can

be applied to LTE.

5.5.5 Estimated required signalling for Smart Pricing in LTE

Using the technique in Section 5.3.5, in this section we estimate the Smart Pricing

maximum average signalling loads for LTE.

As pointed out in the previous section, the MSC is replaced by the MME and

PCRF. This means any MSC-related signalling components proposed in Section 3.7.2

are now doubled. For the small system case, we see in Table 4.20 that the sum of the

blocking probabilities is over 0.95, which means the majority of the signalling will be

used to block new arrivals. Thus, we will focus on doubling the MSC-related signalling

components due to blocking. In Table 4.20, it is seen that the blocking probability due

to insufficient capacity is 0.1083 and blocking probability due to insufficient WTP is

0.842.

In Table 3.5, there is only one UL MSC-related signalling component and in Table

3.6 there are one UL MSC-related signalling component and two NetwNetw MSC-

related signalling components. There is no MSC-related signalling component on the

DL. Therefore, by replacing the MSC with the MME and PCRF, the revised maximum

average signalling loads on the:

• UL is:

3.82 ·
[
(2 · 0.1083) +

(
3

2
· 0.842

)
+ (1− 0.1083− 0.842)

]
= 5.84 kbps

• DL remains at 4 kbps; and

• NetwNetw is:

66.24 ·
[
0.1083 +

(
9

5
· 0.842

)
+ (1− 0.1083− 0.842)

]
= 110.86 kbps

In Section 5.5.2, ηM is found to be 142.746 Mbps, and in Section 5.5.2, 166 kbps

and 1.66 Mbps are nominated for the RSP,min and RSP,max. With ηT factor = 0.25,

using Equation (3.1), the ηT is found to be:

142.746 x 0.25 = 35.69 Mbps
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Using Equation (4.27), the number of RSP,max users that can be accommodated

with ηT is:

MRH
ηT

= Integer

(
35.69

0.166

)

MRH
ηT

= 214 users

From Equation (4.30), we have:

(g + y + h) ≤ 142.746− (214 · 0.166)

1.66

(g + y + h) ≤ 64.59 users

Using Equation (4.31), the maximum possible number of users in the system is:

Mmax = 214 + 64 = 278 users

Therefore, the estimated Smart Pricing maximum average signalling loads in the

steady-state condition for the:

• UL is:

278− 10

10
· 5.76

16− 10

10

= 257.28

257.28 + 100

100
· 5.84 = 20.87 kbps

• DL is 6.68 kbps; and

• Netw2Netw is 594.65 kbps.
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5.6 Findings and discussions

In this chapter, we have investigated the applicability of Smart Pricing and our pro-

posed Smart Pricing signalling models (the MCS and SSA models) to the 3GPP Release

99 UMTS downlink system and to other more advanced 3GPP mobile telecommuni-

cations systems, those are: the HSDPA, HSPA+ and LTE. For the downlink, the

intention is to provide mobile telecommunications network operator with a complete

solution for implementing Smart Pricing in the Release 99 UMTS system, whereas, for

the HSDPA, HSPA+ and LTE systems, our intention is to show how robust the MCS

and SSA models are. The models can be applied not only to the existing system but

also to more advanced systems that are currently being rolled out or will be rolled out

in the future.

To show the applicability of Smart Pricing and the MCS and SSA models, we ex-

amine each system in details. We summarise each system’s characteristics and analyse

the evolution of each system’s capacity and architecture. We provide techniques to

calculate the maximum system capacity and the share of that capacity by an individ-

ual user. We nominate two bit rates to be assigned to the users for Smart Pricing

purposes. We also construct Smart Pricing system diagrams for the HSDPA, HSPA+

and LTE systems. Finally, we develop a technique to estimate the Smart Pricing max-

imum average signalling loads for all four systems and use it to produce our estimated

results.

In summary, we have:

1. demonstrated through our 5-step verification approach that Smart Pricing and

the MCS and SSA models can be applied to the 3GPP Release 99 UMTS down-

link, HSDPA, HSPA+ and LTE systems; and

2. estimated Smart Pricing maximum average signalling loads for the 3GPP Re-

lease 99 UMTS downlink, HSDPA, HSPA+ and LTE systems. These results are

summarised in Table 5.5 below.

Table 5.5: Estimated maximum average signalling loads.
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It can be seen from the results that the higher system capacity is, the more

signalling resources need to be dedicated for Smart Pricing. Although this is

expected, we have quantified the estimated increases. The results provide a

good indication of the required signalling when Smart Pricing is adopted before

comprehensive simulations take place.

The results in Table 5.5 confirm that adopting Smart Pricing will not impose

significant signalling traffic on the network. Note that, although the Netw2Netw

maximum average signalling loads seem to be high, they are shared between a

number of links, not just one link.
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CHAPTER 6

Applicability of the proposed

models in non-cellular

telecommunications and other

resource-constrained systems

In this chapter, we address how Smart Pricing and the MCS and SSA signalling models

can also be applied to non-cellular telecommunications and other resource-constrained

systems. Four systems are examined. The first three systems are briefly investigated

to see if Dynamic Pricing has been adopted or contemplated to be adopted. We then

proposed a general architecture for implementing Smart Pricing that could be used by

any of the systems. We place particular attention on the Cognitive Radio system, which

is currently a hot research topic. We investigate the system in details and proposed a

detailed and specific plan for implementing Smart Pricing.

6.1 Electricity systems

Dynamic Pricing has won acceptance in electricity utilities in many countries and has

been successfully tested. There have been different types of Dynamic Pricing applied

in electricity. In one application there were three types of peak days and six rates

but only two were used in any particular day [118]. Rates were fixed and known to

consumers in advance. Peak days were notified a day in advance. Rate changes were

at different periods which could be every hour [118] or every few hours [119]. Explicit

messages notifying either a type of peak day [118] or when a peak price becomes ac-

tive [119] [120] were sent to consumers. Readings of consumers’ consumption were

taken hourly and remotely through the power lines. Advanced metering devices which

allowed the electricity system operator to communicate with the customers and to mea-

sure the customers’ electricity usage were required [121]. Data communications and

mains signalling by means of low voltage power lines has been investigated with some
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success. However, there were also several disadvantages with this method. Communi-

cation systems, data management and Billing Systems have still been the barriers to

the implementation of Dynamic Pricing [122].

Smart Pricing is a rather more sophisticated Dynamic Pricing scheme and therefore

can also be adopted in electricity systems in the same way as a general Dynamic Pricing

scheme. As seen in Chapters 3 and 4, with Smart Pricing, multiple types of rates are

sent frequently, in the order of seconds, and to different groups of users. Usage of

system resources are also measured even faster than a second interval. Under the

Smart Pricing signalling models, not only is the signalling from the electricity system

operator to the users (i.e. the downlink signalling) addressed, but also the uplink and

inter-network elements signalling. In addition, network elements responsible for billing

and billing-related signalling are also dealt with under Smart Pricing. Furthermore,

users also have the option to bid to obtain the required amount of resource they need

if they are willing to pay higher prices than other bidders. Many of these features of

the Smart Pricing model are not available in the Dynamic Pricing schemes that were

proposed for electricity systems.

6.2 ATM systems

Dynamic Pricing has been proposed for use in converged fixed line telecommunications

protocols such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) in combination with or instead

of congestion control mechanisms. There are three types of packet streams: guaranteed,

packet-oriented best effort and stream-oriented best effort. Packet streams are either

in the transmitting or not-transmitting states. In [123], two types of Dynamic Pricing

schemes were examined: slow-reacting and fast-reacting pricing. For slow-reacting

pricing, price is not changed when streams alternate between transmitting states. For

fast-reacting pricing, a change in the arrival rate of a stream triggers a price change for

that stream. An Intelligent Agent is used to send congestion control or pricing messages

back to the users. With packet-oriented, best effort streams, users must specify the

value of each packet and only transmit packets when the value of the packets is higher

than the current price. Congestion control mechanisms in accordance with Dynamic

Pricing was an option to control users’ transmission rates [123][124].

The Smart Pricing model can address all of the above implementation issues. The

model can handle all kinds of traffic and prices as each traffic packet can be calculated

at the TSS based on any set of system parameters. The notion of value of each packet

in ATM is equivalently captured by the WTP in the Smart Pricing model. The DPE is

designed to receive congestion information, and in association with the TSS set prices

in real-time based on the congestion information, then send those prices to the users.
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The DPE has control and only allows users to start consuming system resources upon

their acceptance of the current price. The DPE is also linked to the network resource

controller and therefore it is relatively easy to control users’ transmission rates. Thus,

it can accommodate fast-reacting pricing as well as slow-reacting pricing schemes since

slow-reacting pricing is just a relaxed version of fast-reacting pricing. In addition,

the DPE is equipped with a bidding function which allows users to maintain their

maximum transmission rates if they are willing to pay more.

6.3 Water systems

No literature on Dynamic Pricing in water systems has been found. The three pricing

schemes that are currently used in the water systems are the uniform, decreasing and

increasing block rates pricing schemes [125]. We believe the Smart Pricing model

could be applied to water systems for two reasons. Firstly, Smart Pricing could be

used as a usage management tool to conserve the water resource for countries such as

Australia that do not have much water from rivers, a dry summer season and little

rainfall. It was found in electricity systems that using Dynamic Pricing, the reduction

in consumption between peak periods of peak days and peak periods of off–peak days

could be more than one-third [118]. Thus, Smart Pricing could help water authorities

to reduce the depletion of water resources by giving negative incentives to users during

drought periods. Secondly, with the Smart Pricing model, there are only two new

network elements adding to the current water system models: one at the consumers’

side and the other at the water system operator’s side. During the initial phase of Smart

Pricing deployment, these network elements are for communication, reporting users’

consumption levels and sending new prices. The bidding options may be used when

the system is more mature. New metering devices will be needed. As for signalling

networks, the fixed telephone system or emerging consumer broadband can be used.

6.4 Proposed system architecture

Based on the Smart Pricing system diagram for mobile telecommunications systems

shown in Section 3.3, we propose a general system architecture for implementing Smart

Pricing in the electricity, ATM and water systems in Figure 6.1. The proposed DPE

system element in our approach is a more sophisticated version of the National Dis-

patching Centre in the electricity systems [118] and the Intelligent Agent in the ATM

systems [124]. The DPE interacts with the users to ensure the current price is agreed

upon before any consumption of network resources. It also has an optional Auction

Room feature which allows the network operator to establish prices based on users’ bids
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Figure 6.1: Proposed Smart Pricing implementation model for other systems.

for maintaining or increasing their consumption rate. The Dynamic Pricing Adapter

(DPA) is a new designated network element to help users interact with the network

operator for Smart Pricing purposes. The Bidding Agent in the DPA is to be cou-

pled with the DPE and facilitate the bidding option for the users. While the DPE

and DPA are, to an extent, somewhat captured in Dynamic Pricing in the Electricity

and ATM systems, they must be added in the Water systems for Smart Pricing to be

implemented. Note that we include in the proposed model the Consumer Contract

Information Database system element. This is because for ATM systems to be able

to determine the price for a connection the user’s contract information may be needed

[126]. Note also that with the auctioning feature of Smart Pricing, basic tasks and

parameters of a bidding system mentioned in [127] will be employed.
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6.5 Cognitive radio systems

6.5.1 Motivation

Smart Pricing is a proposed solution to the under-utilised network resources problem.

Such a problem arises when more infrastructure is invested only to accommodate peak

demand. In the previous chapters, network capacity is in bits/s and dictated by the

amount of spectrum a network operator is assigned under its licence. For the Release

99, HSDPA and HSPA+ systems, the amount of bandwidth needed for operation is

fixed at 5 MHz, whereas for LTE, it varies between 1.4 and 20 MHz. Understandably,

the larger the available bandwidth is, the greater the network capacity. However,

spectrum is a scarce resource, managed by government agencies and shared between

many services. There are rules which specify what frequency bands can be allocated for

a certain service. There are also limits on the channel bandwidths that can be assigned

for a service. Spectrum is said to be one of the most tightly regulated resources of all

time [128].

A form of spectrum assignment is through issuing spectrum licenses. Such a licence

authorises a licensee to use a particular frequency band within a particular geographical

area for a fixed period (e.g. 15 years). For some frequency bands, the demand exceeds

supply and in those situations, spectrum licenses are generally offered at auction [129].

Hence, it could be very costly to obtain a spectrum licence. However, not all allocated

spectrum is effectively utilised, for instance in the 50-950 MHz band as shown in [130]

or the 2-6 GHz band in [131] where many parts of frequencies are not used at all

or are very lightly used in certain periods of a day. Contradictively, some under-

utilised spectrum are eagerly sought after by other users. An example of this can be

found at the 2.5 GHz band in [132] whereby the mobile telecommunication industry

supports the government’s plan to make frequencies in part of the band available for

their use. The support is a result of a foreseeable significant spectrum deficit to meet

the industry forecasted demand which is growing substantially every year. Even if

certain under-utilised spectrum is not sought after by a strong industry like mobile

telecommunications, it still makes sense for the spectrum to be shared, at least with

opportunistic users. Allowing that to happen will see spectrum efficiency improve,

which is consistent with principles of scare resource management.

As such, spectrum sharing and dynamic spectrum allocation are clearly options

for addressing the problem of under-utilised spectrum and for improving spectrum

efficiency. Sharing of spectrum is also an option for addressing shortages of frequency

allocations for some services. A table of frequency allocations for all services can be

found in [133]. Sharing a frequency band, instead of assigning to one exclusive licensee,
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will allow access by multiple licensees using techniques like time division, separation of

geographical area or orthogonal codes. Inherently this problem is similar to the problem

of under-utilised network resources during quiet periods in mobile telecommunications

that we have addressed in previous chapters. Therefore, we see a need to extend Smart

Pricing and our proposed signalling models, the MCS and SSA signalling models, to

resolve the under-utilised spectrum problem too.

Spectrum bands not in use are called white spaces and could be exploited by the

Cognitive Radio (CR) approach [130]. In other words, CR improves spectrum efficiency

[134]. As CR is said to be a particular extension of software radio [135], we start with

an outline of software radio.

6.5.2 Software defined radio and software radio

A receive Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a radio in which the digitization is performed

at some stage downstream from the antenna, for instance after the Radio Frequency

(RF) section. Conversely, a transmit SDR is one with a reverse process for transmit

digitization. Digital signal processing in flexible and reconfigurable functional blocks

defines the characteristics of the radio. With SDR, a handset is transformed from a

single-frequency (e.g. 900 MHz) single-mode (e.g. TDMA) to a multiband (e.g. 900,

1800 and 2100 MHz) multimode (e.g. TDMA and WCDMA) handset [136]. A detailed

treatment of SDR technology and system considerations can be found in [137]. A SDR

is said to be a practical version of a Software Radio [138].

A Software Radio (SR) is a SDR in which the software control processing engine

is placed at the antenna and all the processing required for the radio is performed by

software residing in high-speed digital signalling processing elements [136]. As software

can be updated and modified without much effort, the flexibility of SRs is extensive. In

turn, components of a SR can be reconfigured. SRs are seen as an essential component

of Fourth-Generation (4G) mobile communication systems [139]. They are multi-band

radios capable of supporting multiple interfaces and protocols [135].

6.5.3 Characteristics of cognitive radio

CR [135] is a radio which autonomously observes the radio environment, infers context,

assess alternatives, generates plans, supervises multimedia services, allocates compu-

tational and radio resources to conventional radio software, initiates tasks and learns

from its mistakes. Those actions reflect in the CR’s 6-element cognitive cycle: observe,

orient, plan, decide, act and learn.

CR enables a frequency band to be shared by being able to sense and avoid parts

of the band that are in use to avoid interference, then use the other parts. A condition
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to share the spectrum is that secondary users, that is those who are allowed to use

the band (or parts of it) in fixed periods, dynamically or opportunistically, must not

cause harmful interference to the primary users, that is those who own the license. In

addition, secondary users must not interfere with each other beyond certain thresholds.

Primary users do not need to use a CR. Secondary users, on the other hand, must use

CRs. For simplicity, hereafter, we call secondary users who use CRs simply CRs.

Where primary users of a frequency band do not constantly use their licensed

spectrum, they can share with CRs with or without charging them a fee. Spectrum

available for sharing can be from a singular licensed spectrum, or from a combination

of a licensed spectrum. The latter is termed spectrum pooling in [135].

By nature, in order to operate, a CR needs information about the radio environment

it is in. That information can be acquired autonomously by the CR through sensing

or it could be provided to the CR through pre-installed software or updates over the

air interface.

When issued, a spectrum licence may be associated with a rich set of conditions

that need to be complied with. These conditions include limits on the license frequency

band, latitude and longitude coordinates, radiated power and spurious emission limits.

A full list of such conditions can be found in [140]. If licensed frequencies are shared,

those conditions must be informed to the CRs and the CRs must comply with the

conditions the same way as the primary users do. In addition, as owners of the bands,

primary users may set additional conditions for CRs.

A CR must know its location [141]. As mentioned in Section 6.5.1, a spectrum

licence may authorise a licensee to use a particular frequency band only within a

particular geographical area. Thus, without knowing its coordinates, CRs will not able

to operate. Another reason why a CR needs to know its location is that if it realises it

is on top of a hill and has a line-of-sight signal propagation with its receiver, it can use

a higher order modulation scheme plus a higher coding rate. That combination will

see an increase in the received bit rate.

A CR must have spectrum awareness [141]. It must know what parts of the shared

frequency bands are not in use before using them. Of course, many CRs close to

each other in a small geographical area may sense the same yet-to-be-occupied parts,

so a mechanism has to be put in place to regulate this potential contentions. If two

such CRs transmit at the same time on the same frequency, both of their respective

receivers most certainly will not be able to successfully receive the data sent because

of the interference caused to them by their unintended CR transmitters.

Transmission power of CRs must be controlled [141]. A main factor that determines

the magnitude of the interference is the transmit power. If a CR transmits with

an unnecessarily high power, not only does it cause co-channel interference but also
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adjacent channel interference. That means primary users of spectrum that are not

shared by the CR will be interfered with as well. The use of directional antennas,

small beamwidths and high elevation angles can help reduce CR transmission power.

The following applications are deemed to be beneficial with CR technology [134]:

mobile multimedia downloads, emergency communications systems, broadband wireless

services and multimedia wireless networking. This is due to their delay tolerance, lower

power requirement and/or low mobility.

6.5.4 Challenges that will need to be overcome

For CR to be brought into use, some regulatory, security and technical issues need to

be addressed beforehand.

Regulatory

Shared frequency bands for CRs can come from many sources. It could, for example, be

bands allocated by an administration for use primarily for Electronic News Gathering

(ENG) or Aeronautical Mobile Telemetry (AMT) services. For ENG in Australia, the

band is so-called the 2.5 GHz band with the frequency range of 2.5-2.69 GHz and a

Television Outside Broadcast Network (TVOB) licence is required for a broadcaster to

use this band. For AMT in Australia, the band is 2.2-2.3 GHz and is used for operations

lasting short durations on a limited number of days a year [105]. Clearly, the two

radiocommunications services only use allocated frequency bands intermittently. The

problem is that the events are not known in advance. If the bands are not shared, it is

wasteful; however, if they are shared, CRs must stop transmitting when the ENG and

AMT radios are in use, otherwise the interference could have serious impacts. In such

cases, times and durations when these services are in use must be informed to the CRs

with short notices in the order of possibly seconds. Therefore, the policy module [130]

in the CRs must be developed robustly enough to accommodate such rapid regulatory

changes.

If the shared spectrum is a frequency band pooled from with different licensees in

adjacent jurisdictions or countries, the policy module must also adapt quickly enough

when CRs change geographical areas, particularly when movements are with high

speeds.

In order for frequency bands to be shared, governments may need to change their

licensing regimes. The policy that spectrum licences are issued with rights for exclusive

use is no longer appropriate and needs to be changed. In 2004, the U.S. Federal Com-

munications Commission (FCC) made secondary markets for spectrum legal, which

allows a licensee to lease rights to use spectrum for the duration of the license [142].
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Other countries are also in the process of making similar changes to their spectrum

regulatory regime. One of such countries is Australia. This reflects in [143] in the

RadComms 2010 conference.

Spectrum for sharing can be spectrum commons or with property rights. QoS cannot

be guaranteed under spectrum commons approach but is specified under a property

rights approach. For shared spectrum with property rights, primary users can dy-

namically allocate small portions of the band to CRs or only allow CRs to access it

opportunistically [142]. In Australia, spectrum commons are a limited set of common

frequencies which people can use if they comply with the conditions specified by the

Government, specifically the Australian Communication and Media Authority, in the

relevant class licences free of charge [144]. Radios operating under a class licence are

not protected from interference from their peers who share the frequency band with

them. An example of a class licence can be found in [145]. On the other hand, spec-

trum with property rights are equivalent to spectrum authorised for use under spectrum

licences in Australia. Holder of spectrum licences are required to register their devices

which enable the devices to be protected from interference [146]. If a spectrum licence

holder shares its band with CRs but the licence holder does not register the CRs,

the CRs will not be protected from interference. This is against the spectrum licence

policy. Therefore, some form of protection must be developed to protect the CRs. A

result of this may require that the Radiocommunications Act, as in [147], be modified.

This is a big challenge and will require tremendous effort.

Security

Among the others, CR are subject to the following security issues [130]:

• malicious abuse which can cause widespread denial-of-service. When sharing

spectrum with CRs, primary users rely on CRs not causing harmful interference

to them when they use the spectrum. CR should also not cause excessive harm-

ful interference to their peers. Not having the interference issue enforced could

render the shared spectrum unusable because data communications will not be

successful. If controlling CRs’ behaviour is via software, then modification made

to the software incorrectly could be the source of the abuse. This could be due

to a genuine error or harmful intention to corrupt the system. To ensure the

integrity and origin of reconfiguration software, a signed content technique could

be used [148]; and
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• unauthorised software or policy update downloads. As discussed in the previous

section, it may be necessary that policy updates and software downloads occur

over the air interface. Without a reliable authentication system, this could open

the door for identify theft. Consequences are that some CRs could be incorrectly

charged (which is a source of dispute) or prevented from continuing to access the

spectrum.

Technical

If primary users cannot be protected from interfering power from CRs, licensed spec-

trum may not be shared. To meet this requirement, CRs need to be able to detect

what channels are used by primary users and not to use those. To detect unused

channels, certain functions of a spectrum analyser should be made available in CRs.

Cyclic scanning or filter bank are proposed in [141]. Once detected, information about

unused channels can then be stored in a spectrum database, which could be centralised

or de-centralised and may require updating [149], for access by CRs. As for primary

users, to ensure that they can access the shared spectrum when and where they need,

a Polite Backoff protocol can be used [135].

A well known problem with CR is the hidden node problem. It occurs when CRs

cannot detect primary users’ transmissions and transmit. This interferes with pri-

mary users’ transmissions, which may cause disruption because SINRs at the intended

receivers of those primary users’ transmissions is lower than the sensitivity. Two possi-

bilities for such a problem to happen are: distance between the primary users and CRs

are great and primary users’ transmissions are blocked by terrain [130]. The hidden

node problem can be made less severe by improving the sensitivity of CR monitoring

instead of just deploying more CR nodes [134] [149].

Before CRs with all functions outlined in Section 6.5.3 are realised, development of

technology centric CRs that can monitor their spectral environments and locate their

geographical positions should be the first step [138].

6.5.5 Capacity of cognitive radio systems

Capacity of a CR system depends on the size of the shared spectrum. The spectrum

can come from a frequency band of only one licensee or multiple frequency bands

of multiple licensees. The latter can be call a spectrum pool. Frequency bands in

the spectrum pool do not have to be adjacent to each other. OFDM is found to be

the best physical layer for CR system because it allows the use of discontinuous and

arbitrary-sized frequency bands [150].
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Apart from the size of the spectrum pool, how significant interfering power in a

wireless channel and whether CRs have knowledge of the primary users’ transmissions

also affect the capacity of a CR system. Under weak interfering power and non-causal

knowledge of the primary users’ transmissions, capacity is found to be higher than

when spectrum is time-sharing [151]. Capacity under strong interference powers are

discussed in [152] and [153], as pointed out in [151].

6.5.6 Applicability of Smart Pricing in cognitive radio systems

In this first attempt to show that Smart Pricing and the MCS and SSA models can be

applied to CR systems, we limit ourselves to consider CRs which are yet to have the

full potentials as defined in Section 6.5.3. These CRs can still autonomously observe

the radio environment, infer context and assess alternatives. They can then propose

plans to use, but must not yet use, the radio resources. The plans are signalled to the

CR system operator. Upon receipt of these plans, the CR system operator can either

approve, adjust or reject the plans after taking into consideration the instantaneous

policy at that moment and/or any strategic decisions. Resting such final decisions on

the CR system operator is believed to only enhance the spectrum efficiency due to the

following reasons:

i. the CR system operator has an overall view of the radio resource usage and the

number of spectrum users in the system. Further, if scheduling is used, no doubt

efficiency will increase;

ii. in unexpected events (e.g. CRs unwillingly ceasing contention for a certain chan-

nel), intervention is necessary; and

iii. CRs will have to make less intensive decisions which may reduce the amount

of information needed by CRs. This could potentially help reduce CRs’ power

consumption.

The idea behind the above choice is to keep the admission and resource allocation

control at the CR system operator. As Smart Pricing aims to reserve certain capacity

for high WTP users as well as to give guaranteed bit rates, even in the event of graceful

degradation, a CR system operator needs to have such a control to meet Smart Pricing’s

objectives. Without such a control power, guaranteed QoS may not be achieved.

The dynamic spectrum leasing and interruptible spectrum leasing models discussed

in [151] and the spectrum with property rights model as discussed in [142] are deemed

suitable for Smart Pricing. This is because these models facilitate a mechanism in

which the CR system operator control the admission to system and the allocation of

frequencies and bandwidth within the spectrum pool.
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If OFDM and time-sharing techniques are chosen, the maximum capacity a CR

system, ηM , can be calculated in a similar manner as with the LTE system. That is

shared spectrum is divided into spectrum units, each with a nominal value of 15 kHz

in the frequency domain and 0.5 ms in the time domain. Then using Equation (3.1),

ηT is obtained. The user spectrum rates, RSP,max and RSP,min, can also be determined

based on relevant ratios relative to the ηM specified by the CR system operator.

We propose that:

1. a network element called the Cognitive Radio Gateway (CRW) to host the policy

database from which the CR’s policy module obtains update. The CRW to host

the spectrum database from which CRs obtained master information about unused

frequencies that CRs could use. The CRW is also responsible for making decisions

in response to plans to use the spectrum pool proposed by the CRs and on

admission and resource allocation. Finally, the CRW is responsible for reporting

load of the CR system to the DPE;

2. DPE is now responsible for not only receiving congestion information of the

CR system from the CRW, but also for setting prices depending on levels of

congestion in the CR system. With the latter, in effect, it means the TSS is now

incorporated into the DPE;

3. four channels, 15 kHz each, are set aside from the spectrum pool for the purposes

of CR system signalling. We adopt the idea of having these channels from 3GPP

mobile telecommunications systems, which has resulted in proven success. The:

a. CR Random Access Channel (CR-RACH) is an uplink control channel for

transmit CRs to signal their intention to communicate with the CRW about

their plans using the spectrum pool;

b. CR Uplink Control Channel (CR-UCCH) is for direct communications nego-

tiating spectrum pool access plan between the transmit CRs and the CRW;

c. CR Downlink Control Channel (CR-DCCH) is for receive CRs to send feed-

back of channel quality to the CRW. Like in HSDPA, HSPA+ and LTE,

adaptive modulation and coding necessitates this channel. If the CQI is

good (i.e. SINR is high) higher modulation and coding schemes are used to

improve bit rates. The idea of having a channel for feedback is also flagged

in [141]; and

d. CR Broadcast Channel (CR-BCH) is for the DPE in conjunction with the

CRW to notify CRs to take advantage of periods the CR system is under-

utilised. Understandably, prices during these periods are significantly low.
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The idea of having a broadcast channel is also flagged in [141], however, there

the broadcast channel is for use in the case of a non-licensed frequency band,

which is different from ours where spectrum pools are from licensed bands.

The effectiveness of having either (or all) of the four channels that we propose

here is the focus of our further research;

4. CRs contain the CR Engine (CRE) proposed in [154]. The CRE accepts input

parameters of three types: transmission, environment and QoS. In addition, the

CRs must host the DPA interacting with the DPE for Smart Pricing purposes,

which includes bidding, performed by the Bidding Agent as discussed in Section

6.4; and

5. the protocols used in the links from CRs and primary users (PUs) to the CRW

is CR-Uu, and between the CRW and DPE is SCTP/IP. Details of the former

protocol is a subject of our future research.

Taking the above proposed items into account, a proposed Smart Pricing system

diagram for CR system is given in Figure 6.2. In the diagram, the CR-Tx and PU-Tx

are the transmit CR and transmit PU stations, respectively. The CR-Rx and PU-Rx

are the receive CR and receive PU stations, respectively. The PU-Tx and PU-Rx are

included only to show the complete CR system, these two stations are not involved in

Smart Pricing signalling. The reason is that they are primary users and should have

exclusive access to the spectrum pool whenever they need.

As for the signalling components: the following modifications to Section 3.7.2 should

be made:

• CR-Tx replacing MS;

• CRW replacing RNC and MSC; and

• setting the numbers of signalling components between the TSS and DPE to 0 as

the TSS is now collocated with the DPE.

Referring to Section 5.1, above we have gathered enough of the required five pieces

of information so that Smart Pricing and our proposed Smart Pricing signalling models

can be applied to the CR system. They can be used in their respective places in the

MCS and SSA models in Chapters 3 and 4. Thus, we affirm that using our proposed

Smart Pricing signalling models Smart Pricing can be applied to CR system.
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Figure 6.2: Smart Pricing in CR System Diagram.

6.6 Findings and discussions

In this chapter, we have investigated the applicability of Smart Pricing and the MCS

and SSA models to non-cellular telecommunications and other resource-constrained

systems: the electricity, ATM, water and CR systems. Our intention is to show the

robustness of the models.

In summary, we have:

1. briefly investigated the electricity and ATM systems and found indications that

Dynamic Pricing schemes have been proposed for use in these systems. There

are some similarities between the proposed Dynamic Pricing schemes and our

Smart Pricing scheme. However, the Smart Pricing scheme is more sophisticated

because of its bidding function. We believe that Smart Pricing can not only be

applied in the two systems but also adds more features into the existing proposed

Dynamic Pricing schemes;

2. briefly investigated water systems and found no indication that Dynamic Pricing

has been proposed for use. We believe that Smart Pricing can be applied in

water systems as a tool to regulate the use of water resource in countries such

as Australia where water is limited and which frequently suffers long drought

periods. New metering devices need to be developed before Smart Pricing can be
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deployed. Feasibility study of using the fixed telephone or TCP/IP as a signalling

network also needs to be conducted;

3. proposed a general system architecture for implementing Smart Pricing in elec-

tricity, ATM and water systems. The main change to the conventional system

architectures is the addition of the DPE and DPA network elements which are

responsible for setting prices and allocating resources dependent on the system

load and bids from users; and

4. conducted detailed investigation on CR systems and affirm that Smart Pricing

and the MCS and SSA models can be applied to CR systems. These models

are the potential candidate for facilitating the dynamic spectrum allocation in

spectrum-licensed frequency bands. We propose a specific system architecture

for implementing Smart Pricing in CR systems, in which:

i. the CRW is the main system element controlling the CR system;

ii. the DPE is responsible for receiving congestion information sent from the

CRW and for setting prices and allocating spectrum depending on levels of

congestion in the CR system. The TSS is incorporated into the DPE;

iii. the CRs have the DPA function incorporated into it to facilitate Smart

Pricing functions;

iv. four new channels are to be created for use with CR related signalling; these

are the CR-RACH, CR-UCCH, CR-DCCH and CR-BCH; and

v. protocols used for the links are proposed to be CR-Uu and SCTP/IP.
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7.1 Summary of findings and contributions

Smart Pricing is a proposed solution to the problem of under-utilized network resources

and to accommodate growing demand within available network resource. As such,

Smart Pricing is an alternative approach to investing more infrastructure to handle

only peak demand. It is a pricing scheme that responds to the state of the network

and a congestion pricing scheme that has price varying directly with the load. Smart

Pricing varies price and load relationship according to the characteristics of the current

user group. The process of setting prices involves communications between network

elements and once set, new price messages are sent to users. In the event of QoS graceful

degradation, users who are outside their tgQ, can bid to maintain their admission QoS.

These indicate that three types of signalling are required; those are: signalling on the

UL, DL and Netw2Netw.

For Smart Pricing to be deployed, the DPE, a new network element, is proposed to

be added to the current mobile telecommunications system architecture. The DPE is

responsible for receiving congestion information, processing it and then requesting the

Billing System set new prices if necessary. Based on the system diagram with the DPE

added, two signalling models, the MCS and SSA models are developed. The models

are examined thoroughly by investigating the impact on the required signalling due to

factors such as: size of the system, conditions a user is admitted into the network, the

way network congestion is defined and user behaviour.

The MCS model is one in which operation of Smart Pricing is simulated. The model

enables the required signalling loads when Smart Pricing system is in its instantaneous

conditions to be measured. Both small and large Smart Pricing systems are investigated

and eighteen operation scenarios are simulated. It is found that when there are more

types of user’s WTP in the system: the average signalling loads increase, bidding

signalling percentages increase, and cost un-recoverable signalling percentages decrease.

On the other hand, when there are more users in the system, the first and the last are
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the same, except the second. In such a case, the UL bidding signalling percentage

increases but DL and Netw2Netw decrease. It is also found that it is not how the level

of congestion is defined by a network operator, it is the user behaviour that dictates the

amount of signalling resources needed to be set aside for Smart Pricing. More findings

from this model can be found in Section 3.9.

The SSA model is developed using the State Space and Markov Chain technique.

Comparison of results from this model with those from the MCS model is planned and

thus most of the simulation scenarios conducted for the MCS model are replicated.

Comparison reveals that almost 85% of the time, results from the SSA model devi-

ate by less than 20% from the MSC model. Compensating for that low deviation is

a substantial improvement in simulation time. The average simulation time for the

SSA model is more than 700 times faster than the MCS model. It is found that, in

the stead-state condition, the maximum average signalling loads for the UL, DL and

Netw2Netw are: 4.04, 4.06 and 72.71 kbps, respectively. It is recommended that the

low load threshold is set at 70% of ηM and the tgQ at 90 seconds. More findings and

recommendations from this model can be found in Section 4.12.

To provide mobile telecommunications network operators with a complete solution

for implementing Smart Pricing in the 3GPP Release 99 UMTS system, applicability of

the MCS and SSA models to the downlink direction is shown. How the two models can

further be applied to the HSDPA, HSPA+ and LTE systems is also demonstrated. It

is ascertained that adopting Smart Pricing will not impose significant signalling traffic

on a network with our estimated signalling loads as supporting evidence. These figures

can be found in Section 5.6. Nevertheless, informing precise figures by conducting

detailed simulations is intended in the immediate future.

Finally, a further step is taken and Smart Pricing is shown to be able to also be

implemented in the electricity, ATM, water and CR systems. Results from a detailed

investigation into CR systems allows affirmation that the MCS and SSA models can

be applied to the CR system to facilitate dynamic spectrum allocation in spectrum

licensed frequency bands. Two system architectures for implementing Smart Pricing

in those four systems are proposed: a general one for all systems and another one

specifically tailored for the CR systems. Details of the system architectures can be

found in Section 6.6. Some protocols used for the links in the architecture for the CR

systems are subject to further research.
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7.2 Possible future work

In the above section, some possible work for this research in the immediate and near

future have been identified. Other possible future work are as follows.

Firstly, extending the MCS and SSA models to a multi-cell system which includes

intra-network and inter-network handovers.

Secondly, for modelling of Smart Pricing in CR systems, investigating the effec-

tiveness of having the CR-RACH, CR-UCCH, CR-DCCH and CR-BCH channels, and

developing the CR-Uu protocol.

Thirdly, using Control Theory to develop means to cap the required signalling

loads to planned signalling resource for Smart Pricing. This is to address cases where

arrival rate increases unexpectedly high, as can be seen from the results in Chapters

3 and 4, that the average signalling loads have a linear relationship with the arrival

rate. Increases in such a fashion need to be controlled to prevent signalling network

overload.

Fourthly, implementing optimal signalling system by using uplink and downlink

signalling means identified in Section 2.8. An optimal signalling system is one that

is able to deliver new price messages to MSs and transfer the responses back to the

DPE within desired time constraints. For notifying new price messages to the users,

a simple and easily visible or audible display method on a MS is required. To help

hide the complexity of the system, means to allow subscribers to interact automatically

with Smart Pricing systems is needed. To help de-emphasise the consciousness of price

in subscribers’ minds, it is essential that prices are not expressed in monetary units

but by some other means such as tokens. The effectiveness of this concept is proven in

casinos. To devise a signalling method metric for helping network operators to choose

a suitable Smart Pricing signalling method for its network, a metric which is capable

of ranking criteria of different signalling methods is required. Lastly, to help determine

the practicality of Smart Pricing, a method which is capable of calculating the cost for

the implementation of Smart Pricing is necessary.

Finally, extending Smart Pricing to include an additional parameter called Will-

ingness To Bid (WTB). Different to the WTP, which is the price level that a user

prepares pay for his/her call prior to being admitted to the network, WTB is an offset

from the WTP. Such an offset may assume a positive or negative value. The sum of a

user’s WTP and WTB will be the price level that a user will bid up to when he/she

experiences QoS graceful degradation. The concept of WTB is introduced to capture

the difference in the level of importance of a call in a subscriber’s mind before and just

after the call is made.
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Appendix - Transition diagram

Figure 1: Q-matrix for a system with ηRHT = 1, ηRHM = 4, and Mmax = 5 (part 1).
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Figure 2: Q-matrix for a system with ηRHT = 1, ηRHM = 4, and Mmax = 5 (part 2).
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